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APPENDIX A

DEMONSTRATION and SENSITIVITY STUDIES

The material in Appendix A is from demonstration and sensitivity

studies performed and documented to support the methodology and

NRC review and approval of Revision 0 of this EM. Only

acknowledged error corrections have been incorporated into

Revision 2 along with pointers to other material that changes,

amends, or provides additional information deemed important to

define the methodology.
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A.l. Introduction

Numerous sensitivity studies were performed with the evaluation

model to demonstrate its acceptability to analyze LOCA, to

provide a basis for the selection of input parameters, and to

satisfy the requirements of Appendix K. These studies were

performed with RELAP5/MOD2-B&W (Ref. A-I) to determine the

magnitude of the variations on key results. They were also used

to demonstrate compliance and convergence of the EM methods given

in Section 4 of. this topical text volume. The results of these

studies, and the conclusions reached, are described in this

appendix.

A.1.1. SBLOCA Transient Progression

The transient progression is briefly summarized here to identify

the key phenomena and controlling thermal-hydraulic behavior

during each phase of the event. The results of the sensitivity

studies will refer to this information to avoid repeating the

text required for each section.

The SBLOCA generally progresses through five phases: (1)

subcooled depressurization, (2) pump and loop flow coastdown and

natural circulation, (3) loop draining, (4) boiling pot, and (5)

refill and long-term cooling. The subcooled depressurization

phase begins at leak initiation. Subcooled reactor coolant

system (RCS) liquid exits the break, and the pressurizer begins

to empty. The RCS depressurizes quickly to the low pressure

reactor trip setpoint, and then to the low pressure engineered

safety features actuation setpoint (ESFAS) trip. High pressure

injection (HPI) flow begins after a conservatively long ECCS

delay time. When the low fluid subcooling setpoint is reached,

and ESFAS has occurred, the RC pumps trip and begin to coast

down. MFW pump coastdown begins on turbine trip plus a

reasonable delay time. The MFW flow is terminated following a
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typical pump coastdown. Total loss of the MFW flow occurs 4
shortly after ESFAS. The subcooled depressurization phase ends

when the hot leg liquid saturates.

Following RCP trip, the RCS flow transitions to a natural

circulation flow condition. The continued RCS depressurization

initiates liquid flashing in the hot legs and the upper plenum,

allowing a steam bubble to form in the upper head and hot leg U-

bends. Natural circulation ends when the U-bend steam bubble

displaces the hot leg mixture levels below the hot leg spillover

elevation. The hot leg containing the pressurizer surge line

connection generally loses flow first because of the additional

flashing of the saturated pressurizer liquid that enters during

the subcooled depressurization. Intermittent hot leg spillovers

can cause alternating periods of- RCS. repressurization and

depressurization for the smaller break sizes.

As the entire RCS approaches saturated conditions, the onset of

subcooled and saturated nucleate boiling occurs in the core

because of the high decay heat levels. The fuel stored energy is

removed via the steam generators during this RCS flow coastdown

period. The core steam production, combined with the eventual

loss of SG heat removal, interrupts the RCS depressurization. In

the reactor vessel (RV), the steam bubble in the upper head

displaces enough liquid to uncover the RVVVs creating a manometric

imbalance between the core and the downcomer. The imbalance

forces the RVVVs to open and pass steam into the downcomer. The

downcomer steam volume grows until the cold leg nozzle is exposed

to steam. As soon as the downcomer liquid level reaches the cold

leg nozzle spillover elevation, a core steam venting path is

created, allowing continuous RCS depressurization.

During the loop draining phase, the steam bubble becomes large

enough in the hot legs that the primary liquid level is displaced

into the SG tube region below the secondary-side auxiliary

feedwater (AFW) nozzles. A boiler-condenser mode (BCM) of heat
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transfer is initiated if the AFW is flowing. Periods of BCM

cooling, in addition to the HPI-leak cooling, allow the RCS

pressure to decrease more rapidly.

The trapped hot leg liquid mass continues to decrease due

primarily to flashing. If the RV outlet annulus mixture level

decreases below the hot leg nozzle spillunder elevation, steam

will pass up the hot leg, and liquid will drain back into the

vessel. This allows the mixture level in the outlet annulus to

remain near the top of the hot leg nozzle until the hot leg is

completely empty. A loop seal exists in the cold leg pump

suction piping. (For a raised-loop plant, the elevation of the

cold leg pump suction (CLPS) spillover is approximately the same

elevation as the top of the core.) Larger breaks continue to

rapidly depressurize the RCS and flash the liquid in this region.

If the levels descend to the CLPS spillunder elevation

(particularly in raised-loop analyses), the loop seal clears, and

another steam relief path, in addition to the RVVVs, is

established between the core and the break.

At the end of the loop draining period, the only system inventory

available for core cooling is the emergency core cooling system

(ECCS) injection and the remaining liquid in the reactor vessel.

This portion of the transient is characterized as the boiling pot

mode. The RV levels will decrease if the ECCS injection cannot

match the liquid vaporization due to core decay heat, passive

metal heat, and flashing. Continued voiding at the break site

allows continuous system depressurization until the core flood

tank (CFT) fill pressure is reached or the ECCS injection matches

liquid boil-off and flashing rates. During this period, the RV

mixture levels may descend into the core heated region resulting

in cladding temperature excursions.

An increasing RV liquid inventory signals the end of the
transient. At this point, the ECCS flow heat removal exceeds the

core boiling, wall energy addition, and liquid flashing
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contributions. The suppression of core steam production, or the
continuation of operator-controlled secondary depressurization,
further depressurizes the RCS. This continued RCS

depressurization supports higher ECCS injection rates. The
additional ECCS flow assures that the core can be refilled, and
all cladding temperature excursions quenched. Once the core has

been completely refilled, a path to long-term cooling is
established.

A.1.2. Base Model and Description of Studies

The first step to completing the studies in this appendix was the

selection of a base or reference case. A break in the bottom of

the cold leg piping between the reactor vessel inlet nozzle and

the pump discharge nozzle was chosen. This break geometry and

location were chosen based on the most severe SBLOCA reported in

previous licensing calculations for a B&W raised-loop plant (Ref.

A-2) and a preliminary spectrum analysis performed before any

sensitivity studies were begun. This break size represents a

reasonable starting point from which to begin sensitivity

studies. The possible variation of the worst. break size and

location will be encountered as the studies progress.

The base case used the raised-loop, 205-fuel assembly plant with

Mark-BW 17-by-17 fuel assemblies and an initial power level of

3800 MW. An axial power shape. with a[ ]peak at the 9.705-ft

elevation was selected for use. The hot channel contained ]
assemblies with a peak linear heat rate initialized at 16.5 kW/ft.

The plant design selected for these studies was a representation

of the 205-FA RL design. Although the 205-FA RL design was

selected, the trends and conclusions reached in the applications

are applicable to all classes of B&W-designed plants. Trip

setpoints, delay times, and lengths of the phases are different

between the plants, but these differences do not affect the

conclusions drawn about the compliance or convergence of the

methods.
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Previous SBLOCA analyses performed on B&W-designed plants have not

predicted core uncovering and cladding temperature excursions.

However, demonstration of converged cladding temperature

predictions during temperature excursions should be included in

the SBLOCA EM sensitivity studies. To assure cladding heatup, the

nominal CFT fill pressure of 615 psia was artificially reduced by

100 psia to 515 psia. This reduction delayed CFT injection and

allowed the core boiling and flashing terms to decrease the core

liquid inventory beyond the point where cladding temperature

excursions occurred.

The input model for the raised-loop plant was developed based on

the requirements identified in Section 4. Individual cases were

performed with variations on user-requested time step size,

pressurizer location, core crossflow resistance, and core noding.

For these studies, general comparison plots are provided for the

primary system pressure, break mass flow rate, RV mixture level,

RV collapsed level, and hot channel cladding temperatures.

Following completion of these comparison studies, the full cold

leg pump discharge (CLPD) break spectrum, core flood line

resistance study, break discharge study, core flood line break,

and high pressure injection line break cases were performed.

After completion of the spectrum analyses and sensitivity studies,

a final, most-severe break case was performed with slight changes

in the base case modeling. For these cases, plots of the system

pressure, vessel collapsed levels, break and ECCS mass flow rates,

break-node void fraction, RCS loop collapsed levels, CLPS liquid

volumes, RVVV and hot leg filtered mass flow rates, core mixture

levels, and upper core hot and average channel cladding and steam

temperatures are provided. The timing of key events during the

transient such as reactor trip, ESFAS, AFW actuation, reverse heat

transfer, CFT actuation, peak clad temperature, and core refill

are also summarized in tables.
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A.2. SBLOCA Time Step Study and Base Case Results

The first study performed was the time step sensitivity study. In

RELAP5/MOD2-B&W, the user specifies a maximum time step that is

modified by the RELAP5/MOD2-B&W internal time. step control in the

event of convergence or Courant limitations. However, neither the

RELAP5/MOD2-B&W convergence criteria nor the Courant limitation,

both being large break-oriented, necessarily assure converged

results for small break LOCAs. Therefore, to demonstrate the

convergence of the SBLOCA calculations, several cases were

analyzed with varied time step requests.

Time step sizes of 10, 20, and 25 milliseconds were used in this

sensitivity study. The time step size of 10 milliseconds for the

first case was chosen based on the allowable size used for

previous SBLOCA analyses performed on recirculating steam

generator plants (Ref. A-3). This time step was much smaller than

the values used for previous MIST benchmarks (Ref. A-4),

therefore, increases in the allowable time step were investigated.

The time step was increased to 20 and 25 milliseconds for cases

two and three, respectively, to establish an optimum time step

that would minimize the RELAP5/MOD2-B&W code run-time for the

SBLOCA transient, while demonstrating adequate convergence of

results. Comparison results for this study are presented in

Figures A-1 through A-6 and in Table A-1.

The comparison plots show slight variations in RCS pressure and

pump suction liquid volumes between the first two cases. For the

20-millisecond time step, more liquid flowed into the downcomer

and reactor vessel from the pump suction regions. Consequently,

the core collapsed level was slightly higher resulting in later

cladding heatup. The cladding heatup profile, however, was almost

identical to the 10-millisecond case after accounting for the time

shift due to the collapsed liquid level differences. The

variations of the peak clad temperature predictions were within 10
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F, demonstrating well-converged results. This convergence allows

the base time step to be increased to 20 milliseconds.

The system response for the 25-millisecond case was similar to

that of the 20-millisecond case. The system pressure, reactor

vessel collapsed liquid levels, core mixture levels, and cladding

heat-up predictions followed each other closely until the CFT fill

pressure was reached. Following the initiation of CFT, the 20-

millisecond case had a sustained increase in break flow that the

25-millisecond case did not. As a result, the core mixture level

recovery was slower, and the peak cladding temperature was

approximately 60 F higher. Had the HPI fluid not been

continuously carried out the break in this case, the mixture

levels and the cladding temperature profiles would have been

almost identical to those predicted for the 25-millisecond case.

The results of the time step sensitivity study indicate that a

time step of 25 milliseconds begins to produce divergent results

during the later portion of the SBLOCA transient. Smaller

requested time steps of 20 and 10 milliseconds produce converged

results with a peak cladding temperature variation of less than 10

F. Since the results of smaller time step cases were effectively

the same, the larger time step of 20 milliseconds will be used for

all future studies to improve code run time.

The 0.1-ft 2 CLPD break with a 20-millisecond time step was

selected as the base case for subsequent studies. The overall

results of this analysis are shown in Figures A-7 through A-20 and

are summarized in Table A-1. The following paragraphs present the

progression of the base case transient in detail.

Following the break opening, the RCS depressurized to the low

pressure reactor trip setpoint of 1885 psia by 12.3 seconds. An

0.65-second delay time was used for control rod scram and turbine

trip. Turbine trip caused a main feedwater (MFW) pump trip, and

after a 12-second delay, the MFW flow was terminated. A loss-of-
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offsite-power (LOOP) was assumed to be coincident with reactor

trip. The RC pumps were tripped on the 1615 psia ESFAS trip at

19.8 seconds. A conservative 60-second delay time was assumed for

ECCS activation. A level-rate-dependent AFW flow controller,

which initiated on ESFAS with a 40-second delay time, was used to

fill the secondary level from 3 ft to 11.5 ft above the upper face

of the lower tube sheet (UFLTS). The UFLTS is also the datum for

the RCS system elevation plots.

During the subcooled depressurization and the loop flow coastdown

phases, the RCS pressure dipped to 1475 psia. Hot leg U-bend

voiding decreased the natural circulation loop flows causing a

reduction in the primary-to-secondary heat transfer. The decrease

in steam generator heat removal and the core boiling caused the

subsequent repressurization of the RCS to 1600 psia. At

approximately 100 seconds, AFW flow began. By this time, the

primary levels had descended into both steam generators, resulting

in high-elevation BCM cooling. As a result, the RCS pressure

declined steadily during the loop draining phase due to the

combined leak-HPI and BCM cooling. The AFW terminated at 490

seconds as the secondary levels reached the maximum control level

of 11.5 ft. The RCS depressurization slowed after the BCM cooling

was lost. The loop draindown maintained lower quality at the

break that limited the volumetric discharge out of the break.

Loop draining was completed by 1000 seconds. Without the RCP

liquid spillover from the loop draining, both the leak quality and

volumetric discharge increased. This improved leak-HPI cooling

increased the RCS depressurization rate and marked the beginning

of the boiling-pot phase.

The reactor vessel mixture level descended into the heated core

region by 2050 seconds, resulting in a cladding temperature

excursion in the upper-most heated segment. Two additional

segments were uncovered before the RCS pressure reached the CFT

fill pressure at 2280 seconds. The CFT flow initiated a slow core

refill which eventually halted the cladding temperature increase.
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A peak cladding temperature (PCT) of 1057 F occurred in Segment

20 at 2523 seconds. The core refill was slow but steady when the

calculations were stopped at 3000 seconds.
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A.3. SBLOCA Pressurizer Location Study

The pressurizer was connected to the intact loop in the base case

analysis. In this study, the pressurizer surge line connection

was moved from Control Volume 105 to Control Volume 205 in the

broken loop. Comparison results are presented in Figures A-21

through A-26 and in Table A-2.

The revised pressurizer location produced results almost identical

to those of the base case up to the time of CFT injection.

Following the initiation of CFT, the base case had a sustained

increase in break flow that the revised pressurizer location case

did not obtain. In both cases, a portion of the intact loop HPI

liquid was carried out the break when CFT injection began. The

carryout was sustained in the base case, but not in the revised

pressurizer location case. (Refer to discussion in Section A.4

regarding this phenomenon.) This occurrence caused a lower core

mixture level in the base case than that predicted in the revised

pressurizer location case. Consequently, the peak cladding

temperature in the base case was 18 F higher and occurred

approximately 100 seconds later in the transient. Had the HPI

fluid not been continuously carried out the break in the base

case, the mixture levels and the cladding temperature profiles in

both cases would have been nearly identical. Since the variation

between these cases was small, the pressurizer will remain

connected to the intact loop for all future analyses.
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A.4. SBLOCA Core Crossflow Resistance Study

The approach used to develop the crossflow areas and form loss

factors was established by considering the thermal-hydraulics of

channels that have significantly different radial power factors.

In the hot channel, additional boiling produces higher void

fractions, which tend to create more mixture level swell. The

void gradient in the pool region is sustained only if the cross

flow is relatively small. Once the core-average mixture level is

reached, the hot channel level swell increase is restricted as the

elevation head quickly disperses the welling up of the frothy

mixture. Modeling of this behavior in RELAP5/MOD2-B&W is achieved

through a segmented crossflow form loss method that uses higher

resistances in the pool region and lower resistances from the hot-

to-average channel near or above the mixture level interface.

Additionally, the average-to-hot resistance near or above the

mixture level is set to a higher value to minimize the potential

effect of mixing with cooler average channel fluid with that of

the hot channel. Table A-3 shows the recommended form loss

coefficients. The fluid behavior in each channel is observed

during this study to assure that reasonable thermal-hydraulic

effects are produced by this modeling technique. A sensitivity

study is also performed to confirm that the results produced by

this technique are appropriate and converged.

Table A-3 presents the various core crossflow form loss factors

and the case parametrics for this sensitivity study. The results

of the core crossflow study are presented graphically in Figures
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A-27 through A-44. A short description of the various crossflow- 4
related results is provided for the base case as well as the other

three sensitivity study cases. In addition, Table A-4 gives a

summary of the key SBLOCA parameters for the four cases.

The base case results for the 0.1-ft2 break are given in Figures A-

7 through A-20. Figure A-16 shows that the hot and average

channel mixture levels are in agreement for the majority of the

transient. The level variations noted when the mixture level is

within the heated core region show that the hot channel swell

slightly exceeds the average channel swell, as expected.

Note: The base case core crossflow modeling was selected as the

method to be applied in the EM calculations based on the studies

described in this section. The demonstration case used a fixed

resistance based on the Base Case inputs from Table A-3.

Subsequent SBLOCA applications revealed that the user selection of

where the form loss transition was modeled resulted in some

variation in the predicted PCTs. In Revision 4 of RELAP5/MOD2-B&W

code (Reference A-I), a model was created to automatically adjust

the location of where the break point is between the high and low

resistances based on the adjoining control volume void fractions.

This void-dependent core crossflow model, which was developed

after the EM was submitted, was approved for use in B&W plant

SBLOCA analyses as stated in the RELAP5 SER on Revision 4.

A.4.1. High Crossflow Resistance Study: Case A

The crossflow resistances used in the base case were replaced with

the Case A values given in Table A-3. In this case the higher

resistances tended to separate the fluid channels and allow larger

asymmetries to be established. The results of this analysis are

summarized in Table A-4 and plotted in Figures A-27 through A-40.

Figure A-32 shows the mixture levels for the Case A results. The

hot channel level was consistently six to eight inches above the
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average channel level. The higher hot channel level swell was

expected, but a difference of more than several inches was

considered excessive. The additional hot channel level swell

reduced the peak cladding temperature by 246 F as shown in Figure

A-36. This large variation was produced by a combination of the

reduced length of the dry steam region and the shorter duration of

the uncovering. In Case A, only two heat structure segments

underwent a dryout and heatup, whereas the base case resulted in

the dryout and heatup of three segments.

A.4.2. Low Crossflow Resistance Study: Case B

Case B used the base case model with the low crossflow resistances

listed in Table A-3. In this case, the communication between the

two channels was improved by reducing the crossflow form loss

coefficients. The results of the analysis are shown in Figures A-

27 through A-40. Figure A-33 shows the close agreement between

the two mixture levels. The peak cladding temperature in this

case, shown in Figure A-36, was 123 F below that of the base case.

Three segments uncovered briefly in both analyses. The hot

channel void distribution, shown in Figure A-43, was observed to

be wavy as cross flows circulated to balance the manometric

differences between the channels. These rapid fluctuations of the

hot channel void fraction represent a potential problem in that

they can lead to inconsistent, and possibly un-reproducible

results. In the cases using higher resistances, stable void

distributions were established in which the additional hot channel

boiling created a void fraction response that closely followed

that of the average channel. Figures A-41, A-42, and A-44 give

the void distribution for the base case and the other two

crossflow studies.
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A.4.3. Reduced Upper Region Crossflow Resistance Study: Case C

mixture levels (Figure A-34) for Case C indicates that the hot and-

average channel mixture levels were' in close agreement and match

those of the base case until 2400 seconds in the transient. After

that time, the mixture level in Case C recovered faster than that

of the base case.

A close examination of the two cases indicated that the mixture

level recovery was not due to the crossflow form loss changes, but

to a variation in liquid discharge out of the break. The leak

flow plot for the base case (Figure A-29) had a sustained increase

in break flow during the CFT injection period. None of the other

cases showed this increase. The cause of the increase was

carryout of intact loop HPI liquid to the break. Upon CFT

injection, the horizontal stratification model used in the cold

leg pump discharge volumes switched from a stratified to non-

stratified condition. As a result, each of the intact leg upper

cold leg junctions allowed liquid to flow into the downcomer

Volume 303 and across to the broken cold leg.

In the base case, the horizontal stratification mode was never

regained, therefore, intact loop HPI liquid carryout continued.

In Case C, however, the horizontal stratification mode was lost

only momentarily. Liquid carryover was not sustained with any of

the other crossflow study cases. This behavior was only noted in

the base case. It resulted in less water reaching the core for

the base case, than for Case C, and thus a lower mixture level.

Figures A-30 and A-31 graphically demonstrate this unexpected

nonphysical behavior.

In order to compare the base case with Case C it was desirable to

equate the amount of HPI carryout into an equivalent mixture
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level. Assuming that all of the intact loop HPI reached the

vessel, the difference in the break flow rates was integrated from

2300 seconds until the end of the transient. The integrated

liquid would have entered the downcomer in the base case and

contributed to the vessel inventory. A mixture level advancement

rate of 0.00187 ft/sec was calculated for the base case. Thus, by

3000 seconds the mixture level would have been at the top of the

core, and there would have been virtually no difference in the

mixture level between the base case and Case C.

By using the base case mixture level adjustment, it was concluded

that the form loss factors used in the base case and Case C are

equally acceptable. The form loss factors for the base case are
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A.6. CLPD Break Spectrum

Previous small break LOCA experience (from Ref. A-5) has

demonstrated that the most limiting small break location is at

the bottom of the cold leg pump discharge piping. A break in the

hot leg piping results in earlier saturation at the break site

and continuous venting of steam out the break. Also, in a hot

leg break all HPI is available for core cooling, whereas in a

limiting CLPD break nearly all of HPI flow into the broken leg is

lost out of the break and is unavailable for core cooling. The

SBLOCA studies therefore, modeled a spectrum of small breaks in

the bottom of the cold leg pump discharge piping.

Break sizes ranging from 0.04 ft 2 to 1.43 ft 2 were included in the

spectrum study. Specifically, break sizes of 0.04, 0.07, 0.1,

0.125, 0.15, 0.175, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, and 1.43 ft2 were

analyzed. The study concentrated on breaks in the 0.1-ft 2 to

0.2-ft2 size to ensure that the most limiting peak cladding

temperature (PCT) was determined. For discussion purposes, the

breaks were divided into three groups (small, intermediate, and

large) based on break size.

Composite results for the spectrum of bottom-of-the-pipe CLPD

SBLOCAs are presented in Figures A-205 through A-212, with

additional results summarized in Tables A-6 through A-8. These

analyses used an artificially low CFT fill pressure to delay CFT

injection flow. As a result, the vessel mixture level descended

into the core heated region causing a maximum clad temperature

excursion that reached 1057 F for the 0.1-ft 2 CLPD break.

A.6.1. Small CLPD SBLOCAs (0.04, 0.07, 0.1, 0.125 ft2)

The smallest LOCAs challenge the high pressure ECCS systems to

provide makeup flow to offset core boiling and maintain continuous

core cooling. Breaks of 0.04, 0.07, 0.1, and 0.125 ft2 were
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considered in this range. The RCS depressurization rates are

relatively slow for these breaks. As a result, each of the five

phases of the transient were easily identified.

The 0.04-ft 2 break was the smallest CLPD break performed. The

results of the analysis are shown in Figures A-51 through A-64 and

summarized in Table A-6. This break size quickly depressurized

the RCS until liquid in the hot legs and upper reactor vessel

liquid saturated, ending the subcooled blowdown phase within 60

seconds. Flashing in the hot legs formed a steam bubble in the U-

bend that displaced the riser mixture levels below the U-bend

spillover elevation, interrupting natural circulation.

Intermittent hot leg spillovers occurred between 300 and 700

seconds. The spillovers reactivated primary-to-secondary heat

removal and caused alternating periods of RCS depressurization and

repressurization. As the steam spaces grew, the levels were

forced into the steam generator tube regions, initiating high

elevation BCM heat removal.

The loop draindown period began at the cessation of the last hot

leg spillover. An orderly cooldown commenced once operator action

was taken at 2700 seconds after ESFAS to depressurize the

secondary-side at a rate of 100 F per hour. Continual

depressurization of the secondary side resulted in flashing and

heat transfer that reduced the inventory below the control level.

AFW, actuated to maintain the control level, reactivated a

continuous BCM heat removal process. HPI and SG condensate

matched the core decay heat, wall heat, and flashing contributions

prior to CFT injection.

The boiling pot phase was never reached for this break size. The

hot legs were not completely emptied, therefore the core remained

covered throughout the transient. The peak cladding temperature

for this transient was the initial steady-state value.
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The 0.07-ft 2 break results are shown in Figures A-65 through A-78

and summarized in Table A-6. This break size caused more rapid

liquid loss that ended the flow coastdown phase by 200 seconds.

After the break flow saturated, the increased volumetric discharge

allowed leak-HPI cooling to continuously depressurize the RCS. At

approximately 400 seconds, a high-elevation BCM occurred, and AFW

terminated shortly thereafter as the secondary control level was

reached.

The slow RCS depressurization continued during the loop draining

phase due to leak-HPI cooling. At 1620 seconds, both hot legs

emptied. This draining marked the beginning of the boiling pot

phase. The reactor vessel collapsed and mixture levels declined

until the CFT fill pressure was reached at 4160 seconds. The

additional ECCS flow matched the boiloff and flashing rates in the

vessel, and initiated the refill phase. The minimum core mixture

level remained above the heated core region throughout the event,

preventing any clad temperature excursion.

The 0.1-ft 2 break, shown in Figures A-7 through A-20 (base case),

behaved similarly to the 0.07-ft2 break. The hot leg risers in

both loops emptied, and the pump suction regions cleared before

CFT flow began. Loop draining allowed complete voiding at the

break site, which increased the leak volumetric flow rate. The

system continuously depressurized because of leak-HPI cooling

until the CFT fill pressure was reached at 2270 seconds. During

this period, the RV mixture levels dropped into the core heated

region resulting in a cladding temperature excursion. The

calculated hot channel peak clad temperature was 1057 F. Core

refill commenced as soon as the CFT flow began.

The 0.125-ft2 break results are shown in Figures A-79 through A-92

and summarized in Table A-6. This increased break size behaved

similarly to the 0.1-ft 2 case. A lower PCT of 779 F was predicted

for the 0.125-ft2 break size, because of the shorter period in

which the core was uncovered by the mixture level. The duration
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of the uncovering was so short that clad temperatures did not rise

to values at which decay heat was matched by steam cooling, as

noted in the 0.1-ft 2 case. Therefore, the PCT observed in this

case was lower.

A.6.2. Intermediate CLPD SBLOCAs (0.15, 0.175, 0.2, 0.3 ft 2)

Four intermediate CLPD breaks were performed with break areas of

0.15, 0.175, 0.2, 0.3 ft 2 . These break sizes caused the RCS to

depressurize faster and to enter the boiling pot phase sooner.

Steam generator heat removal became ineffective in assisting the

RCS depressurization. The core mixture levels continued to drop

into the core heated region. A decreasing minimum core collapsed

liquid level with increasing break size trend was observed.

However, the level swell from flashing, coupled with shorter

uncovering periods, produced cladding temperature excursions that

peaked at values similar to those of the initial cladding

temperatures.

The 0.15- and 0.175-ft2 break analysis results are shown in

Figures A-93 through A-106 and Figures A-107 through A-120,

respectively. The 0.2- and 0.3-ft 2 break analysis results are

shown in Figures A-121 through A-134 and Figures A-135 through A-

148, respectively. The sequences of events for the intermediate

CLPD SBLOCAs are summarized in Table A-7. The PCT for 0.3-ft 2

break was only 20 F higher than the initial cladding temperature.

The PCT occurred because the time interval in which the mixture

level was below the top of the core was slightly greater than the

0.2-ft 2 case. This increase allowed the cladding to heat up

longer and exceed the initial value.
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A.6.3. Large CLPD SBLOCAs (0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.43 ft 2 )

The largest SBLOCAs quickly depressurize the RCS and cause

significant core voiding and core flow perturbations. These

breaks were not 'expected to be limiting in PCT since the

intermediate breaks produced cladding temperatures generally less

than or equal to the initial temperatures. These breaks were

analyzed specifically to determine the maximum break size that

belongs in the SBLOCA classification. Definition of this break

size was determined based. on the predicted cladding temperature

response. Breaks that cause the cladding to undergo initial DNB

belong in the transition break region of the LBLOCA spectrum (See

Section 4.3.7.1 of Volume I). In this respect, the maximum SBLOCA

break size may vary slightly with the plant design. The DNB

response is also somewhat dependent on break location, since the

location will influence the core flows.

The 0.5-ft2 and 0.75-ft2 CLPD break results are summarized in

Table A-8 and shown in Figures A-149 through A-162 and Figures A-

163 through A-176, respectively. These breaks were large enough

to depressurize the RCS through saturation and secondary system

equilibrium to pressures below the CFT and--eventually-'-the low

pressure injection (LPI) system actuations. The system

inventories were severely depleted, and the core levels dropped

into the heated core region. The rapid RCS depressurization,

however, led to significant mixture level swell from flashing,

decay heat, and primary metal contributions. The 0.5-ft2 break

showed slight core uncovering and cladding heatup, but the heatup

was less than that calculated for the 0.3-ft 2 case. For the 0.75-

ft2 case, the level swell was adequate to prevent cladding

temperature excursions.

The 1.0-ft2 CLPD break was the largest break size analyzed using

the SBLOCA methodology that produced results characteristic of an

SBLOCA. Although the transient progressed rapidly, the distinct

phases of a small break are still discernable in Figures A-177
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through A-190 and Table A-8. The level swell predicted in the

1.0-ft 2 case was adequate to maintain mixture levels above the

core heated region throughout the event.

The 1.43-ft2 CLPD break analysis was performed to identify the

"transition" break range where in the system response was more

characteristic of a large break LOCA than that of a small break

LOCA. The results of this analysis are summarized in Table A-8

and shown in Figures A-191 through A-204. The occurrence of DNB

immediately after break initiation indicated the typical large

break behavior and established the SBLOCA "transition" break range

between 1.0 and 1.43 ft 2 .

In comparable terms, the 1.43-ft 2 SBLOCA case, with a Cd = 0.7 on

the Moody discharge model, was equivalent to the LBLOCA break case

of 1.0 ft 2, with a Moody Cd = 1.0. Likewise, the 1.0-ft2 SBLOCA

case represents an 0.7-ft 2 LBLOCA case. Therefore, the transition

from the small to the large break LOCA methods occurred in the

0.75-ft 2 range when referenced to the LBLOCA break area. This 4
break size was not determined to be an absolute, but rather a

reasonable transition point for the calculational models.
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A.8. CLPD.Break Correlation Discharge Coefficient Study

For break volume void fractions greater than seventy percent, the

spectrum and sensitivity studies used a Moody discharge

coefficient of 0.7. Use of this reduced coefficient was based on

previous applications contained in BAW-10168 for recirculating

steam generator plants. Confirmation of the appropriateness and

conservatism of the reduced discharge coefficient method is

provided by reanalyzing two spectrum cases using discharge

coefficients of 1.0 for all fluid states. *For these two cases,

the break area is reduced by 0.7 to preserve the saturated break

discharge rate and validate the comparison with the previous

spectrum case. The 0.1-ft2 and 0.3-ft2 breaks were chosen for

reanalysis because they had the most significant cladding heatups

calculated for the entire spectrum.

A.8.1. Reanalysis of 0.1-ft2 Break Using 1.0 for the Moody Cd

The 0.1-ft2 case was reanalyzed with a break area of 0.07 ft 2 and

Moody and Murdock-Bauman break flow model discharge coefficients

of 1.0. The results of the analysis are shown in Figures A-225

through A-238 and summarized in Table A-10. Six comparison plots

are given in Figures A-239 through A-244. The primary differences

between the two analyses were most obvious during the flow

coastdown and early loop draining phase from 50 to 350 seconds.

The source of the differences is the break discharge rate during

the subcooled and low void two-phase discharge period. The high

void break coefficient method used for the reanalysis reduced the

peak discharge rate during this period by approximately 30 percent

which resulted in a higher RCS pressure. However, the flow

coastdown phase lasted approximately 100 seconds longer. During

this period, the integrated mass loss (Figure A-242) out of the

break exceeded the integrated value obtained with the larger break

simulation. As a result, the minimum core liquid inventory was

slightly lower and the PCT was higher by 92 F.
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A.8.2. Reanalysis of 0.3-ft 2 Break Using 1.0 for the Moody Cd

The 0.3-ft 2 case was reanalyzed with a break area of 0.21 ft 2 and

Moody and Murdock-Bauman break flow model discharge coefficients

of 1.0. The results of the analysis are shown in Figures A-245

through A-258 and summarized in Table A-10. Six comparison plots

are given in Figures A-259 through A-264. The primary differences

between the two analyses were most obvious before the loop

draindown ended at approximately 220 seconds. The source of the

differences is the break discharge rate during the subcooled and

low void two-phase discharge period. The high void break

coefficient method used for the reanalysis reduced the break

discharge rate which resulted in a higher RCS pressure. A maximum

RCS pressure difference of 100 psi developed between 80 and 90

seconds.

The pressure difference decreased in magnitude as the transient

progressed. The integrated break flows converged by 240 seconds

because of additional pump suction liquid loss out of the break.

Both vessel liquid inventories declined together from 250 seconds

until the CFT flow was initiated. The cladding temperature

excursion began five seconds sooner in the 0.3-ft2 break as

compared with the 0.21-ft 2 break. Because of the higher system

pressure, the CFT flow was delayed by ten seconds for the smaller

break area case. This delay led to continued clad heatup that

postponed the recovery time by approximately 17 seconds. During

that time, the cladding temperature increased to a peak of 789 F.

The larger break peak cladding temperature of 742 F occurred 17

seconds earlier.

A
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A.8.3. Conclusions and Break Discharge Coefficient Method Change

The two most severe CLPD breaks identified in the spectrum

analysis were reanalyzed with the break area reduced by a factor

of 0.7 and all break discharge coefficients set to 1.0. Contrary

to expectations, the reanalysis PCTs were slightly higher than the

previous cases. Compensating effects from variations in governing

transient phases resulted in lower core mixture levels and higher

PCTs.

Investigation of the results began with the development of the

break discharge coefficient method from BAW-10168 (Ref. 6). That

model was based on comparisons against experimental data (Ref. 6,

pp. LA-251 through LA-269). It concluded that the Moody critical

flow model overpredicted two-phase leak flows for void fractions

greater than twenty to thirty percent while underpredicting the

flow for lower void fractions. Preservation of the relative

discharge rates in the subcooled, two-phase, superheated region

was considered important for providing reasonable leak flows in

SBLOCA analyses that confirm the adequacy of the ECCS. Over-

prediction of the two-phase discharge can lead to accelerated RCS

depressurization that can increase the ECCS injection, and may

result in nonconservative clad temperature predictions.

Therefore, the original discharge coefficient application was

selected to best represent the relative discharge relationships.

The subcooled discharge coefficient of 1.0 was used because

extended Henry-Fauske correlated well against most test data. The

two-phase transition region used the'Moody model with a discharge

coefficient of 1.0. This region was defined with Ulower, set to a

one-percent void fraction, and aupper, set to seventy-percent void

fraction. The Moody two-phase discharge coefficient was set to

0.7 for void fractions greater than seventy percent. The

superheated regime coefficient was maintained at a conservatively

low value of 0.7, to provide continuity of the break flow at the

saturated-to-superheated boundary.
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Investigation of the results for both the original spectrum and

revised discharge coefficient analyses revealed that during the

majority of the transient, especially the critical boiling pot

phase, the break volume void fraction was approximately 98 to 99

percent. The data in Reference 6 indicated that the Moody

discharge rates were closer to the experimental rates above 95

percent void fraction . That is, the discharge coefficient of 0.7

should be increasing back to 1.0. Therefore, the 0.7 discharge

coefficient is not the best choice for typical EM applications.

Use of a Moody discharge coefficient of 1.0 is the best choice for

the pumps-tripped CLPD SBLOCA analysis. In addition, the

superheated regime discharge coefficient should be set to 1.0 to

preserve the discharge at the saturated-to-superheated boundary

and provide the best estimate of the superheated discharge.

The discharge coefficient method is henceforth changed. The

trends and conclusions drawn from the previous spectrum analyses

are not invalidated by this change. The break area used in those

cases is effectively 70 percent of the reported area. Therefore,

the range of break sizes in which cladding temperature excursions

occur shifts. The special breaks analyzed in the next section

will use the new break discharge coefficient method with all

values set to 1.0.

A
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A.9. Special Breaks

A rupture in either a core flood line or a high pressure injection

line between the RCS and the first check valve is categorized as a

special break. Special breaks present unique challenges to core

cooling because they result in reduced ECC flow reaching the RCS.

Since these key safety-feature boundary conditions are altered,

these breaks are treated as special cases. For these two breaks,

the initial pressurizer liquid volume was specified near the lower

end of the nominal range to further reduce the RCS liquid

inventory and maximize clad temperature excursions.

The break discharge coefficients were set to 1.0 for all phases

and correlations for both of these analyses. It is expected that

the break fluid state will rapidly transition from subcooled

liquid to saturated or superheated steam in these analyses.

Therefore, the high or low break void fraction model described in

Section 4.3.2.4 is most appropriate for these analyses.

A.9.1. Core Flood Line Break

The core flood line break is identified as a special small break

case because of the treatment of the ECCS injection flows,

compared with the normal evaluation model scenarios. During a

core flood line break, the break location prevents one CFT and one

LPI train from injecting into the reactor vessel. If the LPI

piping arrangement does not have cross-connect piping that opens

valves in both injection lines, then a single failure of the

emergency diesel generator leaves the core protection to one CFT

and one HPI pump.

The results of the CFT line break, using one CFT and one HPI pump,

are presented in Figures A-265 through A-278 and are summarized in

Table A-11. The break was assumed to be at the end of the CFT

line RV nozzle. The break area was limited by the cross-sectional
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area of the nozzle insert to a size of 0.44 ft 2 . Rapid initial

depressurization caused reactor trip at 0.44 seconds and ESFAS

actuation at 7.72 seconds. The hot leg liquid saturated and the

U-bends and upper plenum began voiding almost immediately after

the break opening.

Following RC pump trip at ESFAS, pump'and loop flow coastdown

began. Loop flow .ended around 60 seconds. The RCS continued to

depressurize through saturation, but the depressurization rate

slowed because of flashing and the onset of significant core steam

production. At approximately 75 seconds, the RCS pressure dropped

below the secondary SG pressure, and the secondary side became a

heat source to the primary.

At 150 seconds, the hot leg risers in both loops were empty, and

the pump suction regions were clear. Voiding at the break site

increased the leak volumetric flow rate, which allowed more rapid

depressurization until the CFT fill pressure of 515 psia was

reached at 175 seconds. During this period, the RV mixture levels 4
remained continuously above the core heated region. The RV began

refilling upon CFT flow initiation. Long-term cooling was ensured

as the HPI flow continued and decay heat diminished.

The RVVVs provided a path for the core steam to reach the break.

The break voiding assisted the rapid RCS depressurization to the

intact CFT fill pressure. Use of the nominal CFT line resistance

emptied the tank quickly. From that time on, the residual RV

liquid and the HPI were the only cooling sources for the core.

The residual inventory provided sufficient time delay such that

the decay heat contribution dropped below the HPI absorption

capacity. Therefore, the results of this case demonstrate that

one CFT and one train of HPI provide adequate cooling to mitigate

the consequences of a core flood line break event.
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A.9.2. High Pressure Injection Line Break

The high pressure injection line break is identified as a special

small break case because this break results in the loss of one of

four injection paths to the RCS. Additionally, preferential

feeding of the broken line due to its lower back pressure is an

additional challenge to the HPIflow that does not apply to other

break sites or sizes. The handling of the break location is

important in the evaluation of the ECCS performance. The results

of the HPI line break are presented in Figures A-279 through A-

292, with additional results summarized in Table A-II.

The break was assumed to occur at the end of the HPI line nozzle

joining the line to the cold leg pump discharge piping. The break

was modeled at the elevation of the HPI nozzle, which was the top

of Volume 275. The break area was limited to the cross-sectional

area of the nozzle, with the thermal sleeve insert removed

(0.02463 ft 2) . Following leak initiation, subcooled RCS

depressurization caused reactor trip on low pressure at 45.16

seconds and initiated a low pressure ESFAS signal at 72.82

seconds. The ESFAS signal began RC pump coastdown and terminated

MFW flow following a 12-second delay. A delay of 600 seconds was

assumed after ESFAS before HPI was initiated, and only 50 percent

of the HPI was assumed to enter the RCS. At approximately 100

seconds, the hot legs saturated and system flashing caused void

formation in the U-bends and the upper plenum.

Following the subcooled depressurization period, the RCS underwent

cycles of repressurization and depressurization caused by

intermittent spillovers from the hot legs into the primary SG

region. When AFW was flowing, high elevation BCM heat transfer

rapidly depressurized the RCS. When AFW flow terminated, however,

the RCS, began repressurizing. The RVVV flow, break flow, and RV

collapsed levels responded accordingly.
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At 2773 seconds, operator action was taken to cool the secondary

side at a rate of 100 F per hour. The operator-controlled RCS

depressurization supported higher HPI flow rates. At

approximately 4800 seconds, prior to the end-of loop draining, the

SG heat removal and HPI flow matched all core boil-off due to core

decay heat, wall energy, and flashing contributions. Throughout

the transient the upper plenum mixture levels remained slightly

above the top of the hot leg nozzle. Long-term cooling was

ensured as HPI flow increased, and the RCS pressure decreased to

the CFT fill pressure.

The results of the HPI line break demonstrate that 50 percent of

one HPI train was adequate to mitigate the consequences of an HPI

line break event. This percentage of HPI flow offset core decay

heat until operator actions were credited to initiate a secondary

side cooldown. The cooldown ensured that the RCS pressure would

continue its decrease, thereby increasing the HPI flow injection.

It also ensured that the CFT fill pressure would be reached,

resulting in increased ECCS injection into the RCS. These actions

would maintain continuous core cooling throughout the transient.
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A.10. Most Severe SBLOCA Case

The most severe SBLOCA case was determined by the spectrum

analysis and break discharge coefficient study. The break

spectrum study identified the 0.1-ft 2 break with a Moody Cd of 0.7

on the bottom of the cold leg pump discharge piping as the worst

break size and location. The break discharge coefficient study

using a break area of 0.07 ft 2 with Moody Cd of 1.0 produced the

highest peak cladding temperature of 1149 F for any case. The

results of this most severe SBLOCA case are given in Figures A-

225 through A-238, and summarized in Table A-12 for clarity. The

artificially low CFT fill pressure of 515 psia, chosen to delay

the initiation of CFT flow and core refill, was directly

responsible for the cladding temperature excursions. Had a

nominal pressure been used, the CFT flow would have actuated

before core uncovering began.
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A.11. Summary and Conclusions

Numerous studies were performed and documented in this appendix to

demonstrate the adequacy of the SBLOCA methods for 10CFR50.46

calculations. These studies confirmed convergence and identified

the relative sensitivity in the calculated results for several key

variations in the SBLOCA methods. The artificial lowering of the

nominal CFT fill pressure to 515 psia, chosen to delay the

initiation of CFT flow and core refill, was effective in producing

the desired cladding temperature excursions. The model

demonstrated acceptable behavior during cladding temperature

excursions imposed by this input specification. If a nominal

pressure of 615 psia was used, the CFT flow would have actuated

before the mixture level descended into the heated core region.

These extrapolations are consistent with the previous EM results

that calculated no cladding heatup for SBLOCAs on B&W-designed

plants.

The spectrum of CLPD breaks that were performed with the

conservative CFT fill pressure predicted cladding heatup for

breaks between 0.1 and 0.5 ft 2 using a Moody Cd of 0.7. The

spectrum indicated that the 1.0-ft 2 break was the largest break

that demonstrated typical SBLOCA behavior. The 1.43-ft 2 break

size was not typical of SBLOCA transients. Initial cladding DNB

resulted in significant heatup in the first five seconds of the

event. This behavior is typical'of LBLOCAs and therefore belongs

in the transition region defined in Volume I. In comparable

terms, the 1.43-ft 2 SBLOCA spectrum case, with a Cd = 0.7 on the

Moody discharge model, is equivalent to the LBLOCA break case of

1.0 ft2, with a Moody Cd = 1.0. Likewise, the 1.0-ft2 SBLOCA case

represents an 0.7-ft2 LBLOCA case. Therefore, the transition from

the small to the large break LOCA methods occurs in the 0.75-ft 2

range when referenced to the LBLOCA break area or the revised

SBLOCA break Moody discharge coefficient of 1.0. This range is

not an absolute but a reasonable transition point for the

calculational models.
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The worst fuel pin time in life in the SBLOCA EM was addressed by

specification of beginning-of-life (BOL) oxide thicknesses and

stored fuel energy, with an end-of-life (EOL) fuel pin pressure.

The EOL fuel pin pressure was used to increase the likelihood of

fuel pin rupture. Clad rupture was not predicted for any case.

The consistency and continuity of the LOCA results calculated with

this EM are best demonstrated by a comparison of the peak cladding

temperature as a function of break sizes from 0.02463 ft 2 to a

full, double area guillotine break of the largest pipe in the RCS.

This representative PCT versus break size, shown in Figure A-293,

includes the results from Volume I LBLOCA studies. The Volume II

SBLOCA results are reported from the spectrum approach using the

Moody Cd of 0.7. This figure demonstrates the continuity of

results, calculated with the models and methods defined in this

three volume EM report for B&W-designed plants.

In summary, the SBLOCA evaluation model conforms and complies with

all of the Appendix K features and criteria. The sensitivity and

break spectrum studies included in this appendix demonstrate the

convergence and adequacy of the methods described in Volume II of

this report. Therefore, this EM is acceptable for use in

performing T0CFR50.46 SBLOCA applications for all three classes of

B&W-designed plants identified in Table 1-1.
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A.12. Appendix A References
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Table A-I. SBLOCA Time Step Study Sequence of Events.

Parameter

Break Opens (sec).

LP Reactor Trip (sec)

ESFAS (sec)

Subcooled Blowdown Ends (sec)

HPI On (sec)

AFW On (sec)

AFW Off (sec)

Loop Draining Begins (sec)

Boiling Pot. Begins (sec)

CFT Actuation (sec)

Refill Begins (sec)

Calculations Stopped (sec)

HC Peak Clad Temp (F)
Segment
Time (sec)

AC Peak Clad Temp (F)
Segment
Time (sec)

Maximum

10 msec

0.0

12.32

19.79

-40

79.79

-110

-500

-160

-1000

-2260

-2260

3000.0

1063.5
20

2489.9

780.12
19

2347.2

Requested Time Step

20 msec* 25 msec

0.0 0.0

12.33 12.34

19.78 19.8

-40 -40

79.78 79.8

-110 -110

-490 -490

-160 -160

-1000 ~i010

-2270 -2270

-2270 -2270

3000.0 3000.0

1057.2 996.36
20 20

2523.4 2384.5

742.53 732.6
20 20

2500.1 2378.2

* Designated as Base Case
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Table A-2. SBLOCA Pressurizer Location Study Sequence of Events. I

Parameter

Break Opens (sec)

LP Reactor Trip (sec)

ESFAS (sec)

Subcooled Blowdown Ends (sec)

HPI On (sec)

AFW On (sec)

AFW Off (sec)

Loop Draining Begins (sec)

Boiling Pot Begins (sec)

CFT Actuation (sec)

RV Refill Begins (sec)

Calculations Stopped (sec)

HC Peak Clad Temp (F)
Segment
Time (sec)

AC Peak Clad Temp (F)
Segment
Time (sec)

Base Case

0.0

12.33

19.78

-40

79.78

-110

-490

-160

-1000

-2270

-2270

3000.0

1057.2
20

2523.4

742.53
20

2500.1

Pressurizer
in Broken Loop

0.0

12.22

19.68

-40

79.68

-110

-490

-160

-1000

-2265

-2265

3000.0

1039.4
20

2427.6

738.3
20

2420.6
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Table A-3. SBLOCA Core Crossflow Form Loss Factors.
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Table A-4. SBLOCA Core Crossflow Study Sequence of Events.

Base Case Case A Case B
Parameter Variable High Resist Low Resist

Break Opens (sec) 0.0 0.0 0.0

LP Reactor Trip (sec) 12.33 11.88 12.5

ESFAS (sec) 19.78 19.30 19.98

Subcooled Blowdown Ends (sec) -40 -40 -40

HPT On (sec) 79.78 79.30 79.98

AFW On (sec) -110 -110 -110

AFW Off (sec) -490 -490 -490

Loop Draining Begins (sec) -160 -160 -160

Boiling Pot Begins (sec) -1000 -1000 -1000

CFT Actuation (sec) -2270 -2275 -2275

Refill Begins (sec) -2270 -2275 -2275

Calculations Stopped (sec) 3000.0 3200.0 3200.0

HC Peak Clad Temp (F) 1057.2 811.47 934.25
Segment 20 20 20
Time (sec) 2523.4 2377.7 2403.4

AC Peak Clad Temp (F) 742.53 733.63 737.46
Segment 20 20 20
Time (sec) 2500.1 2385.9 2391.3

Case C
Upper Adj

0.0

12.32

19.78

-40

79.78

-110

-490

-160

-1000

-2275

-2275

3200.0

989.37
20

2392.3

735.58
20

2386.6
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Table A-5. SBLOCA Core Noding Study Sequence of Events.

Parameter

Break Opens (sec)

LP Reactor Trip (sec)

ESFAS (sec)

Subcooled Blowdown Ends (sec)

HPI On (sec)

AFW On (sec)

AFW Off (sec)

Loop Draining Begins (sec)

Boiling Pot Begins (sec)

CFT Actuation (sec)

RV Refill Begins (sec)

Calculations Stopped (sec)

HC Peak Clad Temp (F)
Segment
Time (sec)

AC Peak Clad Temp (F)
Segment
Time (sec)

Base Case

0.0

12.33

19.78

-40

79.78

-110

-490

-160

-1000

-2270

-2270

3000.0

1057.2
20

2523.4

742.53
20

2500.1

E ]
Hot Channel

0.0

12.60

19.82

-40

79.82

-110

-490

-160

-1000

-2275

-2275

3200.0

1068.0
20

2529.7

724.67
20

2282.0
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Table A-6. Small CLPD SBLOCA Spectrum Sequence of Events.

Parameter

Break Opens (sec)

LP Reactor Trip (sec)

ESFAS (sec)

Subcooled Blowdown Ends (sec)

HPI On (sec)

AFW On (sec)

AFW Off (sec)

Loop Draining Begins (sec)

Boiling Pot Begins (sec)

CFT Actuation (sec)

Refill Begins (sec)

Calculations Stopped (sec)

HC Peak Clad Temp (F)
Segment
Time (sec)

AC Peak Clad Temp (F)
Segment
Time (sec)

0.04 ft 2

0.0

33.1

41.06

~60

101.08

-130

-540

-320

NA

NA

NA

5600.0

722.26
17
0.0

695.46
17

0.0

0.07 ft 2

0.0

17.88

25.6

-50

85.6

-120

-520

-180

-1620

-4160

-4160

4800.0

722.26
17

0.0

695.46
17

0.0

0.10 ft 2

0.0

12.33

19.78

-40

79.78

-110

-490

-160

-1000

-2270

-2270

3000.0

1057.2
20

2523.4

742.53
20

2500.1

0.125 ft 2

0.0

9.54

16.88

-30

76.88

-110

-470

-140

-720

-1580

-1580

2500.0

770.14
20

1658.8

695.46
17

0.0
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Table A-7. Intermediate CLPD SBLOCA Spectrum Sequence of Events.

Parameter

Break Opens (sec)

LP Reactor Trip (sec)

ESFAS (sec)

Subcooled Blowdown Ends (sec)

HPI On (sec)

AFW On (sec)

AFW Off (sec)

Loop Draining Begins (sec)

Boiling Pot Begins (sec)

CFT Actuation (sec)

Refill Begins (sec)

Calculations Stopped (sec)

HC Peak Clad Temp (F)
Segment
Time (sec)

AC Peak Clad Temp (F)
Segment
Time (sec)

0.15 ft 2

0.0

7.62

14.86

-30

74.86

-110

-430

-110

-530

-1150

-1150

1600.0

722.26
17
0.0

695.46
17
0.0

0.175 ft 2

0.0

6.30

13.4

-30

73.4

-115

-400

-110

-400

-895

-895

1400.0

722.26
17
0.0

695.46
17
0.0

0.2 ft 2

0.0

5.36

12.32

-30

72.23

-120

-390

-100

-340

-720

-720

1000.0

722.26
17
0.0

695.46
17
0.0

0.3 ft 2

0.0

3.44

9.80

-20

69.82

-130

-310

-60

-220

-425

-A 25

500. 0

742.28
20

443.84

695.46
17

0.0
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Table A-8. Large CLPD SBLOCA Spectrum Sequence of Events.

Parameter

Break Opens (sec)

LP Reactor Trip (sec)

ESFAS (sec)

Subcooled Blowdown Ends (sec)

HPI On (sec)

AFW On (sec)

AFW Off (sec)

Loop Draining Begins (sec)

Boiling Pot Begins (sec)

CFT Actuation (sec)

Refill Begins (sec)

Calculations Stopped (sec)

HC Peak Clad Temp (F)
Segment
Time (sec)

AC Peak Clad Temp (F)
Segment
Time (sec)

0.5 ft 2

0.0

0.36

6.50

-20

66.52

NA

NA

-45

-120

-210

-210

435.0

722.25
17

0.0

695.46
17

0.0

0.75 ft 2

0.0

0.20

5.60

0.16

5.07

-15

65.62 65.08

NA

NA

-40

-70

-130

-130

160.0

722.28
17

0.0

695.49
17
0.0

1. 0 ft 2

0.0

0.11

4.44

-10

64.46

NA

NA

-30

-55

-95

-95

160.0

750.335
18

1.181

695.46
17
0.0

1.43 ft 2

0.0

-10

NA

NA

-25

NA

-60

-60

160.0

1147.2
18

2.18

845.02
17

93.32
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Table A-9. Core Flood Line Resistance Study Sequence of Events.

Parameter

Break Opens (sec)

LP Reactor Trip (sec)

ESFAS (sec)

Subcooled Blowdown Ends (sec)

HPI On (sec)

AFW On (sec)

AFW Off (sec)

Loop Draining Begins (sec)

Boiling Pot Begins (sec)

CFT Actuation (sec)
Refill Begins (sec)
Calculations Stopped (sec)

HC Peak Clad Temp (F)
Segment
Time (sec)

AC Peak Clad Temp (F)
Segment
Time (sec)

0.1-ft2 CLPD Break

Nominal Increased
Resistance Resistance

0.0 0.0

12.32 12.33

19.78 19.78

-40 -40

79.78 79.78

-110 -110

-490 -490

-160 -160

-1000 -1000

-2270 -2270
-2270 -2270
3200.0 3000.0

1032.7 1057.2
20 20

2620.5 2523.4

745.94 742.53
20 20

2417.1 2500.1

1.0-ft 2 CLPD Break

Nominal Increased
Resistance Resistance

0.0 0.0

0.16 0.16

5.07 5.07

-10 -10

65.08 65.08

NA NA

NA NA

-30 -30

-55 -55

-94 -94
-94 -94

160.0 160.0

750.35 750.35
18 18

1.181 1.181

695.46 695.46
17 17

0.0 0.0
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Table A-10. CLPD Break Discharge Coefficient Study Sequence of Events.

Break Area Times Moody Cd 0.07-ft 2 CLPD Break 0.21-ft 2 CLPD Break

Break Area 0.07 ft 2  0.10 ft 2  0.21 ft 2  0.30 ft 2

Moody Cd 1.0 0.7 1.0 0.7
Parameter

Break Opens (sec) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

LP Reactor Trip (sec) 17.89 12.33 5.06 3.44

ESFAS (sec) 25.6 19.78 11.96 9.8

Subcooled Blowdown Ends (sec) -50 -40 -20 -20

HPI On (sec) 85.6 79.78 71.96 69.82

AFW On (sec) -115 -110 -125 -130

AFW Off (sec) -480 -490 -350 -310

Loop Draining Begins (sec) -250 -160 -90 -60

Boiling Pot Begins (sec) -990 -1000 -220 -220

CFT Actuation (sec) -2260 -2270 -430 -420

Refill Begins (sec) -2260 -2270 -430 -440

Calculations Stopped (sec) 3200.0 3000.0 500.0 500.0

HC Peak Clad Temp (F) 1148.8 1057.2 788.65 742.28
Segment 19 20 20 20
Time (sec) 2550.2 2523.4 461.1 443.8

AC Peak Clad Temp (F) 818.24 742.53 695.46 695.46
Segment 19 20 17 17
Time (sec) 2406.7 2500.1 0.0 0.0
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Table A-Il. Special SBLOCA Sequence of Events.

Parameter

Break Opens (sec)

LP Reactor Trip (sec)

ESFAS (sec)

Subcooled Blowdown Ends (sec)

HPI On (sec)

AFW On (sec)

AFW Off (sec)

Loop Draining Begins (sec)

Boiling Pot Begins (sec)

CFT Actuation (sec)

RV Refill Begins (sec)

Calculations Stopped (sec)

HC Peak Clad Temp (F)
Segment
Time (sec)

AC Peak Clad Temp (F)
Segment
Time (sec)

CFT Line
Break

0.0

0.44

7.72

-20

67.72

NA

NA

-60

-150

-175

-175

300.0

722.25
17
0.0

695.45
17
0.0

HPI Line
Break

0.0

45.16

72.82

-100

672.8

-140

-600

-400

NA

NA

NA

6400.0

722.27
17

0.0

695.47
17
0.0
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Table A-12. Most Severe SBLOCA Sequence of Events.

Parameter

Break Area (ft2

Moody Discharge Coefficient

Break Opens (sec)

LP Reactor Trip (sec)

ESFAS (sec)

Subcooled Blowdown Ends (sec)

HPI On (sec)

AFW On (sec)

AFW Off (sec)

Loop Draining Begins (sec)

Boiling Pot Begins (sec)

CFT Actuation (sec)

RV Refill Begins (sec)

Calculations Stopped (sec)

HC Peak Clad Temp (F)
Segment
Time (sec)

AC Peak Clad Temp (F)
Segment
Time (sec)

Most Severe
SBLOCA

0.07

1.0

0.0

17.89

25.6

-50

85.6

-115

-480

-150

-990

-2260

-2260

3200.0

1148.8
19

2550.2

818.24
19

2406.7
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FIGURE A-1. SBLOCA TIME STEP STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
RCS PRESSURE. x106
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FIGURE A-2. SBLOCA TIME STEP STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
BREAK FLOW RATES.
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FIGURE A-3. SBLOCA TIME STEP STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
REACTOR VESSEL COLLAPSED LEVEL.
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FIGURE A-4. SBLOCA TIME STEP STUDY FOR O.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
CLPS LIQUID VOLUME.
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FIGURE A-5. SBLOCA TIME STEP STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
CORE HOT CHANNEL MIXTURE LEVEL.
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FIGURE A-6. SBLOCA TIME STEP STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
PEAK CLADDING TEMPERATURE.
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FIGURE A-7. BASE 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK RESULTS -
RCS PRESSURES. x'.tO"
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FIGURE A-8. BASE O. 1-FT2 CLPD BREAK RESULTS -
DC, RV, AND CORE COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-9. BASE 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK RESULTS -
BREAK AND TOTAL ECCS FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-10. BASE 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK RESULTS -
BREAK VOLUME VOID FRACTION.
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FIGURE A-1 1. BASE O.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK RESULTS -
BROKEN LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-13. BASE 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK RESULTS -
CLPD COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-14. BASE 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK RESULTS -
CLPS LIQUID VOLUME.
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FIGURE A-15. BASE 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK RESULTS -
HOT LEG AND RVW FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-16. BASE 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK RESULTS -
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FIGURE A-17. BASE 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK RESULTS -
HOT CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-18. BASE 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK RESULTS -
HOT CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-19. BASE 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK RESULTS-
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-20. BASE 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK RESULTS -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-21. PRESSURIZER LOCATION STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
RCS PRESSURE. x¶o'
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FIGURE A-22. PRESSURIZER LOCATION STUDY FOR O.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
BREAK FLOW RATES.
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FIGURE A-23. PRESSURIZER LOCATION STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
REACTOR VESSEL COLLAPSED LEVEL.
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FIGURE A-25. PRESSURIZER LOCATION STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
CORE HOT CHANNEL MIXTURE LEVEL.
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FIGURE A-26. PRESSURIZER LOCATION STUDY FOR O.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
PEAK CLADDING TEMPERATURE.
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FIGURE A-27. CORE CROSSFLOW STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
RCS PRESSURES. xlo
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FIGURE A-28. CORE CROSSFLOW STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
REACTOR VESSEL COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-29. CORE CROSSFLOW STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
BREAK FLOW RATES
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FIGURE A-30. CORE CROSSFLOW STUDY FOR O. 1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL MIXTURE LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-31. CORE CROSSFLOW STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
AVERAGE CHANNEL MIXTURE LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-32. CORE CROSSFLOW STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
HOT AND AVE. CHANNEL MIXTURE LEVELS - CASE A.
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FIGURE A-33. CORE CROSSFLOW STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
HOT AND AVE. CHANNEL MIXTURE LEVELS - CASE B.
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FIGURE A-34. CORE CROSSFLOW STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
HOT AND AVE. CHANNEL MIXTURE LEVELS - CASE C.
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FIGURE A-35. CORE CROSSFLOW STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAKHOT CHANNEL SEGMENT 19 CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-36. CORE CROSSFLOW STUDY FOR 0. 1 -FT2 CLPD
HOT CHANNEL SEGMENT 20 CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-37. CORE CROSSFLOW STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL SEGMENT 21 CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-38. CORE CROSSFLOW STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -AVE CHANNEL SEGMENT 19 CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-39. CORE CROSSFLOW STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
AVE CHANNEL SEGMENT 20 CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-40. CORE CROSSFLOW
AVE CHANNEL SEGMENT

STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
21 CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-41. CORE CROSSFLOW STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -BASE CASE CORE VOID FRACTIONS AT 2350 SECONDS.
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FIGURE A-42. CORE CROSSFLOW STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -CASE A CORE VOID FRACTIONS AT 2350 SECONDS.
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FIGURE A-43. CORE CROSSFLOW STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -CASE B CORE VOID FRACTIONS AT 2350 SECONDS.
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FIGURE A-44. CORE CROSSFLOW STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -CASE C CORE VOID FRACTIONS AT 2350 SECONDS.
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FIGURE A-45. CORE NODING STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
RCS PRESSURE. x1lO
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FIGURE A-46. CORE NODING STUDY FOR O.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
REACTOR VESSEL COLLAPSED LEVEL.
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FIGURE A-47. CORE NODING STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL MIXTURE LEVEL.
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FIGURE A-48. CORE NODING STUDY FOR O.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK
AVERAGE CHANNEL MIXTURE LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-49. CORE NODING STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK
HOT CHANNEL PEAK CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-50. CORE NODING STUDY FOR O.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK
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FIGURE A-51. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O.04-FT2 BREAK -
RCS PRESSURES. xlo0
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FIGURE A-52. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O.04-FT2 BREAK -
DC, RV, AND CORE COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-53. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O.04-FT2 BREAK -
BREAK AND TOTAL ECCS FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-54. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O.04-FT2 BREAK -
BREAK VOLUME VOID FRACTION.
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FIGURE A-55. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.04-FT2 BREAK -
BROKEN LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-56. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.04-FT2 BREAK -
INTACT LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-57. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.04-FT2 BREAK -
CLPD COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-58. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.04-FT2 BREAK -
CLPS LIQUID VOLUME.
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FIGURE A-59. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.04-FT2 BREAK -
FILTERED HOT LEG AND RWV FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-60. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O.04-FT2 BREAK -
CORE MIXTURE LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-61. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O.04-FT2 BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-62. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O.04-FT2 BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-63. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.04-FT2 BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-64. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.04-FT2 BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-65. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.07-FT2 BREAK -
RCS PRESSURES. x1O0
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FIGURE A-66. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O.07-FT2 BREAK -
DC, RV, AND CORE COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-67. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.07-FT2 BREAK -
BREAK AND TOTAL ECCS FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-68. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O.07-FT2 BREAK -
BREAK VOLUME VOID FRACTION.
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FIGURE A-69. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O.07-FT2 BREAK -
BROKEN LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-70. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.07-FT2 BREAK -
INTACT LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-71. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O.07-FT2 BREAK -
CLPD COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-72. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O.07-FT2 BREAK -
CLPS LIQUID VOLUME.
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FIGURE A-73.

nc. BAW-10192NP-02

CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O.07-FT2 BREAK -
FILTERED HOT LEG AND RVVV FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-74. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O.07-FT2 BREAK -
CORE MIXTURE LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-75. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O.07-FT2 BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-76. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.07-FT2 BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-77. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.07-FT2 BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-78. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O.07-FT2 BREAK
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-79. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.1 25-FT2 BREAK -
RCS PRESSURES. xlOw
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FIGURE A-80. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.125-FT2 BREAK -
DC, RV, AND CORE COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-81.
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FIGURE A-82. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.125-FT2 BREAK -
BREAK VOLUME VOID FRACTION.
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FIGURE A-83. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.1 25-FT2 BREAK -
BROKEN LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-84. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM St-UDY FOR O. 125-FT2 BREAK -
INTACT LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-85. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.1 25-FT2 BREAK -
CLPD COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-86. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.125-FT2 BREAK -
CLPS LIQUID VOLUME.
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FIGURE A-87. CLP£
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FIGURE A-88. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.125-FT2 BREAK -
CORE MIXTURE LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-89.
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FIGURE A-90. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.125-FT2 BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-91. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.1 25-FT2 BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-92. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.125-FT2 BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-93. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.15-FT2 BREAK-
RCS PRESSURES. x10"
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FIGURE A-94. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.15-FT2 BREAK -
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FIGURE A-95. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.15-FT2 BREAK -
BREAK AND TOTAL ECCS FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-96. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.15-FT2 BREAK -
BREAK VOLUME VOID FRACTION.
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FIGURE A-97. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.1 5-FT2 BREAK -
BROKEN LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-99. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.15-FT2 BREAK -
CLPD COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-1 01.
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FIGURE A-1 03. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.1 5-FT2 BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-104. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.15-FT2 BREAK-
HOT CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-105. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.15-FT2 BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-106. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.15-FT2 BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-1 07. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.175-FT2 BREAK -
RCS PRESSURES. xi0'
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FIGURE A-108. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O.175-FT2 BREAK -
DC, RV, AND CORE COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-109. CLPI
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FIGURE A-1i1. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.175-FT2 BREAK-
BROKEN LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-1 12. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.175-FT2 BREAK -
INTACT LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-1 13. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.1 75-FT2 BREAK -
CLPD COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-1 14. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.175-FT2 BREAK -
CLPS LIQUID VOLUME.
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FIGURE A-115. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.175-FT2 BREAK -
HOT LEG AND RVVV FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-1 16. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O. 175-FT2 BREAK -
CORE MIXTURE LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-1 17. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.175-FT2 BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-1 18. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.1 75-FT2 BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-1 19. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.1 75-FT2 BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-120. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.175-FT2 BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-121. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.2-FT2 BREAK -
RCS PRESSURES. xlo
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FIGURE A-1 22. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.2-FT2 BREAK -
DC, RV, AND CORE COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-123. CLF
B

BAW-10192NP-02

:D BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.2-FT2 BREAK -
REAK AND TOTAL ECCS FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-124. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.2-FT2 BREAK -
BREAK VOLUME VOID FRACTION.
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FIGURE A-125. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.2-FT2 BREAK -
BROKEN LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-1 26. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.2-FT2 BREAK -
INTACT LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-127. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR
CLPD COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-1 28. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR
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FIGURE A-129. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.2-FT2 BREAK -
HOT LEG AND RVVV FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-130. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O.2-FT2 BREAK -
CORE MIXTURE LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-131. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.2-FT2 BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-132. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O.2-FT2 BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-133. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.2-FT2 BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-134. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.2-FT2 BREAK
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-135. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.3-FT2 BREAK -
RCS PRESSURES. xlo'
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FIGURE A-136. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O.3-FT2 BREAK -
DC, RV, AND CORE COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-137.
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FIGURE A-139. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.3-FT2 BREAK -
BROKEN LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-141. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.3-FT2 BREAK.-
CLPD COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-143. CLF

BAW-10192NP-02

:D BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.3-FT2 BREAK -
HOT LEG AND RVVV FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-1 45. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.3-FT2 BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-147. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.3-FT2 BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-149. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.5-FT2 BREAK -
RCS PRESSURES. x10O
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FIGURE A-1 51. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR O05-FT2 BREAK -
BREAK AND TOTAL ECCS FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-1 53. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.5-FT2 BREAK -
BROKEN LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-155. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.5-FT2 BREAK -
CLPD COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-1 57. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.5-FT2 BREAK -
HOT LEG AND RVVV FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-159. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.5-FT2 BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-1 60. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.5-FT2 BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-161. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.5-FT2 BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-162. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.5-FT2 BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-163. CLP

BAW-10192NP-02

D BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.75-FT2 BREAK -
RCS PRESSURES. x16O
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FIGURE A-1 65. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.75-FT2 BREAK -
BREAK AND TOTAL ECCS FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-1 66. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.75-FT2 BREAK -
BREAK VOLUME VOID FRACTION.
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FIGURE A-1 67. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.75-FT2 BREAK -
BROKEN LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-168. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.75-FT2 BREAK -
INTACT LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-1 69. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.75-FT2 BREAK -
CLPD COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-1 70. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.75-FT2 BREAK -
CLPS LIQUID VOLUME.
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FIGURE A-171. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.75-FT2 BREAK -
HOT LEG AND RVVV FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-173. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.75-FT2 BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-174. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.75-FT2 BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-175. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.75-FT2 BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES. I
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FIGURE A-1 76. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 0.75-FT2 BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-1 77. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.0-FT2 BREAK -
RCS PRESSURES. x1l0'
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FIGURE A-1 78. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.0-FT2 BREAK -
DC, RV, AND CORE COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-1 79. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.0-FT2 BREAK -
BREAK AND TOTAL ECCS FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-181. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.0-FT2 BREAK-
BROKEN LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-1 82. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.0-FT2 BREAK -
INTACT LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-1 83. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.0-FT2 BREAK -
CLPD COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-1 85. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.0-FT2 BREAK -
HOT LEG AND RVVV FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-1 86. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.0-FT2 BREAK -
CORE MIXTURE LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-1 87. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.0-FT2 BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-1 88. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.0-FT2 BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-189. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1,0-FT2 BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-1 90. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.0-FT2 BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-191. CLPI
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FIGURE A-1 93. CLP[
8B
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) BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.43-FT2 BREAK -
REAK AND TOTAL ECCS FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-1 94. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.43-FT2 BREAK -
BREAK VOLUME VOID FRACTION.
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FIGURE A-195. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.43-FT2 BREAK -
BROKEN LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-1 96. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.43-FT2 BREAK -
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FIGURE A-197. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.43-FT2 BREAK -
CLPD COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-1 99. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.43-FT2 BREAK -
HOT LEG AND RVVV FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-200. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.43-FT2 BREAK -
CORE MIXTURE LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-201. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.43-FT2 BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-202. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.43-FT2 BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-203. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.43-FT2 BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE -CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-204. CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY FOR 1.43-FT2 BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-205. SMALL SBLOCA CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY -
COMPARISON OF PRIMARY PRESSURES. x1o"
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FIGURE A-206. SMALL SBLOCA CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY -
COMPARISON OF REACTOR VESSEL COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-207. SMALL SBLOCA CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY -
COMPARISON OF PEAK CLADDING TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-208. SMALL SBLOCA CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY -
COMPARISON OF INTACT LOOP HPI + CFT + LPI FLOW RATES.
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FIGURE A-209. LARGE SBLOCA CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY
COMPARISON OF PRIMARY PRESSURES. x1o"
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FIGURE A-210. LARGE SBLOCA CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY -
COMPARISON OF REACTOR VESSEL COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-21 1. LARGE SBLOCA CLPD BREAK SPECTRUM STUDY -
COMPARISON OF PEAK CLADDING TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-213. CFT LINE RESISTANCE STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
RCS PRESSURE. xiO"
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FIGURE A-214. CFT LINE RESISTANCE STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
BREAK AND TOTAL ECCS FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-215. CFT LINE RESISTANCE STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
REACTOR VESSEL COLLAPSED LEVEL.
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FIGURE A-217. CFT LINE RESISTANCE STUDY FOR 0.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
CORE HOT CHANNEL MIXTURE LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-218. CFT LINE RESISTANCE STUDY FOR O.1-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
PEAK CLADDING TEMPERATURE.
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FIGURE A-219. CFT LINE RESISTANCE STUDY FOR 1.0-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
RCS PRESSURE. x16'
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FIGURE A-220. CFT LINE RESISTANCE STUDY FOR 1.0-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
BREAK AND TOTAL ECCS FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-221. CFT LINE RESISTANCE STUDY FOR 1.0-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
REACTOR VESSEL COLLAPSED LEVEL.
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FIGURE A-222. CFT LINE RESISTANCE STUDY FOR 1.0-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
CLPS LIQUID VOLUME.
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FIGURE A-223. CFT LINE RESISTANCE STUDY FOR 1.0-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
CORE HOT CHANNEL MIXTURE LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-224. CFT LINE RESISTANCE STUDY FOR 1.0-FT2 CLPD BREAK -
PEAK CLADDING TEMPERATURE.
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FIGURE A-225. CLPD O.07-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
RCS PRESSURES. xlo
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FIGURE A-226. CLPD 0.07-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
DC, RV, AND CORE COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-227. CLPI

BAW-10192NP-02

D 0.07-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -BREAK AND TOTAL ECCS FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-228. CLPD 0.07-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -BREAK VOLUME VOID FRACTION.
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FIGURE A-229. CLPD
BR

BAW-10192NP-02

O.07-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
•OKEN LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-230. CLPD 0.07-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
INTACT LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-231' CLPD 0.07-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
CLPD COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-232. CLPD 0.07-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
CLPS LIQUID VOLUME.
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FIGURE A-233. CLPD O.07-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -HOT LEG AND RVVV FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-234. CLPD O.07-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE
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FIGURE A-235. CLPD O.07-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
HOT CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-236. CLPD O.07-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT
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FIGURE A-237. CLPD 0.07-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-238. CLPD 0.07-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-239. 0.1- AND 0.07-FT2 CLPD BREAK DISCHARGE STUDY -
COMPARISON OF RCS PRESSURES. xlO'
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FIGURE A-240. 0.1- AND 0.07-FT2 CLPD BREAK DISCHARGE STUDY -
COMPARISON OF BREAK FLOW RATES.
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FIGURE A-241. 0.1- AND 0.07-FT2 CLPD BREAK DISCHARGE STUDY -
COMPARISON OF REACTOR VESSEL COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-243. 0.1- AND 0.07-FT2 CLPD BREAK DISCHARGE STUDY -
COMPARISON OF HOT CHANNEL MIXTURE LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-244. 0.1- AND 0.07-FT2 CLPD BREAK DISCHARGE STUDYr-
COMPARISON OF PEAK CLADDING TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-245. CLPD 0.21-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
RCS PRESSURES. x10"
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FIGURE A-246. CLPD 0.21 -FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
DC, RV, AND CORE COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-247. CLPD 0.21-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
BREAK AND TOTAL ECCS FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-248. CLPD 0.21-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
BREAK VOLUME VOID FRACTION.
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FIGURE A-24,

00cJ

9. CLPD 0.21-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
BROKEN LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-250. CLPD 0.21-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
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FIGURE A-251. CLPD 0.21 -FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
CLPD COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-252. CLPD 0.21-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
CLPS LIQUID VOLUME.
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FIGURE A-253. CLPD 0.21-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
HOT LEG AND RVVV FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-254. CLPD 0.21 -FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
CORE MIXTURE LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-255. CLPD 0.21-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
HOT CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-256. CLPD 0.21-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
HOT CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-257. CLPD 0.21-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-258. CLPD 0.21-FT2 BREAK DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT STUDY -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-259. 0.'
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FIGURE A-261. 0.3- AND 0.21-FT2 CLPD BREAK DISCHARGE STUDY -
COMPARISON OF REACTOR VESSEL COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-262. 0.3- AND 0.21-FT2 CLPD BREAK DISCHARGE
x10o COMPARISON OF INTEGRATED BREAK FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-263. 0.3- AND 0.21-FT2 CLPD BREAK DISCHARGE STUDY -
COMPARISON OF HOT CHANNEL MIXTURE LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-264. 0.3- AND 0.21-FT2 CLPD BREAK DISCHARGE STUDY -
COMPARISON OF PEAK CLADDING TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-265. CORE FLOOD LINE BREAK -
RCS PRESSURES. xlO'
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FIGURE A-266. CORE FLOOD LINE BREAK -
DC, RV, AND CORE COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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1E A-267. CORE FLOOD LINE BREAK -
3REAK AND TOTAL ECCS FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-268. CORE FLOOD LINE BREAK -
BREAK UPSTREAM VOLUME VOID FRACTION.
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FIGURE A-269. CORE FLOOD LINE BREAK -
LOOP 2 COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-270. CORE FLOOD LINE BREAK -
LOOP 1 COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-271. CORE FLOOD LINE BREAK -
CLPD COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-272. CORE FLOOD LINE BREAK -
CLPS LIQUID VOLUME.
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FIGURE A-273. CORE FLOOD LINE BREAK -
FILTERED HOT LEG AND RVVV FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-274. CORE FLOOD LINE BREAK -
CORE MIXTURE LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-275. CORE FLOOD LINE BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-276. CORE FLOOD LINE BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-277. CORE FLOOD LINE BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-278. CORE FLOOD LINE BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-279. HPI LINE BREAK -
RCS PRESSURES. xl 0
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FIGURE A-280. HPI LINE BREAK -
DC, RV, AND CORE COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-281. HPI LINE BREAK -
BREAK AND TOTAL ECCS FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-282. HPI LINE BREAK -
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FIGURE A-283. HPi LINE BREAK -
BROKEN LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-284. HPI LINE BREAK -
INTACT LOOP COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-285. HPI LINE BREAK -
CLPD COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-286. HPI LINE BREAK -
CLPS LIQUID VOLUME.
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:IGURE A-287. HPI LINE BREAK -
HOT LEG AND RWV FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-289. HPI LINE BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-290. HPI LINE BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-291. HPI LINE BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-292. HPI LINE BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL STEAM TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-293. REPRESENTATIVE PCT VERSUS BREAK SIZE. m
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FIGURE A-285. HPI LINE BREAK -
CLPD COLLAPSED LEVELS.
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FIGURE A-286. HPI LINE BREAK -
CLPS LIQUID VOLUME.
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FIGURE A-287. HPI LINE BREAK -
HOT LEG AND RVVV FLOWS.
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FIGURE A-289. HPI LINE BREAK -
HOT CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-291. HPI LINE BREAK -
UPPER ELEVATION AVE CHANNEL CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE A-293. REPRESENTATIVE PCT VERSUS BREAK SIZE. m
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ABSTRACT

This document presents the generic large and small break models to

be used by B&W Nuclear Technologies for evaluating the performance

of the emergency core cooling systems (ECCS) following a loss-of-

coolant accident (LOCA) for all classes of B&W-designed

pressurized water reactors (PWR). The large break model is

discussed in Volume I and the small break model in Volume II.

Volume III is the licensing addendum, which provides a historical
record of related correspondence including responses to NRC

questions, NRC Safety and Technical Evaluation Reports, and NRC
approval letters. The models have been developed and compared

with the required and acceptable features contained in Appendix K

of the Code of Federal Regulations, 10CFR50. The evaluation

models are shown to conform to Appendix K requirements.
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Addendum Purpose and Revision Policy -- BAW-10192A

The Licensing Addendum is provided as a convenient and logical way
to provide access to the record of correspondence concerning this

report. The material contained in the addendum comprises records
of transmittals concerning the report, NRC questions and BWNT

responses, NRC Safety and Technical Evaluation Reports (SER and

TER) of previous revisions, NRC approval letters of previous

revisions, and other material as necessary to present a reasonable

record. The records of all revision levels of the report are

included in chronological order with a brief descriptive statement

provided at the beginning of each. Because the addendum is

historical, the material in the addendum is not subject to

revision, errors excepted. The addendum will change through

additions. No record of revision is, therefore, included in the

addendum. The table of contents serves as a complete record of
the status of the addendum.

The recorded revision level for the addendum will be kept the same
as the most recent revision of the topical report. Unless the
current revision of the topical is approved by the NRC, the
addendum is not likely to include correspondence on the current
revision level. Once NRC approval of a revision has been granted,
the report will be reissued as an approved topical with the NRC

SER, TER, and approval letter included, in this addendum. A

statement referencing the location of these reports will be

inserted after the report title page (to comply with the

regulation that the current SER, TER, and approval letter of an
approved report must follow the report title page). No revision
level change will be made when releasing the approved version,

rather the letter "A" will be appended to the report
identification number.
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I; ITransmittal of BAW-10192P, Revision 0

BAW-10192P, Revision 0 was, issued: for licensi

proprietary form on February 15, 1994. Th

transmitted to the NRC via the following letter.

J. H. Taylor (BWNT) to R. C. 'Jones (NRC),

18, February. 15, 1994.

eng review

e report

JHT/94-

in

was

.:":": ..j

S. ::. [.'.

@- 1 .. i>
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,JHT/94-18
February 15, 1994

3315 UOWqv:CRqW-
Ra Box 10 ,5 .

Lynchbrg VA 24506-0.35:Telepoe 043520

Tetcr. 804,38-3"63

r.Robert C. Jones, Chief
Reactor Systems Branch
...Division of Systems Safety and Analysis
U., S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Subject: ".BWNT WOCA - BWNT Loss-of-Coolant Accident Evaluation
Model for Once-Through Steam Generator Plants"*IF
BAW-10192P.

Dear Mr. Jones:

Enclosed are five copies of the .RELAP5/MOD2-B&W-based BWNT LOCA
evaluation model applicable to all B&W-designed plants. BWNT.ein tnds for the first applications of these.:LOCA methods to be use..d.-

for ::,Oconee MARK-B11:, fuel reload and Bellefonte plant start-up'
analyses.

The information in the attachments is considered "Proprietary." as
sworn by me as Manager : o.f Licensing Services, B&W Nuclear
Technologies, in my affidavit presented with this original. topical
report submittal, and should be treated as such. Three additional
copies of the EM( are included with the proprietary information
clearly identified for SERreference purposes.

It- would be :.helpful if the NRC's review could be scheduled to
provide an SER by February 1, 1995.

If clarification of any of the provided information is. needed
please contact John Klingenfus at (804) 385-3294.

Very truly yours,

J.H.: Tayl/or, Manager

Licensing services

JHT/bcc

Enclosures

cc: J. B.
K. L.
R. B.
L. J.

Hopkins/NRC
Bohrer/NRC
Borsum/BWNT
Barker/BWNT

LA-3
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AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES H. TAYLOR

A.* My name.. is James H. Tay lor., 1 am: Manager of Licensing Services

or B&W Nicucl-ear Techologies (BW. T) and as isuch I am: autorized
to execute this Affidavit.

B.:I am familiar with the criteria applied by BWNT.toidetermine
whether certain information of iWNT is proprietak .and I am

familiar with the procedures established within BWNT to ensure
the proper application of these criteria.

C. In determining whether a BWNT document is to be-classified as
proprietary information, an iiiit.iald..:ete•o.ermination is made, by the

:Unit Manager, who is responsible for :originating the document,

as to whether it falls within the: criteria set forth in
Paragraph D hereof. If the information falls within any one of

these criteria, it is classified as .proprietary by the
originating unit Manager. This initial determination is

reviewed by the cognizant Section Manager. If the:.:document is
designated as proprietary, it is reviewed again y •icensing

personnel and other managem~ent. within BWNT as designated by :the

'Manager of Licensing Services"toas•• adsure' that the reg::ulato•-ry

requirements of0 10 CFR Section 2.1790 are met.

.D.

The following information is provided to demonstrate that the

provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.790 of the Commission's

regulations.have been considered:

(i) The i.nfokmat ion has been ..,held in confidence by BWNM.

copies of the documentar.e clearly identifiedas .

proprietary. in addition, :whenever BWNT transmits the

LA- 5



AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES H. TAYLOR (Cont'd.:)

in format ion to a customer, customer' s agent, po.potential
customer or regulatory agency, the transmittal requests
the recipient to hold the information as proprietary.

Also,. in order. tostrictly limit.any potential or actual
customer's use of propriietar information, the folowing

:provision>isincludediin all proposals submitted ,:by BWNT,
and an applicable version of.the proprietary provision is

included :in all of BWNT' scontracts:

"'.Purchaser may retain :ompanys 1proposal for use in

connection with any, contract resulting therefrom,

. .and, for that purpose, make such copies thereof as
maY be necessary., Any proprietary information
co~ncerning Companysp or its S upJ61uplier'! :s products or

manufacturing processes which is so designated by
Company or iits Suppliers and disclosed to Purchaser

incident to the performance of such contract shall

remain the property of Company or its Suppliers and

is disclosed in confidence, and Purchaser: shall not.
publish :or otherwise' discoseit to others without
the written apprOVal of Companyf, and norights,

i mplied or otherwisei :are granted to produce.%or have

produce •tany prodcts•or•to practice or•:cause to pobe t
practiced any manufacturing processes covered

thereby.

Notwithstanding the above, Purchaser may provide the

" NRC or any other regulatory agency with any such

proprietary information :as.the NRC or such other

agency may require;. provided, however, that...:.

":Purchaser shall first give Company written notice of

::such proposed disclosure and Company shall have the
right to amend such proprietary information so as to
mak.e it non-proprietary. In the event that Company"I

cannot- amen& such proprietary information, Purchaser

... . .LA- 6
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AFFID2AVIT OF-JAMES H. TAYLOR (Cont'd.)

shall, prior to disclosing such information, use its

best efforts to obtain a commitment from NRC or such

other agency to have such information withheld from

public inspection.

Company shall be given the right to participate in

pursuit of such confidentiall treatment."

(ii) The following criteria are customarily applied by BWNT in

a rational decision proces .s to determine whether the

information should be class ified as proprietary.

,Information may be classified as proprietary if one or

a.

b

'Information reveals cost or price information,

commercial strategies, iproduction capabilities, or

budget levels of BWNT, its customers or suppliers.

The information reveals data or material concerning

BWNT research or development plans or programs of
present or potential competitive advantage to BWNT.

0~

C. The use of the information, .by a competitor would

decrease his expenditures, ::,inh time or resources, in
designing, producing or marketing a similar product.

d. The information consists of test data or other

similar data concerning a process, method or
component, the application of which results in a

competitive advantage to BWNT.

e. The-information reveals special aspects of a

process, method, component or the like, the

exclusive use of which results mna competitive

advantage to BWNT.

LA- 7
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AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES H. TAYLOR (Cont'd.)

f. The information contains ideas for which patent
protection may be sought.

The document(s) listed. on Exhibit @A", which is attached
hereto and made a part hereof, .has :been evalUated in

accordance: with normal BWNT :procedures With respect cto
classification-and has been found :to contain information

which falls within:one or more of the criter,a enumerated

above. Exhibit "B", which is attached hereto and made a

part hereof, specifically identifies the criteria

applicable to the document(s) listed in Exhibit .'A".'A

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

The document(s) listed in Exhibit "A", whichbhas been

made available to the United States:Nuclear Regulatory:.:

Commission was".made available in confidence with a

request that the document(s),and.the information .

contained therein be withheld from public disclosure.

The information is not available in the open literature
and to the best o f ou r knowledge is not known by.

:Combustion :Engineering, EXXON, General Electric,
::Westinghouse or other current or potential domestic or

ý:foreign competitors of BWNT.

Specific information with regard to whether public

disclosure:of the information is likely to cause :harm to

the competitive position ofBWNT, taking into account the

value of the information .to:BWNT; the amount of effort or
money , expend.ed by.BWN.Tdeveloping the information; and

the: ease or diff iculty iwith .Which the information could

be properly:duplicated by. others is given in Exhibit ,B"..

E. I have personally reviewed the document(s) listed on Exhibit "A"

and have found that it is considered proprietary by BWNT becausi

it contains information which falls within one or more of the

LA-8



AlFrII-AVIT OF JAMES H. TAYLOR (Cont'd.)

st~

ar

Su
th

i NI o
of

criteria enumerated in Paragraph D, and it is information which

is cuistomaýrily held in confidence and protected as proprietary'

infrmaio by.BWNT. Thisý rprt comprises information utilized

by BWNT in Its business wicth 'afford BWNT a n opportunity to-

obtain a competitive advantage 'over those, wo May wish to c n ow
or use the information contained in the document (s).

JAMES o:T

.[.. ........

of Virginia)
) SS. Lynchburg

ate

ty of Lynchburg)

James H. Taylor, being duly sworn, on his oath deposes and says
at he is the person who subscribed his name to the foregoing
atement, and that the matters and facts set forth in the statement
e true..

77JAMES H. TAY#

is J1daof 1994.

tary Public in and for the City
Lynchburg, State of Virginia.

. . . . . . . . . ..... ... .... ... . . ..... . . .... . .. . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . .

- ..Cor..miss.anW Exi.. ..Jul.31,1 L9%
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EXEIBITS.. A & B

EXMBIT

BWt Proprietary Topical Report BAW-10192P, Rev. 0,
BtWem Loss-of -Coolant. Accident Evaluation Model for
Steam Generator: Plnti m February 1994.

• "IBWNT LOCA -..

IOnce-Through

EXNIBIT, R

The above listed document contains information which is consideredProprietary in accordance with Criteria b, c, and d of the attached
affidavit.

LA- 10
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BWNT LOCA EM Topical Question Index for :Revision 00

Initial Questions
BWNT LOCA Requests for Additional Information

Volume I -. LBLOCA

Question I# Topic PaOe it
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3. RVVV modeling for LBLOCA .................... LA-20
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temperatures ................... LA-53,
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2 3. Target PCT range............................... LA-55
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r;ef lood.........................................LA5
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for plots...................................... LA-SEý5
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requirements................................... LA-57
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F RAMATOME
T E CH NO LOGI:E S

I
Integrated Nuclear Services

JHT/96-33
May 6, 1996

Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Subject: Responses to Request for Additional Information
Loss-of-Coolant Accident Evaluation Model
Generator Plants, BAW-10192P.

on BWNT LOCA - BWNT
for Once-Through Steam

WI

Gentlemen:

Attached are responses to the formal questions, including one verbal request, for additional
information on the original release of Topical Report .BAW;.-7101.92,P* !BWNT LOCA, BWNT
Loss-of-Coolant Accident Evaluation Model for Once-Through Steam Generator Plants.-
These responses were previously sent as a draft for consideration by the NRC reviewer. The
material adequately addresses the reviewer's questions, therefore, the identical responses are
being transmitted officially for inclusion in the SER material.

Some information in the attached responses (specifically LBLOCA Questions 3, 4, 7, 14, and
1.6, and SBLOCA Question 12) is considered "Proprietary" as sworn by me as Manager of
Licehsing Services, Framatome Technologies, Incorporated (formerly B&W:: N•clear
o Tecnoogies) in: my affidavit presented with theFebruary 5.S, 1994 submittal of the topical
report, and should be treated as such. If clarification of any of the provided information is
needed, please contact John Klingenfus at (804) 832-3294.

Very 'truly yours,

J. HI. Taylor, Manager
Licensing Services

13

HTfbcc
ttachment

L. Lois/NRC
R. B. Borsum/FT
R. J. Schomaker/FJT
T V1AA 11-~.M~P (T.~-1 ';~
Js .rk..•llMt

3315 Old Forest Road, P.O. Box 10935, Lynchburg, VA 245068.935
Telephone: 804-832-3000 Fax: 804-832-3863
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Framatome Technologies Inc. 43-10192Q-00

Requests for Additional information
BAW-10192P, Revision 0

1"BWNT Loss-of-Coolant Accident Evaluation Model
For Once-Through Steam Generator Plants"

Volume. I - Large Break

1. (Section 4.3.1, Figure 4-3) The low pressure injection
system and the core flood tanks are connected directly to
the vessel as shown in Figure 4-3. Does this reflect the
actual arrangement in the plant or are these connections to
the cold leg several feet upstream of the vessel? If the
connections are to the cold leg in the actual design, please
discuss the reasons for the nodalization shown in Figure 4-3
and the impact on the large break LOCA results.

one unique design feature of the B&W-designed plants is thedirect vessel injection of the CFT and LPI..: The LPI piping

connects into the CFT line just upstream of the vessel. The CFT
enters the downcomer horizontally through one of two nozzles at
an elevation two feet above the nozzle belt centerline. Check-

i valves prevent backflow into the CFT or LPI lines during steady-
state or transient operation..This' arrangement is shown in the
LBLOCA model presented in Figure 4-3. Supplementary Figures 1-1
and 1-2 show this geometrical arrangement for the B&W-designed
lowered-loop plants .

(LA-17)
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Figure 1-1. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM ELEVATION ARRANGEMENT.
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Figure 1 2. ... REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM ARRANGEMENT - TOP VIEW.
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Framatome Technologies Inc. .. 43-10192.010

2. (Section 4. 3. 1, Figure 4-4) InAFigure 4-4, the high pressure
injection system is shown as being connected to Volume (271)
just......downstream of the break (d4uring normal operation).Please disuss the Impact (if any):: of moving the HPI
connection to Volume. 270.

The blowdown phase of a limiting .•LBLO'CA, transient lasts between
.20 and 25 seconds. Typical conservative, assumptions used in
LBLOCA inclUde a loss of"offsie.power coincident with break

opening. Therefore, initiation of .:pumped ECCS flow into the RCS
is delayed, by the emergency diesel startup time plus any
conservative time delays needed to account for the emergency
safety features actuation signal, signal delays, pump start and
spin-up, and alignment of valves in the ECCS pipingi system.

'..'Generally, this total delay time is between 32 and 45 seconds,
which precludes the initiation of pumped ECCS flow before the end
of blowdown. Also, the broken cold leg HPI connection (Figure 4-
4) is included for consistency. For analysis of a postulated
double-ended guillotine break, it is assumed that the HPI line :is
severed; thus, all HPI flow to that leg would spill directly: to
:containment. Therefore, since no :"HPI flow. :is available, or
allowe6d -to flow into the broken cold leg, *there is, no efeti
moving the:,HPI::connection to Volume 270 in ithe :LLOCA model.

.3.. (Sectilon 4.3. 1) Please, exp lan. how. :the. reactor. vessel vent
valves are modelled in the• :large reak::model .(This question
is related to Question 12 in .the small break LOCA section).

For LBLOCA applications, all of the plant RVVVs are lumped into a
single trip valve junction that is open when the pressure
differential across the RVVVs is greater than[ C,D ] If the
pressure differential is less than this value the valves are
closed..

4:. (Page 4-20) You refer to both partial and complete end of
.bypass._ Explain how each of these :variables is calculated,
how the model was validated against relevant experimental
data .and how the requirements ::of.: Appendix K, Section I.C•c.
are s:atisfied. In. particular exain how use, of. a partial "
iend f byass anda f ractional penetration satisfy the

:.:Appendix. K requirement that "for postulated cold. :leg breaks,
all emergency cooling water Winjected. 'into the inlet lines or
the :reactor vessel during the: bypas peiod shall in th:e
c:calculations: be subtracted from the reactor vessel
calculated Inventory".

Further discussion of end of bypass is also given on page A-
16. There is no mention of partial end of bypass in this 4

(IA- 20)
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section. Is the partial bypass model included in the final
EM? The discussion on page A-16 should be consistent with

that on Page 4-20.

- With respect to ECCS bypass, the cold leg :::LOCA blowdown
transient can be characterized by three phasesd::: total ,bypass,
partial bypass, and no bypass. Characterization' of 'the phenomena
and discussion of these phases is provided to support of ..the EM
methods and .,demonstratee how these methods comply with the,
Appendix K requirements.

The total bypass phase begins when the RCS pressure drops below
the 'CFT fi11 pressure, and CFT flow initiates (this typically
begins 12 to .14 scod after break opening for the largest or

- . most-limiting ::breaks). At this time, the break discharge
dominates and: controls 'the RCS depressurization. The f.lashing
and boiling of the remaining RCS liquid inventory produces high

. i. steam velocities in the upper downcomer region'. These velocities
are sufficient.to' entrain all the .:.CFT ,liquid and carry it out, of.
the broken cold leg.. The break :Ilows. continue to decrease in,
proportion to the 1 RCS pressure .: I :d cline . As the ECCS fl... 1 1 ow•s•.s
increase and break. ,flows decline,: there comes. a point at which
the steam velocities are no longer:sufficient to. entrain :all ECCS
liquid injected into the upper: downdomer. Som :e port~ion of t Ihe
OFT flow, particularly that injected throughý the CFT nozzle

It: f- farthest 'removed (opposite side of the downcomer) from the broken
cold leg, begins to penetrate the lower downcomer region and the

..:• :lower plenum. This penetration of the ECCS liquid begins the
partial-bypass period. Further d:epressurization of the RCS by
both break flow and ECCS condensation, continues to decrease the
break flow and reduces the break flow carryout potential. At
some point, the condensation by the CFTJ low.: is suf f:icient to
condense all the steam that f lows into':0:Athe: upper downcomer
region. At this point, the steam velocities are insufficient to

* entrain and carry CFT liquid out of: the:: break. This is the
.i.oa..beginning of the total end-of-bypass period-.*

Appendix. K requires all the ECCS injected during the bypass
period to be subtracted from the:: reactor vessel inventory.
Du g : u the RELAP5/MOD2-B&W blowdown analyses, the non-mechanistic
ECCS bypass model performs this bypass function :throughout :refill:.':: -:: per iod by removing all. the ECCS injected during: .J.the: blowdow.n
phase. At the same time, a set of control variables c:.ontained in
the code input model checks 'for an end-of-bypass condition. once
end-of bypass is predicted, the. ECCS f low .fraction' that should

Snot: have been bypassed is integra ted such that it can be
I . " reintroduced into the lower. plenum :,ý.at 'the be.. ginning of ref lood.

.. :...i K. The :criteria for predictingi the time .atwhih the total ECS .
bypass ends and the fraction of 9ECCS liqid retained, are
determined based on experimental data.: obtained from tests
performed at the Upper Plenum Test Facility (UPTF) (Ref. 4-1).

(LA- 21)
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From a strict EM interpretation, the ý-.end-of-bypass is the
earliest time at which either the partial-bypass or the :.end-of-
bypass criteria are met. After the partial-bypass is predicted,
a conservative integration: of the .ECCS *fraction that reaches. the
.lower plenum is performed. :After the• end-of-bypasS criteria are
met, all ECCS liquid will reach the lower plenum. These partial-and end-of-bypass criteria are. conservatively determined ibased on
data from" prototypical UPTF re Ifill tests. The parameter :ranges
from the EM analyses are enveloped by the ranges used in the UPTF
testss. Therefore, the methods used in the BWNT IEM are

6
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conservative with respect to the UPTF data, and comply with the::ECCS bypass requirements imposed by Appendix K.

References for Question 4

4-i. "Reactor Safety Issues Resolved
NUREG/IAO-.O127, GRS-1Ol, MPR-1346,

4-2- 2D/3D U•TF Quick Look
Injection Test with Vent
KWU, March :1991::.

by the 2D/3D
July 1993.

liTest No.22,
E314/91/i081,,

Program"

Downcomer
Si~emens AG

Report,
Valves,

(LA-7 23)
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Table 4-1. Reactor Vessel Lower Plenum Refilling Measured .:in
UPTF Direct Downcomer Injection Tests with IRVVV•

'C, D
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5. (Page 4-29) Is it correct that the REFLOD3B results are used
to establish boundary conditions for BEACH?,: :Explain how use
of the .FLECHT correlation at a constant' flooding rate,

: constant fuel conductivity and constant gap conductance
satisfy Appendix K requirements. In general, the role: ,of.
this model needs to be better explained so that it is clear.
what is conservative, e.g. why one would model to timaximize
heat removal from the core".

This EM is structured with, three primary codes. RELAP5/MOD2-B&W.:
performs the systemzý blowdown thermal-hydraulics and hot pin
response ini a single, .coupled analysis. .The adiabatic heatup .

(refill) and ref lood system thermal-hydraulics are performed:.:by
REFLOD3B. The REFLOD3B analysis calculates the core inlet:

flooding rate, core,. inlet ,temperature, and core exit, pressure
boundary. conditions that. are used_:in time-dependent components.:.:.
supplied as input to the ,BEACH hot pin .analysis. These REFLOD3B
and . BEACH analyses are run • ndependent.ly without coupling :or
feedback from BEACH to REFLOD3B.: Therefore, the analyses are
combined with methods that soW :conservatism, both individually
and in, the combi:ned : EM method.: ýI.:: ::The:.: individual conservatisms
include the use of an average channel flooding rate in BEACH and
overprediction of the steam binding.. ef• ects.. to minimize 'the
average "hannel flooding. rate::: calculated by.:REFLOD3B. When
combined, these individual code conservatisms produce higher PCTs
and delay the time ofýciore quench.

The primary conservatis. contained in the REFLOD3B boundary
conditions used in the :iBEACH hot pin solution is low core-average
flooding rate. Hotpin cooling is conservatively predicted
because the average core flooding rate is used in a decoupled hot
channel. That is., no flooding rate augmentation is allowed when
thie',::: hot channel radial power differe nce causes its collapsed
level to lag behind that of ý the average core channel. This
average core flooding rate, is produced by the NRC-approved
REFLOD3B code. REFLOD3B calculates a ' onservative core flooding
rate by minimizing the .flooding !rate potential, that is the
manometric pressure differentia:lbetween the downcomer- and core.
High core steam production increases the steam :.binding or over-
pressure effects in the upper plenum.. One .of the steam
production sources is the core heat transfer, which is
conservatively predicted through the FLECHT correlation with an
equivalent constant flooding rate of 3 inches/sec. This heat
transfer" rate as a function of time is adjusted 'in time, based on
the integration of the calculated variable f ooding :: rate
predicted by REFLOM3B . .. Since the :.average flooding rates .ýare .less
than 3 inches/sec, 't:!he heat transte!I f 'i.s. :ý.J predicted ::, at,,:::earlier
times with higher decay heat. :.This method overpredicts the
surface heat transferý and consequently : produces more, st eam that
minimizes the predicted flooding :irate provided to BEACH.•* Also,
REFLOD3B uses a boundingly high constant fuel and gap
conductivity to hasten the heat removal from the rods and produce
additional steam binding. These methods maximize the steam
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binding effects in REFLOD3B, which results in the prediction of a
lower core average flooding rate. . BEACH calculates the hot rod
thermal response with this conservative core average flooding
rate boundary condition, which minimizes the fuel. pin. surface
heat transfer.

The dynamic gap conductance requirements -in Appendix K are
satisf ied• by, the .ELAP5/MOD2-B&W 'pin model, which calculates-
variable fuel, gap, and cladding conductivities :'during :the
blowdown transient. It also accounts for .the presence .of fission

gases consistent with the fuel rod buknup state. The BEACH code
uses the same pin :model to continue the dynamic fuel rod
temperature predictions ::.during refill and ..ref lood. The gap
conductivity is adjusted in these codes. using fuel: thermal
expansion and cladding thermal and mechanical expansion. :The
NUREG-0630 plastic swell and rupture models are used to determine
the deformed cladding geometryi Since RELAP5/MOD2-B&W and BEACH
codes are used to predict th.e hot rod thermal performance, the
requirements of Appendix K are satisfied in the hot pin PCT
analysis.

6. (Pa~ge 4-32) Please provide a more, detailed explanation of*
the approach which calculates the friction factors for
transient flow. Is this a ..two-phase correction or some.
other type of adjustment?

The REFLOD3B transient friction factors are calculated from the
steady-state friction factors adjus'tedý using Colebrook's
expression for turbulent.. friction as a :..function , of Reynolds
Number": (Eqn 2-4. and 2 of :BAW.-10171P). .-This -friction factor is
further adjusted via a 4 two-phase friction multiplier, which is

detterined ,by the Martinelli-Nelson model. Sectioný 2.2.1.1 of
the iN.Rapproved REFLOD3B :.ode :topical (BAW-1,0171P) provides the
details:of the Colebrook and Martinelli-Nelson calculations used
during the refloodi transient. These adjustments adequately
t:ranslate the steady-state friction factor to the appropriate
value'.ba~sed' on the thermal-hydraulic fluid conditions as required
by Appendix K.

7. tPac~e 4-36J In sectlon :4.3.7:.1 item I estates that the ECCS

I

non mechanistic bypass model is deactivated and that the
code determines bypass flows. Prediction of bypass flow is
further discussed in A.6.4.i.. sWhat isthe basis for
concluding that 'the bypass. was properly simulated? There
are no comparisons to experimental data, or even
presentations of the amount of bypass predicted.

(LA- 26)
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• The requirements of 10 CFR 50.46 and A:ppendix :::K:* dictate. the
acceptance criteria and the methods used to :determine the
consequences from a postulated RCS. Ipipe ru.pture. CAanalyses

are required to bound a spectrum ýof: break .:sizes a nd .locatins
anywhere in the RCS The break sizes range::from the full double-.
ended rupture of hot or cold leg pipes to, the smallest area ,that
the pumped ECCS injection capacity cannot exceed. _:If an. ideal
LOCA thermal-hydraulic code existed, :it could analyze any to,.
without change ýin models or methods, but .this.. is currently not
the case. Instead, code packages and methods . are specifically
tailored to address certain classes of :breaks,. i: Typically, the
most limiting LELOCA is a full double-ended guillotine break in
cold leg pump discharge piping. ::This *i.class .:of. breaks:minimizes
the core flow during blowdown and has the.: !!potential to bypass
some of the ECCS fluid injected during the early portion !of
refill. The BWNT LBLOCA EM is specifically' tailored to analyze.
the core and RCS response to these ::postulated breaks. These same:
codes and methods .are not applicable--indeed, they are not

suitable--for small:LOCA analysis. Accordingly,.Volue Ii of the
BWNT LOCA EM was written specifically to address SELOCA an al ysis.
The LELOCA and SBLOCA E :s combine to0 address t .he mt.. plitig.:
break locations and sizesin :the large and .small categories.,
Nonetheless, there is still a:. transition region :between' them: tha
may not be adequately ..,covered by tihro the. methods. The
transition. LOCA method uses elements"o:fk :each EM:..t :toaddress .this•..... .
break range. The large hot leg break ý:is "A-nother: exampleý :that i
not adequately covered by the: LBL'OC*A EM me~thod*.ý:- The:dý::*CLPD '::LBLOCA:ý:.*.......*'.
methods, that conform to Appendix K requirements, are.- ý modified
slightly to analyze these breaks ::that are not. imit• n...from a: PCT
, perspective,but still fall under 10 CFR 50.46 consideration.

It' is also true that Appendix'.K methods- and requ~ireme'ntsý mynt
be rigidly aplicable to. ..all classes of -bkedks~ Freape
ECCS bypass -or car ryout during c0re f lood is,:.not a pertinent to.
SBLOCA (The ECCS :'slowly ýref ills: the coie: :.-.and :quenches -any
elevated fuel pin.. temperatures.) This is aiso the case 'with the
hot leg and transition 'LOCA methods*.' The :required ,demonstirations
or justifications listed in Appendix K nmay not 'be as- all
encompassing as with the break: classes-'that produce th~e: .limit~ing
or near-limiting PCTs. The., significa:,nt. required::conservatss inms
Appendix K (i.e., 1.2 'ANS, 1971 .Maximum :fuel st'ored :::ene~rgy,,,
Baker-Just mnetal-water reaction, etc) provi e. ample margin .o:to-
cover analyses that are ýjudged to ::be: btterestimate.. in. o
areas. .. ....

In the case of the transition LOCA 'Method, a, benchmarkV: w .as . ...
presented in Section.,,A.6.4.1 to demonstrate that :the" ::dnon- ..' . ... ...
mechanistic bypass model :(LBLOCA EM) and: the* RELAP5 caculation:::
of mechanistic bypass (transition LOCA) will prouce) the am4e:
general RCS behavior during, the refill and ref lood..periOfs..I
was further shown that the ca culated P-CTs were similar ::betweend:....
the two methods. While it is true that the bypass flow. :was not
given, it can be inferred from the break flow differences and
also the bottom of core recovery ~time. Because' there are

(LA-27)
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differences in[
C,E d Thesevariatio..s can be

accounted for and used to approximate, the :•,ECCS bypass
predictions.:.

*: I... ... ...

* i

i~~ ... . . . . .... .

.. . ... .: .

." q .. •p . n e ..

Although: . extensive ev......idence of c cn.
.determination of the: Apendix K' conservat. ms may not.been
provided, for the transitio hlOCA methodsý,*the similarit ybewn
and.combination of the large, and small: • ..... , be .. meth-ds f uses
in ths non-limiting LOCAs has.: been :demonstrated The

I. transition LOCA method was directily benchmarked, totINEOAE
method to provide a comparison b hih these ,metho s. can, be
judged as reasonable: within' te gneral guidelines andI interpretations. of. Appe~nd~ix K..: This, demonstrcation cdase.:and the
other 'transition. 'LoC breakýs'izes -have' been provided :to'

. ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~.. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .: -" ' : : : " " :

demonstrate -the conttinuity of resullts over the entire 'spectrum of.
break sizes. Since these . e. .. . . .pt ula.ted break sizes .do not:::.
significantly.:challe.nge the acceptae criteria in 10 CPR 50.46
the adequacy... of .the.se m... ethods can . be ju dge I d.'...d bas I ed• on t .he.
similarity 'of the methods to the EM and the resuilts of' the

~demonstration cases.

12
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8. (Page 4-39) Under A.1, how is the stored energy or
calculated PCT maximized as required by Appendix K? This is
not discussed in 4.3.2.3.

Section 4.3.2.3 states that an:NRC-approved steady-state" fuel ýpin
code •will be used to provide :::the' values used for fuuel pin
initializati6ns. for LOCA analyses i. urrently, TACO3 (BAW-10162P- I
A) s ithe -code that is used.'*e;'::...i.. TAC03 is a -best-estimate :'fuel
performance code that uses"conservative fuel rod power histories
and includes a multiplicative uncertainty factor on the stored.....
energy of 1.1151 to account...or 95/95 tolerance interval

considering code and manufacturing uncertainties." :Section 4.5 of
the TACO3 SER states that: "...the B&W approach: for LOCA
initialization is considered to :be acceptable with: respect to
fuel temperatures and rod predssures."

9. (Page 4-43) In items D.3 and D.4 t:::the requirements of
Appendix K cited apply regardless of what code is:used V .The
phenomenology not the code ..:.determines :whether:.:: 'the
requirements apply. State how Appendix X is satisfied in
these areas when only .RELAP5 is used.

As' stated in the. response to Question 7, the EM methods and
calculations specifically designed to comply with Appendix K
calculations for the most limiting break conditions may..:not be
applicable to. all cilasses or locations of breaks. Different

mehd n oesare used 'between the' large 'and s mall ':b re ak
LOCA .EM :,analyses specifically to address the requirements for
vastly .differing and typically limiting transients that :.challenge
the' 10 C:.•FR 50.46 acceptance criteria. Neither the hotl:.:1:.eg:: -nor
the transition LOCA will produce a limiting transient '-ýfrom the
maximum PCT standpoint, but they may produce limiting .mass and
energy releases for containment design considerations or limiting
pipe restraining loads for plants licensed with leak-before-break
considerations. For these reasons, methods that produce
reasonable results for these special classes of' LOCAs may be
needed for future analyses. BWNT has chosen to provide these
methods, a comparison benchmaradsml nlssfrrve
in the BWNT LOCA.............a:k:and EMmple analyses ::r r.view

For these special breaks, IRELA.P5/MOD2-B&W and BEACH'were used to
perform the entire transient.:i :. These breaks cannot be analyzed
accurately with an EM that .is ..-structured to conservatively
predict the PCT :.for the classic, limiting. double-ended cold leg
breaks. The blowdown and refill::.:phases..:Ia .c and will overlap each
other such that the, .typical blowdown, refill, and ref lood periods
cannot be distinguished with the same definitions used for cold
leg LBLOCAsi. As the fraction of ECCS bypassed directly out of

'the break decreases, the lower plenum can be refilled, sometimes

13
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even before the end of blowdown. Therefore, the altered.:
transition EM and hot leg break methods were devised.

ý.Because these breaks are not limiting, determination of theirequired:extent of Appendix K compliance fails _with.. the NRCThe compliance is provided '.though use of NRC-approved.

computer codes RELAP5/MOD2-B&W. and BEACH that are used for the
same generalized :.theomal-hydraulic simulation regardless of break
size or 3location. The code moels were foamulated ffor predictng

the overall 4RCS and core response to:,.anyLOCA event.:: small' break
ana:yses. benchmark :the overall :RCS behavior, including the ECCS.steam-water interactions :at a variety of pressures .qand flow
conditions. BEACH analyses (BAW-10166, AppendixG) benchmark the
coýre-refl0oding rates and carry-out predictions for a wide
variety of reflooding rates and conditions prided ..in FLECHT,
SCTF, CCTF, G2, and REBEK testsi. ByB mbining these, c 1carks,
it is easy to demonstrate that RELAR5/MOD2 and :BEACH can
successfully predict' the .ýECCS bypass,: c:core reflooding .:..rate, and
ECCS steam-water interactions for transition LOCAs. :These LocAs_
predict limited, ECCS bypass similar to the ý.SBLOCA an6alyses inwhich RELAP5/MOD2 was primarily formulated• :for ,and appropriately
predicts the overall RCS'response. Further:, the• transition LOCAs
were successfully benchmarked against the ::EM .methods t:hat us ed
RELAP5, REFLOD3B; and BEACH for the 2 ft..break (See Section:.
A.6.4.1 and. response to ..Question 7). This benchmark supports
both the overall system responses as well as the hot. channel PCUT
evaluation and provides a basis for showing that Appendix K
requirements are met during these analyses.

For hot leg breaks, refill and reflood can begir ::before the end
of' blbwdown is reached. Because of 'ithe break :lcati6n, rio ECCS
is lost directly out of the break. The ECCS flows through the
core, :cooling :the .fuel rods before exiting via the break. The:
:reflooding rate and steam interaction with: the l.EcS is .:icalculated
with the same ýcode :models that :were used in the- transition LOCA ,

y .. Because the hot leg LOCA, like the transition LOCA, .is
not limiting from a PCT perspective, additional ..benchmarks or.
justification to show Appendix " K: requirements is ..unnecessary.
The validity of the approach is demonstrated.. in, :the
representative hot leg break analysis provided in S ection A.6.5.

10. (Section A. 2) On Tables A-5 and A-6, please clarify the
meaning of the parameter "Amount of RV water in cold leg
piping at'EOB.", Are these values the amount of water in the
cold leg and the vessel?

This is the volume of RCS water that ;remained in the vessel and
cold legs at the end of blowdown.: The. :-majority of, the: .remaining.
liquid :was :located in the lower head :f the reactor vessel. This
liquid mass is added to the ECCS liquid that should:not have been
bypassed and placed in the reactor vessel lower plenum at the

14_
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*initiation of the REFLOD3B analysis. Appropriate time delays are
used to account for the gravity drop time.

11. (Page A-6) The time step sensitivity for the blowdown period
demonstrates that the time step selection for the base case
:is converged, but doesn't idemonsltrate that :the: internal time
Step selection option adequately controls time step size*:
selection after the first two.: seconds.' Other .RELAP5 users
haveo found that' the.: internal' t-i1me -stePp selection algor.ithm
does not assure converged solutions, unless a maximum. time
step size close to the converged value is specified.

Specification of too large :a ýmaximum time step: size :wil:l
cause the 'code to .:abort on a physical properties error. 'The
code is unable to::reduce the time step size .quickly enough...

when destabilizing events (eg. node filling,.: solid or
emptying of liquid) are calculated. with a ;suitably chosen
maximum time step size near the converged 'value, the' code
will run satisfactorily.

No justification has been provided for maximum time ::step
sizes greater than that specified in *the :base case,': 'and
certainly not for a maximum of 0.025 seconds. While such .
larger maximum time steps may be suitaa. ble !for 'transition
breaks or some other events, use of a :larger maximum
requires a case-specific convergence demonstration. The'1 'writeup should be revised to 'reflect that:i::donvergence has-
been demonstrated for the base case 'maximum time step
selection, and that further increases in the 'maximum will be
justified by case specific convergence de-monstrations.

The results of the time step sensitivity. study e demonstrate that
the code time step control algorithm workedd 'welfor the LBLOCA

. blowdown phase. For the base case, the re uested time step was
0.01 seconds between 2 and 20 seconds as :shomwn..:iTable iA-2 The
code 'internal 'time step, control cut the::time: step back. at
approximately' 6 seconds and then again at 14-24, and '18 seconds. .The
results for the minimum : time:: step size .... of 0.002 2seconds and::ýD,. 0.010
seconds are nearly identicali which indicates .convergence:.of the
solution and adequacy of the-time stepp .ýc'ntrol algorithm. While
i st istrue that a case using 0.025 seconds was not run, the code
has shown it, can cut the time step back. aprpriately.

For the purpose of analyzing the' most limiting cold leg breaks,
this EM will restrict the maximum, requested time step Isize to
0.01 seconds. Most cases will use. the base case requested time.
Special break analyses, such As 7.the transition, and perhaps
medium to small hot leg breaks,:will restrict the maximum time
step size to 0.025 seconds or less.,'

(LA-31)
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12. (Section A.2) In some of the results that are presented,
there is a variation in the integrated accumulator injection
as the sensitivity parameter being evaluated .iis varied.; The
core crossf low study results from.-Table :A-5, for: example,
show 10 to 15 percent more. accumulator injection for
Kcross=5 and Kcross=500 than for the .:other cases. A
corresponding increase: in the water inventoiy: ("Amount of W!Rv
water"in cold .leg piping at EOBE") :.is shown. S iilar results
are seen in :Table A-6 where the amount- of. accumulator
injection for cases "MC=AC Power". and "2,C=90% of HC Power"
.i ..higher , relative to the other cases. Please discuss the
reasons for the variation in accumulator injection for these
cases.:

:Near the: end of blowdown, the CFT flow rate is in the range of
100 to 11I0t ft 3 /sec. ..At this . rate, a variation in the end-of•-
blio•wdown time will :produce. a i difference in the integrated
Iaccumulator (or CFT) injection at :the end of blowdown. The
variations noted are consistent with the end-of -blowdown time
differences and support the conc~lusilons dani h estvt
studies.

13. (Page A-8, Table A-4 and Figures A-13 through A-17) Table A-::
4 heading refers to -a 5 node case, whereas the discussion on:.:.:.
page A-8 and Figures A-13 through A-17 refer to a 4 node
case. .Are::: .these the same cases, or are results in Table A-4
for a different case.

Please also explain why PCT at EOB is included in the Table,
rather than global PCT. It would seem that global PCT is a.
more significant parameter.

The title' in Table A-4 is in error. It should have-:been- "Four
Node" rather than "Five Node." The noding arrangement shown in
Figure A-12 is the four-node configuration that was analyzed 'and
reported in the table and figures.

The break noading study re'ported here: :as a RELAP5/M0:2 blowdown
study, and -the.:'key end-of-blowdow parameters supplied in the

table were provided to confirm .the consistency of the plotted
results. The tabular values and .plots indicate that the same
qualitative results are obtained with either the base model or
the four-node model.' The key parameters that can influence the,
overall or global POT are the end of :blowdown stored energy,, :in.
the rod -hot spot, water level in the lower plenum, and ECCS f-t•low
rates into the reactor vessel.' Sii`:.Since the results of the blowdown
study were nearly identical:, and the key parameters determining

'the core heatup during the' refill and reflood portions of the
analyses were consistent at the end of blowdown, the global PCT

16
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.,analysis was not explicitly: calculated. The ý:global PCT, if
calculated, would simply !: Ihave given Lthe same r..esponse for both::
cases, because the governing parameters from the end of blowdowin.!
were nearly identical between the two cases.

14. (Page A-1) The core noding study illustrates that the cross
flow into and/or out of the hot bundle is sensitive to,::..to..
modeling. of the surrounding fuel. This is consistent with::
observations for subchannel codes such as COBRA:and VIPRE as
evidencedby the6 fl6lowing statement: from -Reference 1, "As....long as at, least: one. ::full .:row of bannes are placed 0.... .
completely saurround the hot channel: to adequately resolve--:the detaisof the flow field: in :the vicinty of the hot

channe 1 :.the h-:hOt :,channel, flow. conditions are very,
insensitive: to the core radial layout or how the rest of the:;"! "
hot bundle and core are modeled."1

Since PCT increases for all of the models tested in the
sensitivity study compa red to the base _,case, the base case
appears to be nonconservative as :, regards the radial
nodalization. .This L indicates that ,:::.the base model is
overpredicting the'. cross flow-. Provide a::a"demonstration that
the cross flow :s:: 'being modeled ::in a best 'estimate or a.
conservative man:ner.,:, ,

::' :::?

Ref. 1...

USNRC Letter :ýfrom: C. E. Rossi to J'.. -A. Blaisdell, UGRA
ExecutiveC::::Committee, 'Acceptance f:.:ý.or Referencing of
Licensing :Topical report, EPRI::NP-72.511-CCMI VIPRE-01: A
Thermal-Hydiaulic Analysis Code for Reactor* Cores",
Volumes 1, 2, 3 and 4.", May 1, 19:86.

1.

* . F.

The leak flows from postulated LBLOCAs produce significant core
pressure gradients that. dominate the axial flow. As the
transients progress, there are several f low reversals. When
axial flows are large, core crossf low has little effect. During
the. flow reversals, however, the core crossf low model can
sli .ghtly influence the results. The topica: ::*reOport acknowledges
that the EM analyses will produce PCT. :.c-hanges that are
proportional to the core cross-flow resistance.

F- ~ ~C,D,E -1
L :.!i :i !
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'Reference for Question 14

14-1.. Ideltchik, I.E., Handbook o
Edition, CRC Press, 1994.

H y dra UIi c Re s istace, 3rd
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Table 4-1.i Two-Channel Model Pih Temperature's

[
EOB

EOB

EOB

Adj

Adj

Adj

time (sec)

Clad Temp, (F)

Fuel Temp (F)

time (sec)

Clad Temp (F)

Fuel Temp ID(F)

19..990

1600. 9

1702.0

20.4

1609.9

1711.0

19. 52

1605.3

1707,8

:.20.4

1724.'7
1727 *

CD

.19.4 6

1613.5

1721.2

20.4

1634.2

1741.9

1.
19.53

1613.3

1727.#4

-20.14

1.632.4'

173J6.45,,

20.16

1643.2'

1749.7

20.4:

1648.,5
1755.0

Table 1i

EOB time

EOB Clad

EOB Fuel

Adjusted

Adj Clad

Adj Fuel

(sec)

Temp (F

Temp (F

Time (Si

Temp (r;
Temp (F)

-2. Three-Channel Model Pin Temperatures

2-Chan MC=AC MC=0o.8HC MC=0.9HC
(Base)

19.46 20.42 19.45 20.23

) 1613.5 1644.6 1631.1 1648.6

) 1721.2 1747.3 ::::1749.8 1755.7

ec) 20.4 20.4 20.4 20.4

1634.2, 1644.5 1652.0 1652.3

1741.9 1747.2 1770.7 1759 4

MC=HC

19.48

1626.5

1745. 0

20 4.4ý'

1646.7

1765.2............ ••..•.. ... :+

* I
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15. (Pages A-22, A-42,, and A-52) These pages are blank 'or
missing. If a blank, a statement "intentionally Blank" and
a page number should be provided....

Style guides for.standard two-sided .publications suggest that.,
I . major, sections should begin on an odd numbered .page.:.. The .EM

ifollowed this style guide and began all major sections of the.

report (ie. 1., 2., A.XX, etc.) were begun on an odd page :If
the previous section or:group ended on an odd 'page, the: back :side .
(even: page) was left blank and no header or page number was
included:.. In Volume 1, blank pages follow this list bf pages:. 1-
3, 313•I, .4.;!57,: 5-1,: 6-3, 7-, A1," A21, A-41,. A"A51i, A-55, A57,
A-50, and A-81i. Blank pages in Volume 2 follow these pages: 1-3,
3-1, 4-35, 5-1, •7-1" A-li, A-13, A-19, A-21, A-:39, and A-203.

16. (.Page A-2 3) The :time step convergence studies should be run
t.:i. . a larger :,decrease between. the cases to, illustrate

convrgece. imestep:sies:used 'dtife r onl y ..o ver a
relatively short period n::"rd may not be sufficiently
different to demonstrate time step convergence-,. Please
justify the time steps used or run additional cases to
demonstrate' that convergence has been' achieved'.

The BEACH time step studies'. have...: :been rerun ::as .:-.requested with.
isgnificantly larger variations :among the * relative 6-time step

sizes, and with the differing time steps applied over yirtually' the entire transient. The key -:.:.parameters and results are

presented in tables and f igures attached to this response. In'

C,E

(LA-37)
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References for Question 16

16-1 "Reactor Safety Issuesr Resolved by the 2D/3D Program",
NUREG/IA0-0127, 929=11U, MIR-346, July 1993.

16-2 "2D/3D UPTF Quick Look Report, Test No.24, Integral Testwith Vent Valves," B31/9L0_2_, Siemens AG KWU, November
1990.

16-3 "Evaluation Report on SCTF Core-III Tests S3-14, S3-15, andS3-16,1- JAERI-memo-62-32
9 , Japan Atomic Energy ResearchInstitute, September 1987.
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Table 16-1. Most
Inlet

Parameter

CFT Flow Begins, s,

End-of-Bypass, s

End-of-Blowdown, s

Liquid Mass in RV
LP at EOB, ibm

Integrated CFT flow
at EOB, lbm

Integrated Mass
Removed at EOB, ibm

Break
ECCS Bypass

Integrated break
energy at EOB, BTU

RV LP Filled, s

LPI Flow Begins, s

CFTs Empty, s

Clad Rupt Time, s

Unruptured Segment:
PCT, F
Time, s

Ruptured Segment:
PCT, F
Time, s

Average Oxidation
Increase, %
Hot Channel
Average channel

Whole-Core Hydrogen
Generation, %

Average Channel
Quench Time, s

Severe Break Case with and without the
Subcooling Model Adjustments.

REFLOD3B Subcooling Adjusted - Subcooling
Base Case Case

12.8 1 12.8

18.59 18.59

21.045 21.045

I15799.8

48956.7

549268.
47796.8

3. 515IX108

27.552

40.060

45.136

21.195

10
2015.2
66. 245

11
1967.2
-30.4

0.84
0.076

0.36

253.4

15799.8

48956.7

549268.
47796.8

3. 5151XI08

27.552

40.060

45. 136

21. 195

10
2020.4
67.75

11
1954.8
-30.6

0.85
0.080

0.37

255.62

26
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Table 16-2. .. A... User Req.ues.te...d Time Step Sizes for the

Revised Time:Step Study.

-Interval-

EOB - BOCE (21 -27 s)

ý27.0 - 35.0 's
.ý..'3.5.0 

-40.0 S

-.40.0 -45.0 is
.45.0 - 80.0 s

80.0 - 300.0 s

.0. 001 sec
Base Case:

0.051

0.001,

0.001

0. 0025:.,

Increased
:0.05 sec

ti7me Ste

005

0.065

Decreased
0o .:o00s Sec

0. : 05 :

0.0005:

0.0008Q5

0. ý0008

0'.005

o0..05

0.005 O.05

Table 16-3.,. BEACH Parameter Com-parison
Time Step-Study

for the Revised'

Paraeter0.001 sec

RV Lower Plenum
Filled, s 27.6

LPI Flow Begins, s 40.06

CFTs Empty,s . 45.33

...Clad Rupture Time,' S 21.20

Unruptured Segment: 10

PCT, F . 2020.4
Time, s 67.75

0.o .o5..5 sec
Time :Sten

27.6

40.06

45.33

.'21.;20

1 0

2031.8
68.44

11: i:•4 ~ 6•i:::

'0.01005 sec
Tie:: ::Sten

27.. 6

40.06

5. 33::::5 .3 3

10

2011.*9

67.36ý

11

1.9-5.4. 5
-30.

... . ,... • , , :... '-'-

:0.:080

Ruptured Segment:

PCT, F
Time, s

Average Oxidation,
Increase,
Hot Channel
Average Chann el:

13.

1954.8
-30.6

1961.6
-30.8

0.88-
0.081

0. 85:.
0.: 0o 0:

''*1

I ~. I
I...

wi 27
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FIGURE 16-1 1. REACTOR VESSEL ARRANGEMENT.
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FIGURE 16-2. BEACH INLET SUBCOOLING STUDY -COMPARISON OF'INLET SUBCOOLING PROFILES.
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FIGURE 16-3. BEACH INLET SUSCOOLING STUDY ...COMPARISON OF RUPTURED NODE HC CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE 16-4. BEACH INLET SUBCOOLING STUDY -
COMPARISON OF UNRUPTURED NODE HC CLAD TEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE 16-5. BEACH INLETSUBCOOLING STUDY -
COMPARISON OF HOT CHANNEL QUENCH FRONT ADVANCEMENT12• + .. • !!: _ . .... I . .. ...-.. :- .
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FIGURE 16-6. REVISED BEACH TIME STEP STUDY -
REQUESTED TIME :STEP ADVANCEMENTS.
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FIGURE 1 6-7. REVISED BEACH TIME STEP STUDY -
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FIGURE 16-8. REVISED BEACH TIME STEP STUDY -
HC CLAD TEMP AT RUPTURED LOCATION.
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FIGURE 16-1 0. REVISED BEACH TIME STEP STUDY -
FILTERED H.QC HTC AT RUPTURED LOCATION.
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FIGURE 16-12. REVISED.BEACH TIME STEP STUDY -
HOT CHANNEL QUENCH FRONT ADVANCEMENT.
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17. (Page A-25) In the last paragraph of Section A,4.1:,, please
clarify the time frame for... the BEACH calculations :In
particular,. when:.,does ref lood start?

Figure.: 4-2ý . (Page 4-ý45) shows.... the :.,code interfaces. REFLOD3B
performs: the ref ill (adiabatic heatup) and...ref lood system
analyses .,and determines the time :for bottom of core: recovery
,(BOCR).: The fine mesh rezoning: used in BEACHis activat*ed on the
time step after .the end of bllowdown. The::actua I ref lo.d phase
begin -at BOCR.

18. (Page A-27) In this and other sensitivity, studies' .res•lts
are given in tabular form for % oxidation increase . HowI Fcan
you support. these values whený the: clad temperatures at the ...
i.end of the ru:iUns remains. :significantly. 'above the• .C:utoff::.
temperature for,. ý the metal-water reaction?,2, This ::.remark::..::"
applies Ito a 'nuim•ber of ' sensitivities.

There were seven complete LOCA simulation studies reported in the
topical. They were documented in the radial::ý versus axial 'core
peaking, break spect ,.um, ti e-,'in-life, thr.e4e-pump, .:LOCA IJR
limit, minimum:. v. ers.sus. .m aximum ECO. CS, and the imost severe break
c.ase studies. The end of the calculations 'for these cases.was

ten .. sec". onds after. the: :entire.:: average channel': quenched. 'The
metal-water oxidation. values fr .fom:.this time were used ::to*, perf orm
theo::.*xidat*on calculations. The.:calculations are stopped at this
point.:because total core quench.:ý has been predicted, In the
context of the conservatisms. in.. the EM, the ehot channel has been
modeled as a closed channel. .that•:::.is refloo ded with the average
core f looding rate. Because of ý ;the hot.: :channel radial power

.contribution, the i:solated hot channel will- never fully quench.
..The core inlet flow can only absorb the lower ::half of the hot

channel decay heat contribution before all -the., liquid is boiled
of f. 'This conse ervatism is.'. 'reasonable for PCT evaluations, but

:must be considered differently from the perspective of whole-core
oxidation calculations. In 'a.model with coupled hot and average
channels, there wil1 :.:be significant average-to-hot channel liquid
fiow ýdiversion in the pool region. This. ::flow diversion would
allow the hot channel. to fullyq:: :uenhch at approximately the same
time.. as :the averageý. c ore.

While it is true ::that some of the hot c..channel cladding
temperatures were still above 1000 F, the maximum temperature of
any. clad heat structure was approximately 1400 F and rapidly
declining. In the topical plots, the end :of the plots was shown
at ý240 seconds for all cases, even though the end of the :longest
case was 263.4 seconds .. Significant oxidation occurs . above: 1700
F, therefore, there is no potential for an 'appreciable ý:change in
the 'local oxidation, particularliy one that could challenge the
local oxidation limits. From a :whole-core oxidation 1perspective,

.35
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the hot channel represents ten percent of the core. since "the
average channel Ihas completely. quenched, any slight oxidation
fro•Im. a limited axial portion of a small radial region .r will not
result in any.appreciable increase : in the :whole-core oxidation...
For example, in the iimost : severe case, the maximum hot channel
oxidation .increase from 160 seconds to 263.4 seconds for any core

S segment w.as 0. 099 percent. The .whole-core contribution'increased...
from .0.352 percent at . :160, seconds to 0.358. percent at 263."
seconds. It should also be .noted that four of hot channel
cladding segments were between .1750 F and 1500 .at 160 .6seconds.,:
These four segments* acounted :for 93 percent of the increased
oxidation .over thed period, despite the fact that `six other
segments were between 100 F and 1400F.:

19. (Page A-33) The pressure vs time plots in Figure .A-111 for
the 1 0 and 0.75 ftR transition breaks appear :to show apressure increase for thefifrst several seconds following

the break. :s-there a rapid initialdrop notev•ident.. on the
plots? Please explain why. pressure is. predicted to increase
following a :pipe break or: som.ehow •indicate: that: there.:.is an
initial drop prior to the pressure rise..

The -initial RCS pressure .was 2249 psia. Following ..the. rapid.:
subcooled depressurization. phae,... the RCS saturation and core W
boiling caused the .RCS pressure: to plateau and undergo 'a slight
repressurizationi. The represU•ization is dUe-primarily to the
additional fission power predicted by the reactor kinetics. mtodel.''.
that does not credit reactor scram. For a full double-ended
guillotine break, the break depressurization causes immediate

to shu down th oefiso oer o re lrecore. void generation that provides sufficient negative moderatort eedback. to shut." .down the cote fission .power+ For ..break .larger.'l
than approximately 1". ft 2 , the additional negative reactiVity from
t:he control rods 'is inconsequentia I"to the core fission powerdecline. A s the break sizes decrease, however, the delayed core
void production minimizes the negative reactivity feedback: and:
continues to produce significant core ; fi.1 ssion power that**
momentarily repressurizes the: RCS. The : boiling ultimately
produces suffi cient negative feedback to shut down the 'reactor
fission power contribution.
The early RCS presSure trend for the transition breks included

in the :EM is dictated ::by :the choice of no' crediting reactor
scram ..in the ::anaSis. A better representation: of the RCS,

* ' *I:. behavior is obtained by crediting the actual reactor scram that
* will occur for these transition LOCA. Threfre, fok the transition

methodology should be revised :to credit the control rod.insertion
upon generation of the trip signal and appropriate time:::delaysto

• account :for signal processing and rod drop.:" Utilization !:of: the
reactor scram will 'rvent the represurizaonnte in tie1.

A: nd 0.75 ft analyses.
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@ 20. (Page A-40) Provide further. -explanation of the effects Of
i extended burnup and how this causes an increased difference'.

between clad and fuel temperatures. Clarify. the last
sentence on this page: which lists the consequences of the
extended burnup.

Fuel rods are :fabricated and :initially filled with. helium. .... Withburnup, ithe ffissioning process: produces xenon; k ton, nitrogen,
::and oygen gases. Table AA-17 (page A-74) gives the gap gas mole

fracionscalculated by the 'NRC-approved TAC03 code. These mole
fractions are input to RELAP5/MOD2-B&W :for use ini the gap
qconduction.. model. Of these :.:gases, helium has the highest
conductivity followed by oxygen•,h:' nitrogen, krypton, and xenon.

i The oxygen and nitrogen conductivities are roughly one-fifth that
i of helium, w"ile krypton is less than one-twelfth, Xenon
conductivity is less than one-twentieth that of helium. Because
of the xenon :.buildup, the, overall gas conductivity decreases as
-shown -in Fige A-136. Vhe :gas conduivity change. causes.the

':.:-:in: itial fuel temperatures to increase at high ýburnup and produces
:an insulating e'f fect between 'the",. -fuel and cliad d:u:-,ring:•..the LOCA
transient. .This -:decreased: conductivity allows,(the high-burnup

. hot channel to quench slightly faster than would {be the case for
a beginning-of-life analysis.

@21. (Tables A-19 and A-20) Correct the inconsistency in units'.::ii
for integrated energy. out`•the break at. EOB.: :: Clarify. break
location in T.able A-20.

The units in Table_. A-19 are: inco~rrect by a factor. of 100. For........ the values in the he units should haVe: been 100,0001,000
__BTU. The integrated energy values were reviewed .for all cases...,:

presented in the EM. The exponent was found to be in error on
Table A-22 as well. Corrected versions of. these two tables are
attached to this response.

.1.The heading !in :Table .A-20 is confusing. The text. on page A-4 43.
(second paragraph) clearly identifies that'.. ̀ thfe::::most .: severe l.....
'results were:.calculated with the' inactive Pump locatedithintact cold" leg of 1'"the broken loop. This representation• as seen•:.,.
on Figure :4-5. (Page 4-49), imakes reactor coolantpump Component'

285 inactive.::
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Table A-19ý. RELAP5/MOD2 Parameter Comparison lfor the 3-Pump,
75 Percent Power Study.

Pump 2B
Base Case Locked

Pump 2Aýii~okedi Pump IAIL 1ocked ::
• =. ,,,• &. v.+p=•..,,•,• h ...........

End-of-blowdown (EOB),s 19.460 21.-380 22.645 :21.415

* I
Peak clad temperature at
EOB, F

Amount of water in the
reactor vessel and cold
leg piping at EOB, ft 3

Integrated accumulator
injection at EOB, Ibm

Integrated mass, out the
break at EOB, ibm

Integrated energy out
the break at EOB, mBTU

1598.61613.5 1523.1 1581.5

169ý.703 245.352

48956.7 50176.3

297.041 ,279.147

52962.4

578160. 549112. 549099.

50079...5

548583.

3.52593356.;:317 354.125 352 .603

Table A-22,:. Blowdown Mass and Energry Releases for
the Minimum Versu'LMaximum ECCS Cases.

Maximum ECCS Injection :"-
Int Mass Int Energy

ab"k)n (BTUlL

Minimum ECCS Injection
Int Mass Int Energy

L1Ibm) I(BU)Time, s

0.0

10.0:12.o0

14.0
16.0
18.0
21. 045

0.0
159343.
2.76X10'
3.64x105

4. 3 6XI 5o
4.88x105

5. 17x105

5.38x100

5.76x0os
5 '97-x1.0'

0.0
9. 18x10
1. 6 1X10 8 .
2.16X108 -
2.62x104
2. 9 7X108

3.22X108:
3. 39X106
3.49xl108

3 .55x108

3.59x10o

0.0
159343.
2.76X105

3. 64X105

4.36xis.O
.4.88X105 I
5.17x10

5

5.38x10
5

5.76x105

5.97X105

0.0
9. 18-x107.

.2. 16x108ý
21.:62x108 :.
2' 97x108ý
3.22ýiX10a
3.319X10

8

3 .49x108

3. 55X108

3. 59X10 8
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022. (Table A-21) Check the average oxidation ..inc~rease in the hotý
channel at the 9.705-ft level for a tyographical error.
The oxidation should be greatest at this :level, as it is for
the average channel*

The values in.the table ..are correct. The average channel values
increpaseI more in this.' case because of: the increased time at
temperature observed in the upper, average channel for. the 10...-ft
case.:::: Variations ihn :quench-.front *-.. advancement and :corresponding
liquid carryout change as the power distributions in the core.

:change. For inlet-skewed peaks.I the initial quench front.
advancement is slow because of the higher pin. temperatures a.d
decay. heat contributions. in this case the increaseid liquid
carryout limits the temperature :increase inwthe :upper elevations,
such that the -increased oxidation is i:ve ry: low for the, average
channel. For: an :exit-skewed kpea, thed initial quench front
advancement is faster, which reduces the liquid carryout. Lower

--core steam production and less.luid carr0ut.early during ,the a
r f.lo.od phase force tmre o:f: ::the cladding to remain above the
threshold temperature for a lon: ger time.

These trends are also observed in the hot" channel for thesevarious power shapes. In thek case of the hot: channel, however,.
nearly all but the very lowest .power end .segments increase above
the threshold temperature. nThe egintegration of time attemperature for the hot channel shows less dramatic changes inthe channel average oxidation increase.

23. (Page A-45) A target PCT in the rangeof 1950 to 2050 F was
used. Is this the normal range used- for safety analysis?.
If not, what is the range of values which will be used?

This is the target :PCT :range for initial 11: OCA LHR limit
analyses. This range was. selected to provide a reasonable margin
to the 10 CFR 50.46 limit of 2200 F, such that .there is a limited -
ability to account for potential plant or fuel rod design changes
that would increase the predicted PCT without causing a reduction
in the calculated LOCA LHR limit~. At the same time, this range
is set reasonably high to avoid assigning an overly-restrictive
core operating limit.

24. (Tables A-22 and A-23) What mass and energy release are used
between the end of blowdown and the start of :.ref lood? How
is this calculated?

Between the end of blowdown and the bottom of core recovery, the

.iECCS condensation overwhelms any R~CS steam production. REFLOD3B
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assumes that no mass or energy transfer to containment occurs
during this adiabatic heatup period.

S25. (Figures A-153, A.-158, other plots of heat :.transfer
0coef.ficient) Please ..clarify what is meant by filtering .-the

heat.: transfer coefficient. Do you mean that you.:. are" :!.
-filtering the flow per .Appendix K and then are applying that

'flwto the -determination of the heat transfer coefficient?:

The heat transfer. coefficient during blowdown and the early
reflood phase can oscillate tto produce a plot that is not very
useful to .the reader: .A Aseven-point centrally-weighted average
o.:of the calculatedl value was . us-ed! : to p.'resent it as' a plot.
:,(Example: The :oefficient at time,: t, adds the value at time .= t

, to :the previous three and trailing three coefficients at theadjoini.ngq:timed and. divides byý::seven,. -:.

During blowdown, the hot. channelflow is filtered with a low-pass
filter per Appendix K requirmeSnts for use in the core heat
transfer coefficient determination. The heat. transfer used by
the "code is filtered * after the 'LOCA analysis is :completed
s ftrictly for plotted presentation.
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F1:

Verbal Reauset for Additional Info:6.rmation and Resiponse -(LBLQCA)

26. Question: Clarify how the-BEACHcode ,complies with Appendix
K requirements for steam-only cooling for flooding rates of
less than 1.0 in/s..

The BEACH code meets the requ irements of CFR 50.46,Appendix K.
fo rI reflocod heat. transfer at flooding rates of less than one inch...:
per second. Direct heat: transfer above the quench . zone, as
described in sections 2.,2.2..8,. 2.2.2.,9, ,liand 22.2.2.10 o.f the. BEACH.:

.topical BAW-10166,. occurs only: I between the cladding and the:

.vapor. Radiation heat: transfer: is ' allowed1 from :,the* cladding to
:.vapor :for sing phase flow fand from• the ciaddng o botho vaporand. ':-suspended 'liquid :.for two phase flow. Interphase heat

transfer between vapor.and liquid is allowed under the conditions
of two phase flow.

These limitations are aple until the :cladding approaches the
quench temperature. As quenching occurs-and afterward--the] heat !..transfer package, realistically models direct heat flow"toiquid
a even withthe t.:f looding rate less than one inch per second. It is:
FTI's position that 'the provision of steam-o0Inly cooling contained
iLn Appendix K i's to be applied at the location ý.of the peak
cladding temPerature. and not to the dete~rmination c:: oire. boundary
condit ions. used to spec Pify the ..fluid state at the 'peak. Thus,
thjeý:use ofI dire't ,liquid cooling :in Aithelower I:regions of, the core
after those regions:ý have peaked in temperature and cooled
substantially does not::violate Appendix K requirements•.•

A: similar request for.. additional information (Quest•ion :.,19) was
received on..:.the. ýRS,,G LOCA EM (BAW-10168P, Rev. .1) - :.,).This response
waas .6:derived f.::from nthat .previous submittal, since the rf lood heat
transfer model -used hin both EXI.s are identical. This ref lood
heat. transfer model was founid to o comply to Appendix K as
documented in the NRC SER on the RSG LOCA. EM (Thadani to Taylor
•SER.Letterdated January 22,1991).

: . .- • " ' ' " . . . . . " " " " T " " ' 1 . . . . . . . ' : " " " " :" " - ' : " ' " . " . 1 " " " " " " " "- . . . . - " -: : : : ' 4. "1 • " " -

:i :i i i~ ~ i l : • :i ; ! : i: ; :: : i : : l ii :. i :~ i: : i i : ii i .: i i: i i :i : :i ? :::::: :: :: ::: : : : : : : : : : :: :: :::: : : ::::::: :::: : : : : : :::: :: :: :: : : : :: ::: : : : : : :: : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : 7 )i ii :i ! ::
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Volume I . Small.1reak.:

1. (Page 4-1) A reference is made to effective cooling with
close to total voiding when pumps are on. No pumps on cases
are considered. 'If the model is to be used for this case,
present or reference validations against test data or
restrict the methodology to the pumps off case.

Plant emergency operating procedures (EOPs) instruct the
.operators to trip the .reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) manually when
the core:exit subcooling margin is lost. EM calculations
generally credit this operator action n thehe event tat the
.Rus are not. tripped :.d1ring .a SBLOCA in a reasonable time -frame
after loss of subcooling margin, the -EOPs instruct- the operator
to keep them pwered for the dur ation of the trans ent. Provided

t.heRCPs remain in operation, the RCS flow remains homogeneous,
with the residual RCS inventory and ECCS injection absorbing core
decay. heat. The. .concern lies in the: loss :of off site.. power or
other condition:: that'... causes the RCPs to trip and. coastdown
Should this 'occur at .th Ie .minimum RCS invent .ory, the..re.6 ma :y .,no ,t -be.
sufficient liquid remaining in the reactor vessel .to' provide two-
phase mixture level coverage of the entire heated core length.
Because :continued operation of the RCPs .:cannot be 'assured,' the
"EOPs require them to be tripped on loss .of subcooling .. m.arg.n i:•r n.

It is not anticipated that this EM will be used:: for pumps-on
SBLOCA analyses, however, if needed, the'. current EM would be
used. It is true that no pumps-on studies were performed f0or
this EM. An early version of. RELAP5/MOD2-B&W was used to
benchmark ...MIST Test :3801 of he pumps-on ::conditions during
SBLOCA . e(Ref,: :Multi1o0p integral System Test (MIST): F1nal Report,
FUREG/CR-5395, EPRI/NP-6480, BAW-r2078 Voleue 10) ýh•is post-test
benchmark was analyzed to characterize the. RCS behavior and two-
phase pump performance during SBLOCA. The benchmark .comparlsons
to the test data were dreasonable. An underprediction :of the leak
flows led to, an overpredictlion' of the:: system inventory that
increased with time intoý the transient. :,The RCS inventory
discrepancy m .made. direct comparison of th e -c0ore inventory at the
minimum inventory impossible.,. Agreements established early
during the MIST program set forth rules that did not allow model
adjustments, other than operator actions or boundary conditions,
to.:"improve 'the benchmark comparison. The overall RCS behavior
calculated by the code, including RCS .low decline and. pump
cavitation, were demonstrated in the benchmark. V.alidation rof
the. pumps-on: simulation with RELAP5/MOD2-B&W was demonstrated.i
Within the context of an EM apliication, the underprediction:. of
leak flow is of little consequence, since a spectrum of breaks
would be analyzed to determine the Worst case. Validation of the
code has been referenced, therefore use:: this EM for pumps-on
.simulation should not be restricted..
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2. (Page 4-3) Please justify the use of a high containment
pressure as conservative and explain why CONTEMPT analyses
are used when the break could unchoke.

The RCS pressure ..remains sufficiently high during most sBL ...tanalyses such. -that the .break flow remains choked throughout the
analysis. The :minizmm core. inventory ,.and any::: cladding
temperature escalations-as well as the initial -core recovery is
complete long before., the break "funchokes,'. Therefore, there is
no variation on t ýe:transient :results due. :to changes in
containtent backpressure. :: Use of a ,high bacpressure (i.e., the
maxiiu containment::: design pressure) would:::- be -,reasonable (or
conservative) so long. -as the RCS pressures - during the
calculationall .period - always keep the break:: choked. SBLOCA
transients that are :continued to very.: low RCS pressures need a
reasonable :ý.containment pressure .boundary condition because the
leak will: u:Unchoke and control. RCS pressure and determine the
pumped ECC.S... injection rates.. For these cases, a CONTEMPT
analysis is one method to determine :a reasonable containment
::pressure.

3. ( (Page 4-3) What is-the purpose of the parenthetical remark
in section 4.3.1.1 (or conservatively:high). The 1.02 times -

licensed power is an Appendix K requirement.

There are some situations in which the SBLOCA analyses are
performed at a power level higher:than .the licensed plant power .

These analyses may be performed.:in .ant~icipati.on of, or as sport,
for, a future plant power increase, or perhaps as a generic.:
analysis that supports several:p::ýphysically similar plants :at
slightly different. power levels.. Use of an analysis power level., :
slightly above. the i: icensed .:p..opwer leads to more severe .e
consequences, o a p:ostulated SBLOCA transient. In all cases, the:.
power used 'in the analysis will be increased by 2 percent to:
account for instrumentation or heat balance uncertainties as
required by Appendix K.

4. (Pageq 4-74) In section 4.3.1.:3 i::3t::is stated that average:fuel
temperatures ý:will be adjustedelusing a pin gap conductance
mul-tiplier to. match :fuel 'thermal. co epedctions within 20,
F. This, is a rather:. large difference. for connvergence of
models 'mand. could have-:a significant: .effect ,on :PCT. To
determine how- much ., difference is'acceptable", the difference
in average temperatur.e needs to be translated into an effect
on PCT.I:: If the effect on PCT is insignificant, then the
va lue Is-. acceptable.,

I.
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The ef fect. on SBLOCA PCT is insensitive to. initial. fuel stored
energy. Since the SBIOCA does not lead. to initial DNB, the.
stored energy in the fuel rods is removed by the :RCS flow and
substantially removed from .the RCS due to the primary-to-
secondary heat transfer that occurs during the flow coastdown:
phase. . By the time that any fuel or cladding heatup initiates,
the fuel and cladding temperatures are slightly above the RCS
saturation temperature. The PCT depends on the clad temperature
necessary to remove the decay heat for the transient system
conditions at the time of the peak.. Therefore, the effect on PCT
is :insignificant , and the 20 F variation in fuel volume-average
temperature is acceptable and provides some allowance for fuel
red design changes. Moreover, large or small LOCA the fuel
temperatures:. are 12 percent higher than best-estimate values, and
20 F represents. a negligible variatio0n: on ýthe fueil temperatures
that: typicallyare near an initial value of .2500 :F..

5. (Page 4-5, Section 4'3.1.5) Appendix.K requires that the
actinide decay heat level used in the analysis, be h-fo.r, the.:
.time in the fuel cycle that lyelds the highest•calcuated
fuel temperat re during a LOCA:., :Please distcuss how this.;
requirement ::.is satisfied.

The actinide decay heat model used in the EM conservatively
accounts for the most limiting time-in-life neptunium and
plut.onium contributions that build up during infinite core
Soperation as required by Appendix K. The actinide decay heat
• model used in this EM is identical to the model that was approved
....by-the_ NRC for use in the RSG LOCA EM (BAW-10168P).

6. :(Page 4-9) In the second paragraph, what is the:meaning of
"thermal center"?

"•hermal~ ~ ......te..r... ... .. .... .. , ... i i.:

The thermal center is "a convenient term USed to describe the
manometric imbalance that dictates the loop .natural circulation
flow. The thermal center is defined as the elevation at which a

-partition separating the hot and cold .fluids:,could be placed in a.
.vertical section having !a temperature gradient.. For example, the

thermal center in the uniform radial core with an axial peak at.
the midplane is at the midplane' i. The thermal center in the once-
through steam generator can vary depending on the feedwater flow
rate, injection location, and ý the secondary pool height .... . The-
separation of the tubes w..:.wetted ::by AFW from the. remaining tubes
allows better simulation of the variations in .the primary steam
generator density gradients between the wetted and :,.unwetted
regions. The result .is better prediction.of the steam
generator thermal center.. The difference betwee n "the elevation
of.the steam generator (or cold side) thermal:center and the core
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(or.o si.e) thralcn er M deemnes the ,elevation head thatdictates .the RCS single phase atuýral circulation flow rate.

7.•• (Page.4-10)Why is te area o• the junction connecting t:hloop piping to the fi:titious break vouE taken as 1/3 ofthe loop piping area? Why- are bottom braks treateddifferently from side breaks, ::in regards to:HPIý location?.

C'1'
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8. (Page 4-11) What criter ia was used .o.determtine that CLPDbreak entrainment 'wi not occur for all small breaks? Howdo you assure that the criteria are met?

C,E I

I
9 (Page. 4-17) The factor f . iCF :line resistance willresult in a higher pressure differential between the CFT andthe primary piping, essentially lowering the :primary system

46
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pressure and the break fl. ow. This artificial increase in.::...friction losses is apparently needed to ' enance nmerical

stability. However, it has ..th e:: potenti.al to: introduce non-,.
conseratism by lowering calculated primar6 system pressure

. and.:. break flow. What evaluations has BWNT.1::nperformed to
assure 'that this approach .::dodes .'not:: introduce :non:'n -
c.o.nservatisms into the calculations?

.(Page 4-19) In section 4..3..2... ;"is .tated that mixture

.... level is resolved to within L What sensitivity
* tudies have been performed and/or, whýat model features are..included to assure that a conseratv pr edicto is

K btained. Specifically, when the core liquid level drops,
the node which contains the .level has a two-phase heat sink,
but :in actuality the uppe . tion of the node is above theI hixture" level. While this: ill occur for any node size, no

- . . . . . . . . . -.. . . . .

matter how small, how do ýy'ou:assure that the effect is small
for the node size chosen?.

The ben'chmarks performed to justify "the 5BW1CA drag model changesI
.:i RELAP5M:D2-"B&W (BAW-1064: Rev. 2) :ho conservative clad

temperature. predictions using models wi'th the same general: noding.
.r~e~s olut~ionh.. ýThe integjral system:ROSA b6.enichmark in Appenidix- Jý
produces, conservative clad temperatures dAuring the boildown

S . In theORNL stand-alone core: model b... rks in Appendix
H,..conservative to best-estimate clad,, temperatures ,were::,:

predicted. These tests provide assurances that the core noding
resolution is reasonable for best-estiate t.:.:::o conservative clad
temperature predictions.
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Additional conservatisms are included in the EM analyses that use
these best-estimate core models:. Hinium' :ECCS. flows, 1.2 ANS "
1971 decay heat, and a maximum hot channel radial peaking factor

:..:reduce thee minimum core inventory and maximize the .:hot pin: heatup
iduring pe , rio ds in which the mixture level is within :the coIre

heated region. The :ore crossflow modeling used in .the :SBLOCA EM
minimizes 'hot-to-average form.loss to restrict the hot channel
level swell and maximize hot channel steam flow diversion intothe average channel above the mixture level.:

RELAP5/MOD2-B&W also tends ::to derpredict the void fraction in
the top volume with two-phase conditions .:The interphas ic drag
1 at the transition between slug 6 and annular mist allows the liquid
Ito drain rapidly into the next lower volume. This draining
occurs as the void fraction increases into the slug/annular mist

.:transition region (50 to 60 percent void fraction). This
transition occurs as the actual mixture level begins to fall from
the top of the uppermost two-phase control volume. The SELOCA
void profiles (See Figures A-41 and: A-42 in page A-77) Show this
conservative behavior.

.the :Code also does not physically model the localized region justTh e ~ de ls ; ..s... ..........

above the mixture level.: Within several ..inches of the mixture
Slevel, there .i.s6: a r egioIn of .wet ,"steam ,with small: liquid::droplets
:that originat from thed spatteri g and. spashing that occurs as
the ibubbles: escape from: the Pool.. ThiS' high void regon
a int a, ins the steam temperatures, near• saturation for several

inches, which is the approximate ýheight:of 6the control volumes.

.n summary, RELAP5/MOD2-B&W has been shown to produce best-
estimate to conservative clad temperature predictions with
:that resolve the mixture level to within approximatelyL
The Appendix K assumptions, code crossflow modeling, hot channel
radial peaking, and interphasic drag model provide conservatisms
that ensure conservative PCT predictions with the axial detail
chosen for use in the SBLOCA EM.

11. (Page 4-22) For the consistent time-in-life calculation
option of fuel pin heatup, please explain :how the time-in-
life is specified to assure that :.the degree of swelling and

. .. incidence of rupture are not underestimated -
b. as..t.. .ai la g break...

.-Appendix K was written with A. definite bias toward large break
LOCA In the, case in point,:the incidence ..of cladding swell and
-rupturei•s Sitgnificant to a large break trahsient, it but it is
tyically of little importance for small :breaks. s Clad rupture
:during'. SjBOCA can provide enhanced clad cooling because the
cladding surface area for heat transfer increases and the
cladding expands away from the pellet. The: increased heat
transfer and reduced gap coefficient can decrease the peak
cladi temperature. The gap, effect can temporarily insulate
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.the fuel pellet, but it :can take several hundred .seco~nd~s for the
pelletand claddingto .reach a quasi-steady temperature balance.

iIn some cases, the core mixture level may have begun to recover
and the cladding heatup arrested before this balance is reached,.

Although this: is generally the case for most SBLOCAs, there can:.
be. an exception .that .must not be ..precluded. If clad ruptue
occurs at high " temperatures, the metal-water- oxidation rate o.n
the inside and outside clad surfaces may provide a suffiieent...t
energy source:: to :offset the increased -cladding surface area and
the decreased o.gap coefficient. The rate of oxidation Is:_
exponentially:dependent on the cladding temperature and inversely
dependent on t•he oxide thickness ...thus the effect is strongest
.when fresh fuel ruptures at :the...hghest po.ssbetemperature. If
the rupture is' at a sufficiently :high :temperature, most likely
somewhere above 2050)F the reiaction may be so strong"othat the
minimal cladding cooling is unable. ton: maintain the cladding
temperature within the bounds of IOCFRSO.46 criteria. For this
reason, it i.s 1:Important to delay the. occurrence of rupture until
te. :'time that, the maximum :cladding temperature: would -occur if
rupture were avoided.. By doing so,,. the maximum _ nativ effectof cladding rupture is. imposed on"the .calulatedsution. Iof
the rupture occurs. earlier, the heat-up of the ::cladding will be
delayed or prevented, and:: the cladding can gradually oxidize at.
lower temperatures. A I thicker ý:oxide layer reduces the metal-
water heat .:.6.*generation rate at the ..*time. maximum cladding
temperaturde: :is reached.i The .:SBLOCA simulation that delays
rupture until the highest possible ý-temperature will lead to more
favorable: SELOCA performance a -nd :l~ower cladding temperatures for
any other pin .::burnup conditions-:(pin pressures, oxide thickness,
gap gas components, etc.) that result :in lower temperature
.ruptures.

What can be concluded .from thisdis cussionis that an: iterative
:process may be required to define the most limiting fuel pin time
:in l::ife (TIL) because of its,':.:.relationship to steady-state pin
pressure and the time of rupture. For this EM, the process
outlined to find the most limiting TIL is first, to. maximize the
likelihood of pin rupture. This is accomplished by using a set,.
of..:. composite fuel pin inputs with beginning-of-life (BOL) stored
energy, gap gas compositin, and oxide thickesswt an the end-
of-life (EOL) maximum ':p in, pressure. The :.BOL gas :c:0omposition
results in the highest: g:.ap conductivity for.. any TIL and .the BOL
oxide thickness is the smallest.. .High gap conductivity:. ma"intains:B':
the best thermal communication between the fuel . and:: cladding .
temperatures :;during any cladding heatup peritod. Use of:.. the i .BOL:
oxide thickness m .aximizes the metal-water energy addition ::rate
and combines * with the gap conductance to maximize the unruptured .
cladding temperature for any TIL. By using an EOL 'pin pressure, e
the cladding' hoop stresses are maximized. such that the lowest
conceivable rupture temperature is determined by the NUREG-0630.
model. The 'combinationof .the highest cladding temperature with
lowest rupture temperature maximizes the" likelihood of rupture
for any TIL of the fuel.
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An SLOA as tatPrdicts 'lad rupture' with thes assumption

muist be further, analyzed by adjusting the pin pressue. until
repture is avoided, and then to rupture near the time: of peaj

clad temperature from the .unruptured case. By adjusting the
internal pin pressure (which can be equated :to fuel pin bUrup),r
rupture is forced to occur I near the time that the cladding
temperaturet reaches it: peak. For exaple, an i nitial aSB.CA,
case that uses: an internal pin pressure of 3.00 psia.predicts
rupture at the lowest cla Idng temperature, which is"below.the
teshold for significant metal-water reaction . The. case is

rerun with a reduced initial pin pressure to allow the cladding
..:temperature excursion: tO continue. This step is repeated until
the internal pin ..pressure that produces .the most-limiting PCTw tith or 'without rupture. is found .. This method assures ::that the.
deree of :clad swelling and the incidence of rupture iave• been

conservatively estimated for any TIL.

If the SBL.OCA analysis shows significantly high PCTs based on the
composite pin conditions that were used, the analysis may be
rerun using. a consistent case thatuses oxide thicknesses and gap
gas" contributions. from the most limiting :TIL that has been
established.: this, method of specifying the TIL at which to
perform a consistent analysis provides a way to remove any
artificial conservatism that is imposed by this :method that

"'maximizes the calculated PCT.;for all times in life. It removes
Pome ...cýonservatisms.. from ýthe: :PPcT: Prediction, but :still assures

the degree of swelling• and ::the incid ence of ruture have
ibeen conservatively estimated. -W

12..(Page !4-31)Explain why a :time dependent junction:is. used :tO.

',model:. the vent .:valves? These basicall y. function ..as, check.
valves. What criteria 'are::"used to open: and close !the
valves?

ýC, E
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References for Questions 12

12-1 "Internals Vent Valve Evaluation,'t :W1~Q0QL July 1969.'.
1ts of a 177 Fuel Assembly, To-Loop PWR Progress

12.2 "M de T b -. .9...

Report #2 V.. vent: Valve Tests,. BAW-4595, March 1969.

13. (Page 5-1) Explain. what is meant by the st ateement that "the
amount of oxide thickness is compUted on a mass basis".

In the EM, the oxidation fracton is calculated based on:: the
Sratio of the reacted'zircaloy volume of the strained clad +to the

-:total strained clad :volume. Since6 it represents the volume of
zircaloy reacted ý:to: the total zikcaloy volume,i its :.basis is.,representative of both a volume and mass ratio. .the volume
fraction of zircaloy reacted or mass fraction of zircaloy reacted

* ,are equiValent.

1.4. (Page 9-8) For a licensing analysis, ECCS fluid temperatures
at the limiting Tech. Spec. value should be used and not
nominal yearly average temperatures.

Appendix K does not restrict or, limit. the choice :.,of the ECCS
f luid temperatures...: -,By the same token, .BWNT does not .;ignore the
more conservative choice of the highest. E.ccS temperatures. We
have simply chosen:to not restrict the ECCS: temperatures used in
the EM analysis because of the... conservati.sms. already imposed by
Appendix K. The Appendix K.: p'rescribed "conservatisms include:-
1.'2 times :AiS 1971: for :infinite core !operation, s Inl wrt
failure, minimum pumped ECCS injection rates, bounding core
parameters (stored energy and pin pressure, moderator.. temperature
coefficient, :oxide .thickness, minimum shutdow reactivities,
etc.), and :Baker-Just metal-water reaction model. These
requirements add significant conservatism .to the analyses, which
.WNT believes i s adequate margin, wi-hout .applyi.ng. 3 other bounding

:::arameters such as.ECCS temperatures.., C::certainly, a. .conservative
input can and:may be used in the analyses, but will: :not restrict
the temperature to the highest value .in the EM. This position is
identical:: to that used in the curren;6 NRC-approved E'M (BAW-10104,

.LAS5167)
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Rev. 5) for B&W-designed plants and. the NRC-,approved EM (BAW-ý
10168 Rev. 3) for Recirculating Steam Generator Plants.

15. (Page A-7) The second paragraph refers to AV mixture level
and RV collapsed -level. IS this the predicted mixture levelin the core, or in the vessel? .Figes, e.g. FA52, show

collapsed, level in .the idowncomer, reactor vessel and core
composite. Please". describe how these .uantities are
calculated including: any relationships between tethree
levels.

The predicted mixture levels presented in. Aipendix A. :are core
mi xture: levels,. The:. collapsed,:: level the down6omer. :is
calculated by multiplying the liquid void fraction by the' height
of each downcomer v olume (. Control: Volumes: 300n through 5.4 on
'Figure 4.-.3) The liquid level in each volume -is then: summed to
obtain .:the total collapsed .level for the downcomer region. The
core composite level "consists: of the control volumes ,:in.::the
baffle,: bypass, :hot channel, and :average. channel regions :. The
collapsed :::liquid level is determined for the each region :of the
.core separately.. Each of these levels is then weighted by the
fraction of the total core z area and summed to obtain ::the. core

composite collapsed .i level. - ::: The.ý ... RV. collapsed liquid level
consists of the core composite:level plus.the lower plenum, upper
plenum, and :.upper head col.lapsed. levels. The :reference elevation
for the: dowhcomer, core, and RV collapsed levels depictd" in
Appendix A is the bottom of the heated core.

16. (Page A-7) Why are filtered RVVV and hot leg mass flow rates
plotted fI.o"r the: :. final cases? Does filtering influence
.calculations .or is it done only for presentation of plots?
Explain the need for filtering.

The calculated,. flows are iltered for pl.o1tted :.,,presen tation.
These Iflows can Ibe •ite o:scilatory for smallerbreaks..that: have

l Ionger: fl:o ic0,.,oas~tdown or loop. draining phases .. :: To :help. reduce.
.the plot: clutter, a seven point centrally-weighted &aVerage:. of the
.calculaed valU. was used to present it as a :plot This
.operation is:performed after the case is complete so, it :does not
influence the calculations. It-does: '.however, assist .the reade
in interpreting trends. (Example: The flow at i':Ime, ::::t, is
calculated by adding the code calculated value at time = t .to the

.previous :three and training three code-calculated flow rates -at
the adjoining times and dividing the sum by seven.)
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17. (page A-9) The time step sensitivity studies show very
different results for transient clad temperature and core
mixture level (Figures A-5 and, A-6). ':..Sin.ce both the larger
:and smaller time steps show an :.earlier quench time (by
hundreds .of seconds) and the core mixture... level :dif fers by

. several.: feet, this indicates that time .:step. convergence has
not :occurtred....The .02 time. step yields the most
conservative results, but time step. convergenceU has not
:been demonstrated as required by. Appendix K,. This non-
convergence appears to be related to,'. the. anomaly in the base
case which: is :.discussed in several places in the Topical and
also is the ý:subject of question 21, belbow.
In addition, .,the base case should be run for a longer period ...

of time to.show recovery of the core and quench of the fuel.

!.The results of the: 10 and 20 millisecond cases :show very good
agreement in the sy tem :response, minimum core.inventory, and PCT
predictions. There are: Some, mino~rdifferences i shown at the end ...of the flow coastdown phase, end of the loop draining.phase, and

during the post-PCT core recovery phase. hese variations are
related to slight differences (approximately:. 20. ftt 3 out of 10,500
ft3 initially) in .core' liquid.' inventory d istri bu tions at the
minimum inventory time'.'....hisconvergence :is excellent
considering the complex nature of the two-phase thermal-hydraulic
ef fects that occur. during the, SELOCA transient. 7The post-PCT
-variations in the 5break :flow a ire responsible for.the time shiftin the core quench, :,..but are. not significant in' terms of the
effect on PCT..

18.(Page'A-27) The-large break.caseswere :run for only a short
period of time:at the .end " of :which the collapsed liquid
level in the core was near its minimum ..value. How do you
assure that the mixture ! level " continues.to increase and -.
cover the entire height of the core and that no subsequent
temperature excursions occurs?.::.:

We are assuming that this question relates to the large .SBLOCA
cases from Volume II of the EM. The cases were discontinued
afterthe cladding temperature escalation had been 'halted and the
ECCS flow was of sufficient magnitude to offset the decay heat,
wall metal, and flashing contributions. The SBLOCA 'analyses

peroredfor the EK were stopped at any time after these two
.riteriawere met. Continuous core mixture level coverage is

provided by a 'continuation of the operating HPI :pump (using the
single worst failure of a train of ECCS), 1 the iquiid remaining in
t ... he CFTS, and the use of a single .:LPI. pump. Any '.futurej application of the EM will be analyzed unil all cladding
temperatures increases 'have been 'quenched and 'the downcomer
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collapsed level is at least recovered to within one foot of the
top of the fuel.

19. (Page A42). The break spectrum results •in Figure A-293 show

a very localized PCT maximum at a. 0.07 - ft 2,l break: size. A
.slightchange in-the discharge coefficient for ,aportion of

the transient (Section A. 8) results in approximately :90 F
increase in PCT.M as shown in Figure A-244. This is an
indication of.the Sensitive dependence of PCT on break size
in this region. In .ngeneral, the limiting breaak size will be
the one which delays ECCS as long as possible while i..
continuing .to empty• the coolant inventory:. The peak.ý may be
very localized as"Indicated .by your 'results and. those o.f
other vendors,. There may be multiple peaks corresponding' to
delaying . the. !different ECCS modes A. completei. breakiik:
spectrum analysis should identify these limiting bre:aks.by. a.
search in the vicinity of the local PCT maximum.: Your broad
sweep through this critical region is unlikely. .6to. have
identified the true peak* temperature. Provide .,analyses
which demonstrate that your break :spectrum sensitivity has
identified the true PCT for small breaks.

The break spectrum: provided. in. this EM is - for demonstration of
the entiree range :of break sizes.. There can be some plant
combination of parameters that can lead to localized peaks as you
described. The most significant consideration controlling the
shape of the range of the break sizes that undergo c:laddingc
heatup is the ratio of the cotre power level to the :,ECCS
capacities and CFT initial ,conditions,. Steam generato secondary
i~level and pressure control can also play a lesrsosignifcant-role
in determining this profile. Had this been an actual application
.used for plant licensing, at least two other break..:sizes' would
have .been, analyzed on either side of the 0.07 ft:2 : break .,to -ensure
that the most limiting break .,size .:.:.has. ýbeen identified. AA
reasonable break size distribution (with. break size variations no
greater that approximately twenty percent) will be: analyzed in
vicinity of the limiting break for specific:plant applications.

20. In general there appears- to be an anomalous increase in-
" break flow for :the base case, which is eliminated by almost

any kind of modification, time step isize larger or small er
pressurizer location, different crossf low resistance, etc.
The presence of this anomaly in the base case -raises the
question . of whether it is this anomaly that makes the base
case most limiting. How do you know .that this anomaly did
not influence the results of your. sensitivity studies?

The anomalous break flow was caused by the artificial entrainment
from the downcomer back to the broken leg of HPI that was
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injected into the: ýintact loops. The anomaly did occur until
slight~ly after 2300 seconds in the:base case.• Any results up to
this ,time were not affected. After 2300 sAeconds, the resultsý are
changed :-and the..: magnitude: of the- change is produced by •the

fracti6n ::.f HPI byassed. The: base case break fow-, on Figures.-
A-2, A-22, or A-29.:.. (pg .A-57, -A-67 :or A-71), i'nceased by about 5
lbm/s: when the anomaly began and .increased to0 approximately 9

lbm/s at :.3000 seconds. Using an .average HPI. :loss of 6:5 ibm/s,
over the last 70.0 .s.econds results in a JOsS , of 4550 :'i .bm -of
reactor vessel inventory. By using an average saturated liquid
density of 50.6 ibm/ft3 . (500 ppsia), :the volume of liquid loss can
be calculated to be approximately 90 ft3. :::::Given:: that the :free

flow .area in the .RRV downcomer, c6e, ýý core baf fle•, and core :,;bypass
is approximately. :'4120 ft2, the ýRV" collapsedl::.::levels should be
approximately 0.75 f:::.t lower due to ,'the H.:P::I bypass, at 3000
seconds The base case reactor vessel collapsed level' deficit,
shown in Figures A-3, A-23, or.::A-28 (pg A-58, A-68, or A-7.O), is
roughly':'(o: '0.75 ft at:.300.0 seconds.:. This deficit delays the post-
peak cool6down and .ultimate quench timie f or the PCT location. The
validity, of the sensitivity studies' is n-ot. compromised ':by .:this
anomaly.

21. (Page A-77 and A-78) Both the hot and average channel void
fractions- show a non physical decrease. in void fraction at

::"around :'the 9 foot elevation." This is indicative of.:modealing
problems oand/or code errors which, :hav-e been ideint .i f.iedd, in
oth:er :!public versions of RELAP5 (see for example Reference
1, attached).' The drop.- in void fraction can be due:t::ot0 ý:use
ofi :actual grid spacer flow 'area as discussed in the attached
letter, or to an exceptionally low value of slug-to-annular
void transition. Please evaluate this anomalous void.
profile behavior and provide an explanation. Describe the
BWNT procedure for evaluating errors-reported by the general
RELAP5 user community.

Ref. (1) 'Letter G. W. Johnsen, INEL to F'. Eltawila US NRC,
.IW6238: Modeling Reactor Core Grid Spacers - GWJ-41-9511 June
6, 1995.

The attached reference refers to the rod bundle ýdrag model used
in REL4P5/HOD3w ýThis' interphase drag 'model is not ..u sed:-L in
RELAP5/MOD2, which Is the basis for this EM. Therefore, the void
distribution is not related to the grid spacer flow area.

The void distribution decrease is related to the transition
between the slug and annular or mist regions. Phase separation
is modeled within the junctions of RELAP5/MOD2 using :the f low
regimes determined: by the f luid conditions: within the'.cýontrol
volumes. At the..mZixture level 'interfaceb,': the upper :co _ntrol
volume will be in the annular obr mist flow 'regime which.:pre~dicts
little interphasic dr~ag. The lower control volume will be .in the
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slug flow regime. When the two are combined at the junction, the
result is -a higher phase separation.. This high phase separation
...causes 'the li id to drain out of the upper volume into :the6 lower
volume. The void depression is shown on ýh:fe .figures. The
:depression is not a result of code errors. It is .representative
of a discontinuity ýmoving between fixed control 'volumes ~off* finte
size*

This drag model prediction is iconservativeý for use in :,.PCT
evaluations because it results in the prediction 'of a lower
mixture ..level., The drag model changes thatý werer4 incliUdedi..:J .ithe
RELAPS/MOD2-B&W code were benchmarked against*. various tests. -and
shown to be best-me~stimate to, conservative: from the standpoint .of
predicting pool v•oid:: fraction and : mixture level. swell.
Accordingly, the modl review. concluded that these :changes: were
appropriate and approved them.:for use in EM analyses.

Whenever we , .are apprised of a potential error.,. regardless of .the.
source (internally within the company or fromt .the.worldwided user.
community) it is' reviewed to :determine if it is really an erroror i::.t O.cn. be at~b ý.e .

ori cnbeatrbtedd:tO A problem.. with the user'smodel . or
use. .If a code error.is confirmed in the certified code version
that would effect .the typical or licensed use" of the code, it is
governedd by an FTI internal procedure (BWNT-0902-066) for computer.
software certification. Should the code error produce an adverse
effect 6:::on licensing analyses : of safety significance to an
operating plant, then a preliminary safety concern (BWFT-*17.07-01).m:ust be written :and the concern.must, be addressed. The procedure

:::f.or processing. the 'preliminary safety concern is 'structured :to
comply with."OCFR2. requirements:.for NRC notification.

22. (Page. A -83), Figure A-54) Please explain why the. void
fraction does no::nt approach 0,: i but rather never eXceeds
about 0.97.

Figure :A-54 represents the void fraction of the fictitious break
volume..The HPI liquid is injected directly into the break
volume (.:See top diagram in Figure ::4-5) to ensure complete byass
of the HPI .liquid injected: into. the broken cold: leg*.,,:AkI Avoid
fraction:. less than 1.i0 in the !break volume is representative ,of-
the HPX. :liquid :,(approximately ... 20 .ibm/sec) passing thkough. the
break volUme into: :the containment! node.

23. (Page A-84), Figure A-56) Are all of the water levels shown
referenced to the same zero (upper face of lower SG tube
sheet)?. Please explain the large difference •-between the: hot
leg riser level and the pressurizer leyel,
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The core, downcomer, and reactor vessel levels are referenced-too'...
the bottom of the core. All RCS levels are referenced to upper
face of lower SG tube sheet. The bottom of the pressurizer ;is:
located slightly below the bottom of the hot leg pipe. The
pressurizer empties slightly after 2000 seconds. Thelpressurizer.:
is:simply a trapped water reservoir connected to the .hot. eg pipe
that responds through pressure changes and not level. The
following table gives some helpful plant elevations.

Table 23-1. Key Elevations for the Raised-Loop:205-FA-Plant

C

Hot Leg Ris

Hot Leg Stu

Sta Gener

p •i SG .Exit Pie

C;L'PS: *Riser

Cold Leg Pu:

RV JDowncome:

Re .... Reactor Ves

Reactor Cor.

Pressurizer

For this t~
datum eleva

er

b & SG Inlet Plenum

ator Tubes

num and CLPS -Stub:

to RCP Spilover

mp, Discharge:.:::

r

sel

e

Component Elevation, (ft)
-Top Bottom

67.2

67.2

52.1

0.0

2.9

2.9

3.5

11.2

-7.1

34.*6

-0.9

52.1

-6.5

-6.5

-1.3

-26.5

-19.1

-3.8

low er tube sheet is theible, the upper foace of the
tion corresponding to 0.0 ft.
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:,24 . (Page A-92) ýPlease explain the relatiaoship between liquid
volue and collapsed level shown in Figures A-71 and A-7 72;
in particular, why the liquid volume continues to decrease
while the collapsed liquid level remains constant.

Figure A-71. provides a collapsed level plot for the cold leg pump
discharge (CLPD) region, while Figure A-"2 provides the liquid
:volume of the cold leg pump suction : (CLPS) region. The CLPD
piping is empty from 1800 to the end of the transient. The CLPS
liquid.is gradually declining due to flashing and metal heating.

4ý'

A'
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Integrated Nuclear Services
OtbTr96-68
October 11, 1996

Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC _20555-0001

Subject: Re nses for Verbal Requests of Additional Information on BWNT LLOCA
BWNT Los . .s-of-Coolant Accident Evaluation M~del for Once-Through Stie .
Generator Plants.

@1!

Gentlemen:

The attachment. contains responses to verbal questions and one clarification response for
additional information on the original release of Topical :Report BAW-10192P, .BWNT
LOCA, BWNT Loss-of-Coolant Accident Evaluation :Model for Once-Through Steam
Generator Plants." These responsesWere previously sent as a drft for consideration by the
NRC reviewer. The material adequately addresses the reviewer's questions, therefore, the
identical responses are being transmitted officially for inclusion, in the SER matenial.

Some information in the attached responses (specifically, Question 1) is considered
"Proprietary" as sworn by me as Manager of Licensing Services, Framatome Technologies,
Inc. in my affidavit presented with the February 15, 1994 submittal of the topical rert, and
should be treated as such. If clarification of any' of the provided information is needed, please
contact John Klingenfus at 804-832-3294.

Very truly yours,

1.H aylor, ger
Licensing Services

JflT/bcc..
Attachment

c: L. Lois/NRC
R. B. Borsum/FT.-MD82
R. J. Schomaker/FTI-0F57
J. A. Klingenfus/FTI-0F53
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UVerbal Requests for Supplemental Inf ormation on BAW-10192P, Rev 0'

.BWN- T Loss-of-Coolant Accident Evaluation.Model

For Once-Through Steam Generator Plantsu

During the f inal NRC review of the EWNiTLOCA EM SER, R. C. Jones
raised four additional verbal: questions. FTI has restated the
questions and provided the following written responses.

1. The' LELOCA radial versus axial core power peaking study
presented: ýin Volume I Section: A.5 shows that the PCT
increases for adboth increases :and decreases in the axial peak
from the EM svecified value. of " CD
E , axial. peak, :comp~lies with the Appendix Krequirement .included in the following statement. "A range

of power .:distribution shapes and peaking factors
representing power distributions that may occur over the
core lifetime shall::be :studied and the one selected should
be that which results :in . the most severe calculated
consequences, for the 'spectrum of .postulated breaks and
single failures analyzed."

It is impossible to define a single realistic 'enveloping power
* .ý. distribution that bounds all core operation. If an overly

co.:: cnservative envelope were defined, it: ,wou .ld not represent a
reasonable combination of power distribution shapes that may
onur over the core lifetime., ti osbe however*. to

I evaluate the current core designs and to define hi: e l radial
and axial peaks near the limits of allowed :core operation. ::This

' process determines the core location and time in life where the
power distribution analyses predict_: the -minimum LOC: A margins.

I The radial and axial peaks for the, limiting case are used with
the maximum core -radial peak (FAh) and .:EM conservatisms to
standardize. a method:: used for LOCA"":analysis. :This' method
includes IJOCA analyses performed :with: the core axial :Pshapes
peaked, a t: five locations with :beginning -of-l:Iif e (BOL) conditions,
five locations with middle-of-life :(MOL) conditions, and one
bounding end-of-life CEOL) case., This.. pro~cess ensures that the

i calculated consequences of a postulated LOCA are not under-
predicted, and it meets Appendix K requirements by defining the
allowed total peak versus core elevation for any time during core

* operation.

The response to this question will be separated into four parts
i with a final summary section. First, the calculated variations
in PCT for the radial versus axial :power study will be discussed.Second, the expected variations in PCT for the core inlet and

. core exit power peaks will be discussed. Then, the core power
distribution analyses :Will be used to determine the combination
of radial and axial peaks that can achieve total peaks similar to

0 values used~ in the LOCA linear heat rate (LH{R) limit analyses.
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The final part discusses the EM conservatisms included',in .the hot
assembly' radial power. ...These discussions are 4.desiged to
elaborate on the thermal-hydraulic effects asso ciated with
peaking factor variations and their effect:.on overall PCT for any
elevaltiion in the cor e-I Some of the LOCA.Analyses are p:erformed

2
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Table - 1. Maximum BOL Core Inlet Peaking Factors from.Tyical

... ..... ... B&W-Designed Plant Core Power Distribution Analyses

F ~C, 0

m

PT

* I

* I

* I
* t

>1

R
eferences: for:Question :

AMA 4a.ormaj. Operating Controls, May •119 84.
- B2...... , ""&W's ECCS Evaluation Model , NoV. 1986.
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Figure 1.1. R1ADAL VERSUS.AXIAL -PCT .RELATIONSHI~PS FOR THE: CORE..LE EAS
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Figure 1-2. RADIAL VERSUS AXIAL PCT RIELATIONSHIPS FOR THE CORE EXIT PEAKS. P
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Figure 1-4. 130L LOCA Margin Versus OM..et- 
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2. Please describe' how the hot leg I5OCA and transition LOCA
methodology co~mplies with the Appendix K requirements.

..The, consequences of a .transition LOCA or hot leg LOCA are not:,
-limiting. or ..even .. close to being limiting from the perspective Iof:*:

demonstrating adequate ECCS performance to0"show compliance- with .

10 CFR 50.46 requirements. They are unique in terms: of.:the: ECCS
bypass and the system conditions at which core k ýref .ooding::will
commence. :Classical EM thermal-hydraulic methods .::that use
multiple. codes bre.ak. down during :analysis :of these:: breaks sizes
and locations. Historically, crude approximations and physicalarguments have been used to describe why analyses of these breaks
were unnecessary. In this EM, adjustments of the classical EM
methods used for the limiting CLPD ;LLOCA analYses were
described, and calcua tions were perform•d::to: ýdemonstrate that
the' trans ition LJOCA methods were adequate for calculating* the:
thermal-hydraulic characteristics of the ECCS: bypass and the
reflood system analyses encountered, during simulations of these.
smaller break sizes or hot leg locations.. "'." i • i : " :":iii::i:: ::.ii . :::. .. : • :• . . .i i .: " - ii i.- - : ... i .. .. : i. " • : " : i

The transition LO•A or hot leg LOCA. methods are a comfbination of
large and small break EM methods: that strictly comply with
Appendix K. The Combination of these methods can raise questions
Son.how Appendix K. compliace is .demonstrated for ECCS bypass,
core:. ::carryut ý during ref lood• a'd .ECCS. steam interactions.•

Foma rsponses. appjlicable to .these questions- were given. in...the.
Requests for Additional Information on LB LOC• A Questions :7 andr 9.

SFor.::the hot leg breaks, the break location. ensures that direct
I ECCS bypass will not' occur.* The CLPD :'transition LOCA :break

i c.aculation of :ECS bypass 'is performed b. the RELAPS/MOD2-B&W
lwou-flid model formulation. The conservative comparisons of the,

RELAPS-redicted ECCS mass bypassed .in: Qustion 7 demonstrate the...-
Iadequacy of the code and model for: these brek sizes.. The RELAPS

code, with a one-dimensional downcomer model, will calculate
higher interphase drag in the downcomer, -thereby., delaying lower
Ipl.e ,numr. refill. In addition, the 'UPTF test data: indicated. that::ý
partial end-of -bypass is initiated almost immediately after CFTP
injection begins for the nozzle farthest removed from the broken
cold leg. The EM ECCS bypass methodology conservatively
restricted prediction of 'the partial end-of-bypassý until :.the
totl1 steam flow into the upper downcomer were less thanh 310
kg/s. For ' breaks of 1.:5 f t7 or less, the lower plenum steam
'venting path is never totally cleared, and downcomer upf lows
never exceed 150 kg/s. At these flows, UPTF data confirms that
lower plenum refill (partial end-of-bypass) occurs coincident

Iwith CFT actuation.

Compliance was also demonstrated for the :core carryout and ECCS
steam interaction by direct comparison between the transition
LOCA and the LBLOCA EM method for the 2-ft2 CLPD break. The
LBLOCA EM methods do comply with all of the AppendiX K..

I "equirements, and .the comparison aganst the transition method is
implicit via the comparison predictions. The core collapsed

I levels on Figure A-108 give an integrated comparison of the core

14
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liquid retention for both methods. The transition: methodology
uander predicted the" core liquid retention prior.: to 85 seconds.
After 85 seconds, the transition method advanced faster due to
the cross-connection of the hot and average channels. Since :.the
•PCT was predicted by 76 seconds, the enhanced liquid retention
after 85 seconds was inconsequential.-

3. The RELAPS/MOD2-B&W LBLOCA blowdown..analysis determines the
number of.•• , cleared CLPS loop seals that are used in the
iRFLOD3B I ýmodel for steam venting. Please clarify how the

.:i •REFLOD3B code ýcalculates ClPS loop :,seal reformation versus
time during the reflood and long term cooling phase.

REFWOD3B performs the system thermal-hydraulic analyses during
the reflood phase of the LBLOCA. The code is formulated. w ith
homogeneous, equilibrium conditions in the junctions and volumes,:
therefore it is unable to predic the fration of:*ý a loop:sali
the-low point of the .:.cold leg pump suction. The formationr, of a
loop seal can potentially 'be achieved through 'de-entrainment of
liquid :that• 6is not...vaporized in týhe steam generator or through
b backf low of, the -ECCS .liquid inje cted in I ý.the upper- downcomfer ý:'.or
CLPD piping. r B.asiei d aon the thermal-hyi draulic o niderations
provided in ýthe follow~ing text, nihr. of thsemehanisms:ý are
plausible prior to total core quench during the LELO CA.

The 'REPLOD3B analyses performed for the EM-predict complete
vaporization, of the liquid droplets carried up :.he .hotleg and

I into the steam generator tubes prior to total:. core uech.

' Therefore, there is no liquid :to be de-entrained in the CLPS
region. This total liquid& vaporization increases the', :steam
binding effect, which acts to reduce the core ref loading rate.
If a. scenari•o. .were postulated in which some liquid droplets did
pass .. through the steam generator *tubes, the .high :steam velocities,
(in_ :excess .. f.: o 70"f t/s) in the: CiPS-::: i piping' during the: core
ref l.oading period are sufficient to atomize and -carry the ~tiny

I liquid droplets through the pump suction region and pump to the
downcomer -or break. The RELAPs/MOD2-B&W reflood .system
calculations performed for the transition LOCA break sizes (0.75.
to 2.0 ft2 ) -,cleared all four 1oop'O seals =and did not predict any

iliquid accumulation during the core 'reflooding period. The
I RELAP5/MOD2'n~on:-homogeneous, non-equilibrium formulation provides

a more realistic 'calculation -that would not preclude 'steam
generator liquid carryout or de-entrainment' in the CLPS piping.

'Even the small break sizes• ::di.d not show loop seal formation,
therefore, it is not plausible' that a CLPS loop seal would form
during the core reflooding pert i:-:od.

The cold leg pump discharge piping geometry of the B&W-designed
. plants is such that the inclined piping prevents any ECCS liquid

backf low for the most limiting 'CLPD LBLOCA. In a less limiting
CLPS :LBLOCA, some backflow of the ECCS 'liquid is conceivable once

:: : :i::::~i : : " 15
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the downcomer is refilled, to near the top of the cold leg nozzle.
The additional elevation head in the downcomer increases the.core
reflooding rate: which. improves core heat, removal and decreases

Ithe maximum cladding.temperatures. This. break location is !not
limiting, because it. :results i :in much less .ECCS byass during .the
blowdown period," such that the- adiabatsiic heatup period .is much

- shorter. Therefore, alt hough the t.CLPS break has more potential.
to: Ccal culate IECCS :..backflow, it is not limiting f rom a P. CTperspective. Also, even if the intact loops are postulated-to

plug in the long term after the core reflooding is completed, the
broken loop. and RVVVs :will continue :to providet sufificient steam
venting paths such that this* :break location could not become6 ,
limiting_:

4.4 Please describe the set of large and small. break LOCA
analyses that will be perf ormed to provide new .LOCA ,LHR
limits :that may be referenced in a plant fuel reload.core
_operating limits report (COLR).

A new fuel reload analysis wil!:r::•eference LOCk calculations that..
areperformedi in accordance with : an NRC-approved EM :for the B&W_-

designed .plants.. The calculations wi ll:. be. broken into two
categories,-- small• break and large break LOCAs.. Suff icient
analyses will be performed to determine the allowable LOCA LHR
limits to justify operation of the fuel throughout the entire
fuel cycle. The sensitivity. studies included in the EM, or
p.performed using this EM for similar plant classifications, will
eithe bejdgdtob.apicbe to the' plant' and fuel design

rtype or new sensitivity studies will be performed.v

The small break LOCA analyses will use the maximum exit,-skewed
LHR limit in calculations to determine :.the maximum PcT for the
spectrum of most limiting CLPD breaks, includng :the: :HPI line
break.: The SBLOCA spectru wilas nlde: a CFT line' break

I analysis .The fuel. pin :parameters :,used as.: input will bound the
fuel :over 'its"s entire' range of operationý. The SBLOCA analyses

1wil be performed specificallyý for': each .fuel: design,,. or be' shown
to. be bounded by previous NRC-approved EM analyses for a similar
fuel design and plant-,type classification.: (Ie. 17.7 fuel-assemblylo.!..1 wered-loop design)."'"':::":::::::' .. :" :":":':""'''"" '" .... :"::: ':":

The set of :LBLOC" analyses that will be performed, or shown to be
bounded by a aprevious LBLOCA analysis for 'a similar plant and
fuel: design, include a mini-spectrum of CL•PD guillotine breaks
: 1(CDs of 1.0, 0..8, and 0.6) minimum .s .maximum 'ECCS injection
study, and reactor coolant pumps: powered .versus off. Once .the
mostilimitinq break size and RCCS flow are :deitermined,' the LOCA
LHR limits will be performed. The cases performed to determine
the LOCA LHR limitp include five beginning-of-life L(BOL) and five

I middle-of-life (MOL) calculations with the axial peaks-located at
I the midpoint of the grid spans nearest the 2-, .-:4 - a, 8-, and
110-ft elevationis. At 'least one end-of-life (EOL) :Calculation

(LA-92)
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aire be performed to demonstrate that the consequences of the MOL
iare bounding, for EOL, At least:one three-pump LELOCA analysis" i: :::::!.wi!lli: b~le.t: .formed,: or.. ;:shown :to~ .: i.bounded iby: a :iprevious a:i.nalysis i: : ii:.

LforA theplani t andrfuel designi:: to demonstrate that the four-pump
LOCA limits. are .bounding for ..tthree-pump operation. Should the
four-pump L{R, limits not bound the three-pump operation, a
suitable reduction in the four-."pump.: LHR limits will be determined
for use in* the core operating limits evaluations.

The LOCA LUR limit ,analyses t~hat ,will support. a .specif ic fuel
r reload are a complete :.and comprehensive set of resuits. The set

includes new analyses: ' or .applicable reference:. to plant
sensitivity studies, a .SBLOCA, spectrum, eleven. -BOC LC limit.
analyses, and a three-pump LBLOCA analysis. The LNOCA limits
would be reported in the core operating limits report (COLR) and
described in the annual ECCS report to the. NRC. 'A LOCA

. applications topical would not.need to be submitted to the NRC
review unless there were EM .method changes included in the
applications.

@17
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AC!TINIDE ENERGY CONTRIBUTIQNS IN BAW-10 122

The following information contains an .unsolicited. clarification
of the actinide energy contribution used in BAW-10192. The
following question and response was previously sent.for Qfiestion
5 on Volume :II (SBLOCA).

5. (Page 4.S-, Section 4 3.•1• 5) :Appendix K -:.requires :that
the actinide decay heat .:level used in the analysis, be
for the time in the fuel cycle :that yields the highest
calculated fuel .temperature during a LOCA. Please
discuss how this requirement is satisfied.

The actinide decay "heat, model , usedd :in the, EM conservativel y
a.....ccounts for the most limiting..:time in-life neptunium and
plutonium contributions that buildu:.:Up during infinite coreoperation as requ ired, by Appendix K. The actinide decay
heat model used in this EM is identlcal to the model that
was approved by the NRC for. use in 'theý:RSG LOCA EM (BAW-
l0168P).

V4RC questionson BAW-10168 resulted in a review of the response
to the actinide energy contribution used for LBLOCA or SBLOCA for
BAW-10192. "Upon review, FTI found the wording:to :.be inconsistent
with the method used in the EM. The following response is
consistent with:. the EM applications and complies with the
Appendix K ýrequirements.

The actinide decay heat 1model used in the EM conservativelys
accounts for the energy generated from the radioactive decay
of act .inides: including neptunium, plutonium., ý nd the
isoto pes ••- uranium. The actinide energy contribution. will
be . appropriate for the time in life that produces.' the
highest. calculated fuel pin temperatures during the LOCA.ý

18
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1F RAMATOME
IT E.CH N4O LO G :I E S

. Inlegrated Nuclear Services
JHT/97-1
January. 7, 1997

Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Subject: Response to a Verbal Request for Additional Information on BWNT LOCA -
BWNT Loss-of-Coolant Accident Evaluation Model for Once-Through Steam
Generator Plants

Gentlemen:

IAttached is the response to a verbal question for a~dditional information on the original releaseI iof Topical Report BAW-10192P, "BWNT LOCA, -BWNT Loss-of-Ccoolant AccidentEvaluation Model for Once-Through Steam Generator Plants." Some information in the
attached response (specifically, pages 13-18, 20, and 28-33) is considered "Proprietary" as

s sworn by me as Manager of Licensing Services, Framatome Technologies, Inc. in•the attached

If clarification of any of the provided information is needed, please call me at 804/832-2817 or
UJohn Klingenfus at 804/832-3294.

Very truly yours,

*.iiJ. H. Taylor, Fanagr
.: Licensing Services

IJHT/bcc

: Attachment

ic: L. L
R. B
R. J.

@ J. A.

oisINRC
*,Borsum/FTI-MD82
Schomaker/FTI-OF57
KlingenfusiFT-oF•: 3

(LA- 95)
3315 Old Forest Road, P.O. Box 10935, Lynchburg, VA 24506-0935

Telephone: 804-832-3000 Fax: 804-832-36•3
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AFEIDAVEI OF JAhffS H. TAYLOR

A. My name is James H. Taylor. I am Manager of Licensing Services for Framatome

Technologies, Inc. (FTI), and as such, I am authorized to execute this Affidavit.

B. I am familiar with the criteria applied by FTU to determine whether certain information of ElI

is proprietary and I am familiar with the procedures established. within EUI to ensure the proper

application of these criteria.

( in determining whether an EUI document is to be classified as. proprietary information, an initial

determination is made by the Unit Manager, who is: respohsible for originating the document,'

as to whether it falls within thie criteria set forth in Paragrap .h ,D he. reof. If the information falls

within any one of these criteria, it is classified as proprietary by the originating Unit Manager.

This initial determination is revie~wed by the cognizant Section Manager. If the document is

designated as. proprietary, it is reviewed again by Licensing personnel and other management

within FT7 as designated by the Manager of Licensing Services to assure that the regulatory

requirements of 10 CFR Section 2.790 are met.

D. -The following information is provided to demonstrate that the provisions of 10 CFR Section

2.790 of the Commission's regulations have been considered:

(i) The information has been held in confidence by FTU. Copies of the document are

clearly identified as proprietary.. In addition, whenever FTI transmits the information

to .a customer, customer's agent, potential customer or regulatory agency, the

transmittal requests the recipient to hold the information as proprietary. Also, in

order to strictly limit any potential or actual customer's use of proprietary

- information, the substance of the following provision is included in all agreements

entered into by EUI, and an equivalent version of the proprietary provision is included

in all of FTI's proposals: .

(LA- 97).
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.... ..-Any proprietary information concerning Company's or its Supplier's products
or manufacturing processes which is so designated by Compy or its

Suppliers and disclosed to Purchaser incident :to the performance of such

contract shall remain the properLt of Company orits Suppliers and is disclosed
in confidence, and Purchaser shall not publish or othe rwise close itto Others

without the written approval of Company, and no rights, implied or otherwise,

are granted to produce or have produced any products or to practice or cause

to be practiced any manufacturing processes covered thereby.

Notwithstanding the above, Purchaser may provide the NRC or any other

regulatory agency with any such proprietary information as the NRC or suc

other agency may require; provided, however, that Purchaser shall first give

Company written notice of such proposed disclosure and Company shall have

the right to amend such proprietary information so as to make it non-

proprietary. In ithe event that Company cannot amend such proprietary

information, Purchaser shall prior to disclosing such information, use its best

efforts to obtain a commitment from NRC or such other agency to have such

information withheld from public inspection.

Company shall be given the right to participate in pursuit of such confidential

treatment."

(LA- 98)
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AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES H. TAYLORI (Cont'd.)

(i) The following criteria are customarily applied by FIT in a rational decision process

to determine whether the information should be classified as proprietary. Information

may be classified as proprietary if one or more of the following criteria are met:

a. Information reveals cost or price information, commercial strategies,

production capabilities -or.budget levels of FTI, its customers or suppliers.

WVi:: i¸•••

b. The information :.reveals data or material concerning fTI research or

development plans or programs of present or potential competitive advantage

to FTI

C. The use of the information by a competitor would decrease his expenditures,

in time orresources, in designing, producing or marketing a simil2r product.

d. The information consists of test data or other similar data concerning a

process, method or component, the application of which results in a

competitive advantage to FTI.

i::i•!i:!ii!:

e. The information reveals special aspects of a process, method, component or

the like, the exclusive use of which results in a competitive advantage to FTI.

f. The information contains ideas for which patent protection may be sought.

(LA- 99)
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APPDAV•T• OF JAMES H TAYLJ OR (Cont:d.)

The document(s) listed on Exhibit A-, which is attached hereto and made a part

hereof, has b•ee evaluated in accordance with normal FH7 procedures with respect to

classification and has been found to contain information which falls within one or

more of the criteria enumeraed. above. Exhibit "B", which is attached hereto and

made a part hereof, specifidally.identifies the criteria applicable to the document(s)

listed in Exhibit "A".

(ii)

::!: .(iv)

(v)::

The document(s) listed in Exhibit :"A", which has been .made available to the United

States Nuclear Regulatory Commission. was made available in confiden.ce with a

request that the document(s) andtheinformation contained therein be withheld from

public disclosure. '
The information -is not available in the open literature and to the best of our

knowledge is not known by Combustion Engineering, EXXON, General Electric,

Westinghouse or other current or potential domestic or foreign competitors of FTI.

Specific information with regard to whether public disclosure of the information is*

likely to cause harm to the competitive position of 177, taking into account the value

of the information to FTI; the amount of effort or money expended by FJ7 developing

the information; and, the. ease r difficulty with which the information could be

properly duplicated by others is given in Exhibit "B'.

E. ILhave personally reviewed the document(s) listed on Exhibit "A" and have found that it is

con sidered poprietary "by Fri because it contains information which falls within* one, r ore

of the criteria enumerated in Paragraph D, and it is information which is customarily held in

confidence and protected as proprietary information by FTI This report comprises informatio4

(LA- 100)
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AFFIDAVIT OF JAMMS H-. TAYLOT? (Cont'd.)I

utilized by F7I in its business which afford Fl an opportuy to bi a competitive advatage
over those who may wish to know or use the information contained in the document(s).

State of Virginia)

City of Lynchburg)'
)SS. Lynchburg

James H. Taylor, being duly sworn, on his oath deposes and says that he is the person whosubscribed his name to the foregoing statement, and that the matters and facts set forth in the statementare true.

Subscribed and swomr before me
thisr:L2day of ',e y,, 1997.

NarPublic in and for the City
of Lynchburg, State of Virginia.

WI MY Commission Expires Zfld1 S~Iq 1 1 1
(LA-1ol)
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EXHIBM A & R

EXHE.UTIA.

Additional Information on BAW-10192P, -BWNT LOCA - BWNT Los-f-ooan Accde.
Evaluation Model for Once-Through Steam Generator Plants,' January.7, 1997.

EXifiBITiI

The above listed document contains information which is considered Proprietary .i accordance
with Criteria b, c, and d of the attached affidavit.

(LA-1o2)
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FrsamatomA T~rchnnInnian Ing~ 43-10192Q-02

I;

1:

Verbal Requests for Supplemental Information on BAW-10192P, Rev 0

- .WNT Loss-of-Coolant Accident Evaluation Model

For Once-Through Steam Generator Plants"

The NRC commission Report on Maine-Yankee contained

recommendations that call for demonstration calculations to be
contained in EM submittals. The BWNT LOCA EM was developed for

three plant classificationS: (1) 177-fuel assembly (FA) lowered-
loop (iLL) plant, (2) 177-PA raised-loop (RL) plant, and (3) 205-
:FA L plant. The EM contains demuonst:ration calculations for the
205-FA: RL plant. These demonstration cases are directly

.applicability to the 177-FA RL plant because the only significant
difference in the raised-loop designs is the core power density
(i.e. 177 15 X 15 pin versus 205 17 X 17 pin. fuel assemblies).
'The NRC has questioned the applicability of the EM to the 177-PA
LL plant. The EM identifies the methods used in LOCA analyses
and also provides noding arrangements used in constructing the

models for the lowered-loop design. Nonetheless, a sample LBLOeA
EM calculation on a lowered-loop design has been requested to

W support the EM approval process.

FTI has performed full LOCA applications for the three Oconee
units and for the, Three Mile Island Unit I (TMI-1) plants in
anticipation of receiving NRC approval on the BWNT LOCA EM.
These are all Category 2I plants. A summary report was prepared
for GPU Nuclear describing the results of the TMI-1 applications.

IIn order to fulfill the requirements from the Ma'ine- Ya 'nkee
Ireport, portions of the summary report are being sent to the NRC

for review in support of completing the SER.. Parts of Sections
3, 4, 5, and 6 f rom that report are attached as the formal
response to the NRC request for additional information.

The information included in this submittal describes the lowered-,
loop or Category 1 plants. Key plant input parameters and RCS

I initial conditions are provided along with the complete modeling
and noding arrangements. The applicability of the generic EM
studies is discussed and a summary of the results of Category .1
plant-specific sensitivity studies is provided. The studies
identified the most limiting LOCA size, location, and input

(LA-103)
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parameters that must be used to show compliance with l0 CFR
50.46. The results of one of the. begining-0f-life 2.506-ft LOCA
limits case is summarized *in bo th, tabular and plotted form for a
simulated LB.LOCA on a Category 1 plant.ý This is but one case out
of the thirty or more (up to fifty if a mixed-core analyses are
needed with gadolina fuel pins) plant category-specific analyses
that are needed for a complete L•LOCA application for the
Category I plants.

2
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3. PLANT DESCRIPTION

The TMI-1. nuclear power plant is a Category I (Reference 1•
lowered-loop nuclear steam supply. system designed by B&W. The
current licensed. operating power lee s2568 MWt (Reference 8),
however, the LBLO•A• analyses documented in this report consider
a. uprated core apwer leve of-2772 MWT•. core contains 177

.15 x 15 fuel assebliesj each containiig 208 active fuel rod..

The plant ECCS consistsi Of a conventional combination Of pumped
high pressure injection.(1EP), nitrogen-pressurized coree floo d
tankcs (CFT), and pumped low pressure injection (LPI).

3.1. Physical Description

The 'TMI-l reactor coolant system is_ comfposed of two vertical

:..OTSGs, four shaft-osealed reactor coolant .pumps, a reactor ..vessel,
" pressurizer, and interconnecting piping. The system, shown. in

::'elevation and pla~n: in Figures 3-1 and 3-2, respec tively , is
* arranged in two heat transfer loops. Each loop has onelhot leg

pipe, one steam generator, two reactor coolant pumps, and two
:cold leg pipes. The hot leg connects the exit of the reactor
vessel to the inlet plenum of the steam generator. Separate cold
leg pump suction. (CLPS) pipes extend from the steam generator
lower plenum to the centrifugal pump inlets. The pump exits are
connected to the reactor vessel inlet nozzles by individual cold

le pmpdischarge (CLPD) pipes. The pess~urie isconeted. to
'the vertical riser of one hot leg by the..: s.u .rgIe line piping,.:

The RCS is enclosed entirely within a containment building: that
Iis designed to prevent a radioactive release to the atmosphere' in
the event of a severe accident. This building is equipped with
pressure suppression systems (sprays and fan coolers) that
activate following a LOCA to prevent ove:r-pressurizat ion of the

I containment building resulting from mass and enery releases -

occurring during the transient. Additional containment systems
facilitate iodine and hydrogen gas r .em.oval and control the
reactor building sump pH.

(LA-lOS)
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3...Reactor Vessel ...

The reactor vessel (RV) configuration isithat of a cylindrical

shell with a hemispherical bottom head and a removable
hemispherical upper head. Major regions of the reactor vessel,

shown in Figure 3-3, are the inlet and outlet nozzles, the
downcomer, the lower plenum, the core,. the upper plenum, and the
upper head. Coilant enters the vessel through four inlet nozzles-

ad passes downward through the downcomer into the lower plenum.
From the lower plenum, coolant is direc6ted: upward* passing either-:
through the core or the baffle/bypas iregion, to the:: upper
Splenm. The•e coolant flows into the :outlet: azulus region. via one

.:of three paths: (1) the series of small :holes in the; plenum
cylinder that align with each hot leg nozzle, (2) the series of
larger holes higher in the plenum cylinder,, or (3) into the
reactor vessel. upper head and back into the top of the outlet
annulus though holes in the periphery. of the upper support plate...
Within the outl O ::annulus... region, ! e oolant mixes :before:.::
exiting: through the two outlet nozzles : Located in the' ýuper
core support shield wall are eight internal reactor vessel vent
valves (RVVVs) w.:The valves are closed while the reactor coolant:
pumps (RCPs) are operating, but open during the course of cold,,:::
leg break LOCAs, providing a core steam relief path to the break.

31.1.2. Reactor Core-and Fuel Assembly

The reactor core :'is ,comprised oqf ,1.77 fuel assemblies, each having
:a 1.5 x 15 square-pitch arrangement. Each fuel as.embly,!consists
ofi 208aci':e fuelrods, 1 6 controI rod guide tubes, and one
instrument tube. Each fuel rod consists of a 12-foot:high stackIof fuel pellets contained in a Zr 4 clad tube with a gap between
the fuel pellet and the clad. The control rod locations
accommodate insertion of multi-clustered safety rods, control
rods, and axial power shaping rods. These rods are used for
power control and fission shutdown capability.

A.3.3. Reactor Coolant LoQDs

The coolant loop piping is connected to the reactor vessel
Oitrough six nozzles, all of which are located at the same

4
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* elevation, approximately f ive feet above the top of the core.

The outlet piping (hot iegs) runs from the reactor vessel in a
horizontal plane and bends '90 degrees upward into.:a long riser
pipe. The riser pipe makes a 180-degree bend before it attaches

to the steam generator inlet plenum. is inver.ted U-bend is
rieqired to accommodate the unique once-through steam generators
in &W-designed plants.

Two cold leg pump suction pipes are connected to the bottom of
i each steam generator outlet plenum. Each pipe begins with an

inclined descent to a short, horizontal run. A 90-'degree upward

bend leads to a long vertical rise to the pump inl~et. Since the
TMI-l plant is a lowered-loop design, the vertical rise of this
"J-shaped" piping run is approximately 25 feet.

The pump discharge pipe exits horizontally from the RCP. A

. I downward incline :.::section bends back: to a horizontal run that
connects to the :reactor vessel inlet nozzle. The high pressure
injection piping connects to the inclined section of the.cold leg
pump discharge pipe.

W 3.1.4. Steam Generators

The TMI-l steam generators, shown in Figure 3-4, are a 'straight-
tube counter-current flow design. Feedwater enters the top of
the- downcomer near the middle of the steam generator component.
The subcooled feedwater aspirates steam from the interior tube
bundle region through ports in the shroud wall. The steam

.:condenses on the feedwater as it travels down the dowzacomer. .The
mixed f luid is near saturation as it enters the bottom of' the
tube region just above the lower tube,-. sheet. 'The heat transfer
in the lower 32 feet of the bundle region•.boils off nearly all of
the liquid before the aspirator port elevation is reached. The
beat transfer in the upper 20 feet' of the bundle dries and
superheats 'the steam'. The steam exits through the steam' annulus

'just below the, upper tube sheet.

(A -1307)
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3.1.5. Pressurizer

The pressurizer is connected to the RCS near thebottom of one of
the hot leg riser pipes by the pressurizer surge line. The
pressurizer provides capability for controlling',the::RCS pressure
at steady-state operation or during upset conditions. it
:provides additional RCS liquid inventory available for core
:cooling in the event of a LOC. . The pressurizer liquid region

contains heaters used to 'maintain system :, pressure. A spray

nozzle is located at the top of the steam region, providing the
capability to inject subcooled liquid into the steam space to
reduce pressure if needed for steady-state ori transient control.
Neither the sprays or the heaters are used during LOCk
transients.

The ,pressurizer also contains the connections for the code safety
valves and the power operated relief valve (PORV). These valves
are connected to the top of the pressurizer. Typically, the
valves are not used in LOCA analyses, unless the postulated break

is in one of these components.

3.2. Description of Emeraency Cone Coo2ina System

The plant ECCS consists of a conventionalco:mbination of high and

low pressure pumped injection (UPI and LPI, respectively) and
pressurized water storage tanks or core Iflood tanks (CFTs).

The BPI is connected to the reactor coolant piping in the cold
leg between the RV and the RC pumps. The CFT line enters
directly into the reactor vessel downcomer slightly above the
inlet/exit nozzle belt region. The LPI line tees into 'the CPT
line.

The EPI system is capable of injecting above normal operating
system pressure. It is part of the, makeup and purification

system during normal operation. The system includes sufficient
redundancy such that at least one full train remains operative

under the assumption of a single active failure. Emergency
operation is activated automatically after receaiing an

engineered safeguards actuation uystem (ESAS) asignal. For LOCA,

6
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the occurrence of an ESAS signal indicates a low, reactor coolant

system pressure or a high containment pressure.

There are two 1400 ft: core flood tanks, each containing
approximately 940 ft 3 of borated water nominally pressurized to
600 psig with a nitrogen cover gas., Each tank connects
individually to the reactor vessel upper doiwmcomer region
approximately 1.5 feet above the nozzle belt centerline. Reverse
flow during normal operation is prevented by in-line check
valves. The system is, therefore, self-contained, self-
actuating, and passive.' F.low into the RCS occurs whenever the
reactor coolant systema pressure 'falls below the 'tank pressure.

Low pressure injection is achieved with the decay heat removal

(DER) system pumps. Normally used for decay heat removal when

the reactor is in cold shutdown, the system also provides low
pressure ECC injection through the two CFT nozzles. In emergency

operation, the DHR (commonly referred to as LPI) pumps inject
water from the borated water storage 'tank (BWST). When the 'BWST

low level setpoint is reached, the LPI pumps are aligned 'to take
suc tion from the containment sump. During this recirculation'

Smode, injection flow is passed through a heat exchanger before

- being returned to the reactor coolant system. 'The system
contains sufficient redundancy such that it is assumed that one
full•train is available under a single active failure. Actuation

is provided by ESAS on low reactor coolant system pressure or

high containment pressure. In its recirculation mode, the decay.
I heat removal pumps provide for long-term core cooling.

In the recirculation mode, only the 'LPI pump is capable of taking

suction from the containment sump. However' long-term, high'
pressure cooling is possible because the EPI pumps can take
suction from the LPI pump discharge and deliver coolant through

itheir cold leg connections to the RCS.

3.3. Plant Parameters

The mnajor plant parameters and operating conditions are presented
in Table 3-1.

(LA-109)
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Full Reactor Power
Heat Balance Error
Op~erating Hot Leg Pressure
Minim=m System FloWw/ TubeLPlugging
Maximum Core Bypass FloW

AveageLinar ower Generation Rate

RCS Average Temperature
Not Leg TemperatUre
Cold Leg Temperature
-P ressurizer Liquid Level
Steam Generator Pressure

Plant-Average SQ Tube Plugging
Unit-Maximum.S• Tube Plugging

Main Feedwater Flow w/ Tube Plugging

Main Feedwater Temperature

Core Flood Tank Pressure

Core FlOod .Tank Liquid Volume

Core Flood .Tank TeMperate

BWST Temperature

2772 MWT

102 %
2170 psia
137.3 x 1061 Ibm/hr
7.5 %
6.4 kW/ft 1
579 F
605 F
553 F
220j280 / 400' range
900 psla
15 percent
20 percent

1655 inm/,hr BL
16 75 Ibm/hr IL

465 F

600±35 psig

.940±45 ft 3

140 F

120 F

NOTES:

(1) The energy deposition factor was not applied to CompUte this

v.. alue... T"he." .... :.value therefore represent• the average power

originating in the 'fuel pellet at the average power location.

1*
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4.* LBLOCA A~NALYSIS INPUTS AND ASSUMPTION~S

The Ti•I--l plant analyses were performed in accordance with the
LOCA evaluation model for QTSG plants .(Reference 1). This
chapter provides a brief discussion of, the: plant parameters,
assumptions, and computer codes used in the. e analyses. Although
the chapter is oriented to the analysis 'of large breaks, the
information-supplied applies widely to both large and small break
calculations. Specific assumptions for the SBLOCA calculations
are provided within Chapter 4 of Volume II.

A I T.T.tT^rh Tnn"f-= nnA A=mirinf-4nnaI :.:.,': .. ; • , .

ZTable 3-1 identifies the inputs and assumptions specifically used
in the TMI-1 LBLOCA analyses. The major- plant operating

parameters and boundary conditions used in ýthe LOCA codes are:

1. Power Level - The analyses consider. that the plant is
operating at steady-state conditions with core thermal
powers less than or equal to 2827 HWT (102% of 2772

' -::-

. 1.

2. SG Tube Plugging -'The tube flow area is based on' the
assumption that 20 percent. of the broken loop and 0. 1
percent of the intact loop tubes have been plugged on
the primary side and removed from service. The higher
number of :.plugged tubes in the broken loop produces

. increased resistance from the core to the break, which
serves to decrease the positive core, flows during the
first portion of blowdown. The reduced core flows
produce less heat transfer from the pins to the fluid
resulting in higher fuel and cladding temperatures at
the end of blowdown.

3. Total -System. Flow '- The total reactor coolant system
(RCS) flow, considering a unit-average tuibe plugging of
15 percent, is 137.3 Mlbm/h-. The total core bypass
flow fraction is 7.5 percent of the RCS flow.

4. Fuel Parameters - The steady-state fuel pin parameters
are calculated using a metod and code (currently
TAC•3) that has been approved by the NRC for supplying

.9
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inputs to the LOCA analysis (Reference 6). The
parameters used are consistent with, or bounded by, the
core burnup conditions stated or simulated in the
analysis. Parameters supplied to RELAP5/MOD2 as
initial steady-state values include fuel volume-average:
temperatures, hot fuel and cladding dimensions,
internal pin pressure, gap gas compositions, fuel
radial source factors, fuel-clad mechanical contact
pressures, hot pi plenum volumes, and rod average'
burnup.

5. Emergency Core Coolizg' Syste - The ECCS f lows are
based on the moat-limiting case between the assumption
of -a single active. failure and the assumption of no
failure, Sebsitivity studies, discussed in Chapter 5,
conf irm that the condition of minimum• ECCS (flow from
ýone ~train) is the most-severe assumption.

6. Core Average Linear Heat Rate (LHR) - The core average
LHR for the LOCA analyses performed at 102 percent of
2772 MWT is 6.4 kW/ft.

7. Moderator Density Reactivity - .The moderator density
reactivity coefficient is based on beginning- of -cycle
conditions to minimize negative reactivity
contributions. A zero moderator temperature
coefficient (MTC) is used for all full-power cases as
well as for power levels between 80 and 100 percent
full power. For partial-power cases between 50 and 80
percent full power, positive MTCs are used with the
full-power LOCA LER limit.

8. Cladding Rupture Model - The cladding rupture model is
based on NUREG-0630 (see Section 4.3.3.1, of Reference

1).

4.2. LBLOCA Comprntar roARai~ina 7wY.1irka

The LOCA OTSG evaluation model consists of a group of computer
codes used in the analysis of cladding temperature transients,
local cladding oxidation, and whole-core hydrogen generation.
Flig .ure 4-1 illustrates the interrelation among the computer codes
used for the large break analyses. The RELAP5/MOD2-B&W code
.,(Reference 2) calculates system thermalI-hydraulics, a core power

10
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generation, and hot-pin thermal response during blowdown. The i.li":
i.,.,... ?:!!"

Withthe REFLOD3B code (Reference 3) to determine refill time and
core reflooding rates for the remainder of the transient. The
BEACH code (Reference 4) is used to determine the hot-pin,
cladding temperature response during refill and reflood using
core flooding rates from.ý REFLOD3B * The containment pressure
response is calculated separately by the CONTEMPT codeý (Reference

5)and provided as an input boundary condition for use in the
:REILAPS and REFLOD3B system code calculations.

4.2.1. RELAP5/MOD2-BfsK Modeling

The RELAP5/M.1D2-B&W computer code is used to analyze RCS thermal-
hydraulic behavior during the blowdown phase of a .LOCA.
RELAPS/MOD2-B&W, a modified version of the INEt . RELAP5/MOD2 code,
is documented in BAW-10164: (Reference 2). RELAP5 permits the
user to select a model represen tation that results in a suitable
finite difference model for the fluid system being analyzed. The
nodalization for the plant evaluation, shown in Figures 4-2 and
4-31 was developed in accordance with the LOCA evaluation model.

. . The REFLOD3B code simulates the thermal-hydraulic behavior of the

primary system during the core refill and reflood phases of the
LOCA. The noding, shown in Figure 4-5, is consistent with the
LOCA evaluation model: and consists of reactor vessel and loop

I models.

The containment backpressure as, a function of tine is provided
from a CONTEMPT analysis. The CONTEMPT and REFLOD3B calculations
are iterated until the pressure and the calculated mass and
energy releases converge.

.4-2.3i~"i~iiii:

The BEACH code (Reference 4) is used to determine the' hot and
average fuel rod cladding temperature responses during the refill
and ref loding phases of the LOCA. The input model consists of
two separated systems, each containing a heated channel and time-
dependent inlet and outlet volumes for specification of boundary

11
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data from the REFLOD3B calculations. The core model is identical
to the RELAPS/MOD2 blowdown model with the exception that no
crossflow is permitted between the hot and average channels. The
heated chazmel length of each fuel rod is divided axially into 20
segments, as shown in Figure 4-6, with variable segment length

..such that each grid i. located at the bottom of a control volume
and three volumes are used :to cover a grid span.

• .. e• :.• .. •/'d'•,T'•'l• T "9" •,.W'•
3.,6A.3.* a 3KSZIA6A;M I.

The containment back-pressure is calculated by the CONTEMPT
computer code based on mass and energy release -calculations from
RELAP•5/MOD2-B&:W and REFLOD3B. The results of the sensitivity
study performed for this application indicated that a minimum
containment backprensure consistent with minimum ECC injection
produced the limiting results for a Category I plant.

12
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5-. LLOCA SENSITIVITY STUDIES AND BASE CASE

Various sensitivity studies performed with the evaluation model
are required to demonstrate model convergence and conservatism.
Most of 'the studies upon which the analyses in this report are

based are generic and were documented in the evaluation model

report, BAW-10192 (Reference 1). Studies that are specific to-a

plant or category of plants are discussed in thiLs report.
Section '5.1 provides a discussion of the generic sensitivity
studies from the reference evaluation' model. report. Section 5.2
presents a summary of the sens•itivity' :tudies performed for the
Oconee plants, which are specifically applicable to TMI-l because
they are all Category 1 plants. Section 5.3 describes the final

'base case used to perform thetLOCA.LER limit analyses.

5. 1. LBLOCA Esvaluation Model::Generic Studies

mOde the se eporvty tde presented in the original evaluation

t moel tpicl reort(Reference 1),e the majority are generic and
. apply= to any &W plant' analysis., Those studies considered

generic demonstrate results, :that::. ar.e tharacteristic of, theje evaluation 'model--the codes and interfaces--and "are not plant-

. . .. .. . .

C,E

each discussion is referenced to the section in the

evaluation model report where the study is documented.
LBLOCA

*1 13
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5.2. LBLOCA Catearv I Plant- Sensitivity Studies-

~1

Although' a considerab~le portion of the analysis inputs and
assumptions are set or controlled by the evaluation model and its
sensitivity studies, some parameters are dependent on inputs
specific to a plant type and can only be established by separate

.. studies. These studies are performed to. identify a limiting case
,.to use in calculating the LOCA LeR l its. This section presents

the studies performed with the LOCA evý:a:luation model. for the
Category I plant model conf igruration used in the LOCA tIER limit
'analyses.

C,E

.1.1S i:!iii iii •
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6. MAIRK-B9 LBLOCA LER LIMITS AT 2772 MWT

The LOCA analyses are performed to show compliance with 1.0 CFR

50.46 'for tihe, limiting core power and peaking .conditions that are
used to set core operational limits and trip setitpoinita (i.e. the
LOC• limits). These LBLOCA. analyses serve as: the::bases for the
allowable local power. Numerous cases are performed to determine
a crveof Allowable peak linear heat rate (LER) as a function of

core elevation for times in life of fuel operation. This curve
is either contained in or referenced by the plant technical
specifications. Plant operation is controlled such that the
local peaking and power do not exceed these allowable LER limit
values.

The minimum containment pressure, consistent with minimum ECC
injection, case was used as the base case for the TMI-l Mark-B9
LOCA limit analyses. New .TAC03 steady-state fuel pin data were
obtained for each case based on the assumed axial and radial
peaking factors.

The f ive axial power peaks centered at the middle of the five
active-core grid spans (at elevations of 2.506-, 4.264ý-, .01-
7.779-, and 9.536-ft) were anilyzed with a constant ax~ia pak of
1.7; the radial peak was adjusted to obtain an allowable LHR
limit. Figure 6-1 identifies the axial power shapes analyzed.
Generally, the maximum LOCA LER limit was established within a
PCT range of 1950 F to 2050 F. This PCT range was chosen as
reasonable, given the sensitivity of the PCT to the metal-water
reaction energy contributions at elevated temperatures.

All five core power peaks are analyzed at the beginning-of -life
(BOL) and middle-of-life (MOL) conditions as well as one end-of-
life (ZOL) case. The results are summarized in tables and eight
figures for each case. The figures show (1) the pressure in the
upper plenum during blowdown, (2) the mass flow rate through the
-break during blowdown, (3) the mass flow rate at the ruptured and
peak unruptured locations in the hot channel during blowdown, (4)
the reflooding rate, (5) the hot channel fuel and clad
temperatures at the ruptured location, (6) the hot channel fuel
and clad temperatures at the peak unruptured location, (7) the
hot channel heat transfer coefficients at the ruptured and peak

1 unruptured locations, and (8) the quench front advancement in the

. hot and average channels.

(LA-121)
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rhe demonstration case included here is the BOL 2.506-ft; core

power peak. -The hot pin initiai•conditions are presented i.n
rable 6-1., while the results of the demonstration' LOCAk imit
analysis are. tabulated in Table 6-2 and shown in Figures 6-2
thrOugh 6. ..

Table 6-1. Mark-B9 Hot Channel Initial Conditions Used for

the LOCA LER Limit-Analyses.

BOL Initial Conditions

Peak~ LUR, kW/ft 16.2

[ CE .1
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Table 6-2. THI-1 2772 M~t Mark-..E :T C!A r.rm

Parameter

.C Peak LHR, kW/ft

Emd-of-Bypana, a

End-of-Blowdowqn (EOB), a

Liquzid Mass in RV Lower
Plenum at BOB, Ibm

RV Lower Plenum
Filled, ,a

LPI Flow Begins, a

CITs Empty, B

Clad Rupture-Time, s

Unruptured Segment:
PCT, F
Time, s
Local Oxidation,

Ruptured Segment:
*PCT, F
Time, s
Local Oxidation, V

Average Oxidation Increase,

'Hot Channel
Average Ch1annel

Whole -Core Hydrogen
Generation, %s

Average Channel
Quench -Ti~me, a

16.2

18.55

20.*0

12691.4

27.60
36.09

39.84

18.71

7
1926.*3
32.7

1.26D5

2030.5
29.54
2.7.927

0.431
0.05

<0.2

195.8

21
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Figure 3-1. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM ELEVATION ARRANGEMENT.
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Frampt me TechnoLooles Inc-. 43-10 09202

Figure 3-2. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM ARRANGEMENT- TOP VIEW.
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FIGURE 3-3. REACTOR VESSEL ARRANGEMENT.
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FIGURE 3-4. ONCE - THROUGH STEAM GENERATOR ARRANGEMENT.
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IGURE 4-1. LARGE BREAK ANALYSIS CODE INTERFACE.
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FIGURE 4-a. L13LOCA REACTOR VESSEL NOtflNG ARRANGEMEN (177 LL PLANT).
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Framatome Technologieslncd ý I
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FIGURE 4-4:" LBLOCA CLPD BREAK NODING ARRANGEMENT.
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__......_ _ _ _ wFIGURE 4-5. RIEFLOD3B NODING ARRANGEMENT (177 LL PLANT.
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FIGURE 46. BEACH NODING ARRANGEMENT (MARK - B FUEL DESIGN).
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ramatome Technolooles Inc... 43-101920--0-2

FIGURE 6-2. 2.506-FT, BOL LOCA LIMIT CASE -
REACTOR VESSEL UPPER PLENUM PRESSURE.
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Framatome Technolonia Inc. 43-10192Q-02

FIGURE 6-4. 2.506-FT, BOL LOCA LIMIT CASE -
HOT CHANNEL MASS FLOW RATES.
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FIGURE 6-6. 2.506-FT• BOL LOCA LIMIT CASE -
HC FUEL & CLAD TEMPERATURES AT RUPTURED LOCi
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FIGURE 6-8. 2.506-FT, BOL LOCA LIMIT CASE -
FILTERED HC HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2=5-00M

February 18, 1997

qi'

Mr. J. H. Taylor. Manager
Licensing Services
Framatome Technologies Incorporated
33151Old"Forrest Road
PO Box 1 10935 ": :
Lynchburg-; VA 24506-2000

...SUBJECT: ý:ACCEPTANICE:FOR REFERENCING OF TOPICAL :REPORT BAW-10192-P.
.BWNT.LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT EVALUATION MODEL FOR ONCE-THROUGH
STEAM GENERATOR PLANTS" JTAC NO. IM8940.0)

Dear Mr. Taylor:

We have reviewed the 'subject.,t topical report of February 1994 and your response
of May 6. 1996. to ou r.equests: for additi onal information.: On .:• the basis ofour review, we concl.de that BAW-10192-P is acceptable for•referencing in
.:icensingapI.catiOns in theq.analysis of loss-of.coolant (LOCA)Yaccidents for
oncee:-:.thr•oqgh9steam gOnerato 1 nts. Scientech. :In.. waS thestaffs "
consultant in :the technical evaluation. The enclosed safety evaluation. .gives
the- basiS for-and limitations of: our approval. The Scientech technical
evaluation report is also enclosed.

We will..-not repeat our review' of the matters described in the report and found
acceptable when the report appears as a reference.in license appli cations.
excePt to :ensUre :that the material presented appliesto .the specifiC pl.ant..
:involved. .:Acceptance by the Nuclear Regulatory .Commission applies:I o Inlyy .,tothe.
matters ddescribed in the report. :In, accordance i th procedures :established i n

ý.'::: NUREG 0390. Framatome Technologies, Intc.. (previously knownas Babcoc:k and'WilI cox Nuclear Technologies (BWNT)), should publish accepted versions of thiS
topical report, proprietary ."and nonproprietary. within 3 months•of receipt. !of:.
this letter. The :accepted version's shall include an "-A" '(desighated
accepted) after the .report identification symbol.

Should our acceptance :criteria or regulations change so that our conclusioftS
as 'to the acceptability.of. the report are no longer valid, applicants
referencing this topical report will be expected either to revise and resubmit
their
documentation or to'submit justification for the continued applicability of
the topical report.

Sincerely,

I Enclosures:

<: a . ,s.Acig Chief
R or Sys$t Branch

Division of .'Systems Safety and Analysis
'Office of.Nu4clear Reactor Regulation

BAW- 10192-P.
" Safety Evaluation
" Technical Evaluation Report
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ENCLOSURE 1
SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICEOF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION...

BAW-10192P. REVISION 0. LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENTAEVALUATION MODEL

FOR ONCE-THROUGH STEAM GENERATOR PLANTS.

1 INTRODUCTION
Framatome Techn`ologies. Inc. (FTi).. .previously knon as •Babcock and Wilcox
Nuclear Technologies (BWNT). submitted Volumes I :,and II of BAW-10192P. whichd)cument generic large and small break,:loss-,of-coolant accident evaluation
m:odels , ..respectively. These •eports iprovide a description of the FTI large
and small ibreak LOCA methodol(oy and pDresent the results of benchmark .s to
demonstrate !:the methodology. The methodology wasreviewed based on the
requirements of 10 CFR 50,,, Appendix ? a~nhd 10 -CFR:50.46 (Reference 1)i,

The subject topical report describes a'methodology which uses a different
complement of :computer codes than previously: approved .models ::for:.once-through
steam generator (OTS0 ) pla~nts.:: : Currently ap•roved *l arge: (Reference 2) :and.d..:::.,
small break (Reference 3) methods for OTSG plan*h•s ]are based upon ,theý CRAFT2..
code. T:'J.4he currently approvedlarge break methodology also uses..thie,: REFLOD3B
and :: hETAI-n codes.. :,,Only:the.REFLOD3B.codeeis.: Jsused aSa ::part.:of :the'
methodology described in.this topical reporti ::which is based primarily on the
RELAPS/MOD2-B&W. code .(Reference 4). :The BEACH ode is also used for.the large
:break.anal ysis Large ad 1small break :ECCS .evaluation models for.-r

: recirculating.steam -generator (RSG).plants (Reference 5) which use the same
suite .of .€codes' as the subject methodolo gy, are in.use by FT. . These

evlutin odlshae previously received regulatory approval.

This safety evaluation presents the results of an evaluation of the FTI
methodology for the large and small break LOCA. Other FTI reports were
extensiVely used in the review as background information. These reports
include BAW-10168PA (Reference 5). BAW-1O1O4PA (Reference 2). and BAW-10154A
(Reference 3).
Requests for additional :information (RAI) were sent to FTI. FTI's responses

(which.will .be .included ;in VolUme III of BAW-10192P) were reviewed and
evaluated 6as an* integral part of the topical ,ýreport review process
(Reference 6). Responses to the more significant issues raised in the RAI are
discussed and evaluated `i this: report. Any RAI question referenced in the:
report :has a. prefix RAI -LB or RAI-SB preceding :the question number, denotingwhether the questiton pertaois tothe large break.or small break LOCA. FTI
also provi-ded writt Ien respopnses to four questions raised during the NuclearRegul atory Commissio r(NRC) management review. Responses to. tese questions

Iare referenced with':the p'refix) IRAI-MR. .. . .thsqutin

1:FTI also provided an application of the methodology to comply with the
requirements of the "Maine Yankee Lessons Learned"ý (Reference 13).
Evaluation of this application is in Section 6 of this review.

2 SUMMARY OF THE LARGE BREAK LOCA ANALYSIS METHODS, BAW-10192P. VOLUME I
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Volume I of.BAW-10192 presents the geheric large break LOCA methodology to be
used by.FTI for evaluati ng the performance of the, emergency .. core cdo. oling 1. i: :

systems (ECCS s)f6llow.i.hg a arge break LOCA for: al I classes of B&W-designed
•plants. The report describes themethods used for large break LOCAanalysis
and. demonstrates.:the.capabi lity of the models through a qseries of benchmarks.
The FTI report also discusses compliance with Appendix :K to 10 CFR Part 50 and
10 CFR 50.46..

:The Fi mhodolog:: for large .break: LOCA analysis utilizes the
RELAP5/MODZB&W, REFLOD3B BEACH' and CONTEMPT computer programs. Revis ion 3
of the. RELAP5/MOD2-B&W code(Reference 4).. which is based on the RELAPS/MOD2
code (Reference 7) developed by the 'Idaho iNational Engineering Laboratory, was

,approved for use in .the analysis. of :both large break and small break LOOM :for
both... ..... .. .
:once-through and recirculating .steam generator plants. :The RELAP5/MOD2 B&W :program is used to predict system thermal hydraulics, core. poer generation.
and cl.ad temperature response during b, owdown. The REFLOD3B(Refeenc..8):
programis used to determine the length of the vessel refill period and the
core: flooding rate during .ref loOd. The BEACH (.Reference 9) program uses input
from .REFLOD3B.to.deternine:the clad temperature iresponse during: the refloodpleri od ., i The "BEACH program has been reviewed and approved for use"in LOCA
reflood .analysis, as has: REFLOD3B. The CONTEMPT (Reference 10) code is used'
If cf.ontainment response calculations are required......Sin.e.i the computer: models
.used by FTI have -been previ.ously reviewed and approved.,' by the NRC. thi;si&_•:': -
.evaluati~on focuses on the techniques and assumptidons used, in developing a
:model aind evaluating :ECCS performance duri ng a LOCA.. `FTI had previously used
` the CRAFT2 (Ref. 11)Ycomputer code for OOTSG plant ECCS ::evaluation model
Calculations. The benchmarks that have been performed ,ý..to: demonstrate the
large break LOCA methodology are discussed' in BAW-10192P. Volume I which
includes sensitivity. studies .for the RELAP5/MOD2-!B&W, REFLOD3B. and BEACH .
computer codes. An evaluation of each sensitivity study is presented in
Section 3 of this sreort. The base case- for .large breaks in the FTI LOCA
methodology is a dou le-ended guillotine rupture .of the cold leg pump
discharge (CLPD) pipe. This is also the peak clad .dtemperature (PCT) limiting
case as determined by a break spectrum study.11

A transition break .methodology has been .. developed . to analyze hot leg breaks
and' cold leg breaks in the range 0.75 51Jft 2 to 2.0 ft2 . For small breaks the
core flow remains upward, jthe lower plenum does not void. and ref loo'd begins
at thet end of blowdown, so-there is no refill period. Transition breaks"
include all hot leg breaks and the range of cold leg lrgak sizes between thoseexhibiting this ty ical small break be a (s 0.75 ft) ai those bexhtbi tihg
:typical large brea"behavior (a 2.0 ft.) Because the behavior.for small and
.large. breaks is quite different, the Ilarge, and smallI break methods do not
overlap for any break sizes. FTI developed the transsiti on methodoloogy in
otrder: :to provide :an. accurate representation of the ,physical phenomena
occurring for .these breaks. Results show a ýcontinuous Vari ation of PCT as a
function: of cold leg break size.

The transition break methodology differs from the full 'large
methodology in several respects:

break LOCA
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1. Bypass flow is calculated using the RELAP5/MOD2-B&W:computer code rather
than a nonmechanistic model.

2. The.REFLOD3 code is not used: rather the entire transient is analyzed
.using thei:RELAP5/MOD2-B&W and BEACH codes. Since no adjustment of lower
plenum iwentbry is necessary, a single code is used.

3. The nonhomogeneous flow model is used for core junctions.

Noding for the transition breaks is the.sa :ams. for large breaks. There are
three....classes eof B&W designed plants:t .o which the large break:LOCA methodology
will be applied Most domestic operat ng ..plants are ofthe lwered loobp.
design'with 15 x:15 fuel :•bundles and :eight reactor vessel vent valves (RVVV)..
A.second class :of. plants has a raised loop design, with the same fuel •type,":
and four RVVVs:.. 'Ths :class of plant::also diffes from the others :by :virtue
of its low head high pressure injectin ... (HPI). .system. There isa .third design
with 17 x 17: fuel raised loop and eight RVVVs. Differences between the
classes of plants ::are handled by changing the noding schemes in the computer

a codes used.
3 EVALUATION OF THE LARGE BREAK LOCA ANALYSIS METHODS, BAW-10192P. VOLUME I

This section discusses the review of: he FTI large break LOCA methodology.,
including the, ;modeling feat ures and: sens t•iviy stud ies performed :to select
the base 'case, ::t::.imie step size. nodalization,: and other modeling options. The
largetbreak: model, including the modifications for transition break :sizes, was
determi hed to comply with the 'requirements of Appendix K 'to 10 'CF:R Part 50.
The sequence!of events for a large break LOCA i s relatively well known and the
. OTSG I:pl ant reSponse iS similar to that of other:: PWRs during bl owdown and.

refill.: so there i s no need to repeat this information. The ionlys.:ýti gnifi cant
difference in. the OTSG plants ist' the .RVVVs, which.::c6t.-to reduce. steam,-binding
during reflood. This review emphasized areas in which the OTSG plants differ'
from the recirculating steam generator plants," for which the-.meth odology has.
already been approved.

3.1. Base Case Selection

The double-ended guillotiieb::reak in the cold leg pump discharge was the-most
limiting break, .,and was therefore selected as the Ebase .:case. The sample
analysis was.J!performed for the .205 FA plant with 17x1fuel :xand ri7s.ed
loops.".'The::base case selected. namely.a double-ended: guillotine.ibreak in the
col d leg on.a'-205.FA plant.,is acceptable: for; 'ýdemonstrating model.-
sensitiviti•es ::::ýand ý:convergene, ce. Analyses must.Astill.. be performed for each
plant type'to:demonstrate:compliance with.10 CFR 50.46 accept6ahce criteria.

For B:&W-designed plants, the RVVVs provide the :primary path for the steam to
. reach the :break.. When the loop:"seal clears. a second-path for the steam to
'reach .the: break: i opened. 'FTI..has demonstrated, the ability of the
RELAP5/MOD2 -ýB&Wcoideý to prdict loop seal clearn ycmaigt
expermenta data from e ROSA large scale test facility and fromth

" Semiscale MODi facility. Appendices G and J of.: Reference 5 contain the
benchmarks to ROSA small 'break LOCA test SB-CL-18. 'The base ca~se model is a
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raised loop plant, which has the loop !sealat a higher elevationllthan a
l..:.:lowered loop p1lant. The *benchmarks indicate that RELAP5/MOD2-B&W is general ly
capable of predicting loop seal clearing. FTI should include any noding

.::,,.:changes necessary to .adequately model loop seal clearing in the lowered loop
plant model.

The possibility that a loop seal could clear initially" ,andthen ; r:efill was
addressed in the FTI response to RAI-MR Question 3. :Although, unli .kel y. .this
p ossibility cannot be completely ruled out for all event:scenarios.:
;herefore, for each plant type where credit is taken for steam flbw through*
the open loop seal. FT• is required to run the RELAP5/MOD2-B&W system model
until whole-core quench. to confi rm that the loop seal does not refill.

3.2 Time Step Sensitivity Studies

Separate: time step convergence studies were performed:for the: bl•owdown and
re~flood portionsOf the base:case event. FTI refers, to"thetime step
sensitivity for :the blowdown period as the RELAPS/MOD2-B&W time step study :and
to the reflood. period study as the. BEACH time step soensitivity.. For the
RELAP5/MOD2B&W time !step 'study. the maximum time: step ",size was decreased by a
significant amount, and .there was no .significant change in the calculated
resionse, i ndicati ng conver gence. The final BEACHI.time step convergence study
was performed in respohse :to RAI-LB Question 16. To achieve acceptable.
convergence. FTI changed the manner of calculating core inlet subcooling ::,a
boundary • condition' for BEACH determined frWREFLOD3B results. : Rather thani "
changing the core inlet temperature from saturation to the REFLOD3B-calculated. lo. :3er. plenum v.olumiie iaver~age. temperatUre i Whi ch~is signi ficantl y subcool'd i:ýFTI
modified"the calculation procedure :to .ramp.: the. inlet temperature.s .FTI ,
Scal cuI ates ~ai; mi xed. mean temperature at bottom of core .recovery (80CR) based on
a s::Smal.ler mi xng volume below the uppermost hole In the flo di Stributi on
plate.' The corei:nlet"temperature :used i n BEACH is held at this value" for 1
.. second follwing gBOCRand thenrampedto the o REFLOD3B-calculaated.:Value OVer a
period i:of u,,,p ".to 5 seconds. fiThe r, amp ,time is calculated to be the. time
required for the temperature interface to travel from thetop:,of the fl ow"
distribution plate to the heated corelinlet. Experimental data fom the.Upper
Plenum Test Facility (UPTF). and Slab Core' Test Facil ity. (SCTF) test program s
were used to guide and justify h Since the base: model was
changed, FTI reconsidered the time step'I sensi tivity studies run with the
previous base model. Runs were made with both significantly increased and

i significantly decreased maximum time step sizes I, and the- ýresults were
essentially the same, demonstrating that the solution is converged.

There was very little difference in calculated fuel !clad temperatures with the
revised inlet subcooling model'." The PCT was only sl i ght ly i ncreased using the
revised.method, which exhibits significantly improved-time step convergence.
Basically. this revision smooths a discontinuity in a conservative manner andimproves calculational stability. FTI considered the potential effect ofIthiS
change on previously completed sensitivity studies arddetermined that the.
conclusions of those studies would not beo"-affected. This observation :is
reasonable, given the in'signhificant effect of the change on the values of the
key calculational result, namely peak..clad temperature.
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3.3 Pressurizer Location Study

The base case assumes that the pressurizer is:connected to, the intact loop hot
leg. A sensitivity study was performed with the pressurizer surge line* .
connected to the broken loop hot leg. Only the blowdown porti of the event
was simulated. since the pressurizer is, emptied and hence does not play a..
significant role later in the event. The peak clad temperature (PCT) at end
of 'blowdown was' lower and more liquid remained in the :lower plenum.:i i.e...
results were less conservative. Therefore.` the.base model retains the
pressurizer on the intact loop..

3.4 Break Area Noding Sensitivity Study

Past experience with RELAP5 has indicated that noding detail in the vicinity
,of the break can affect results. Therefore, FTI pe`Orformed a sensitivity study
to demonstrate that the noding used in the base: model is adequate0for
predicting break flow.. An additional node was used &at each end of ::the pipe at
the break location. The:case was run for, the:. blowdown only since.this is the
period when more detail ed: model irng of break:':fl mayibe important. Only small
differences in results were found with the more detailed nodalizationj. ý:thus .

dmntating convergenceof the base modl
3.5 Core Cross Flo ýSensitivity Study

:Section I.C.7.a of Appendix K to 10 CFR Part:50 requires that the effect of
cross flow in the co:re ý'be considered. To determine appropriate values to use,
for cross flow res istance., FTI first estimated a value based u pon the core
geometry and then performed a sensitivity study to establish the effect of
varying the cross flowW:::resMistance on calculated:PCT... -Only small effects 'were
seen for rather large vari . ations in assumed cro. Qss- flpw resistance. Increasing
.cross flow resistance was shown to be conservativeý .. :::However. this increased
PCT:by causing.dep4arture from nucleate boiling (DNB)to::be c¢alculated earlier.
Earl calculatio oh..6f.DNB is known to be oneo::f te more sisgni1ifican nt
c:onservatisms in the :evaluation :model, so:additional conservatism in this area
is Snotdneeded.Appendix K to.j0 ::CFR Part :50Vrequires.only that the effects of

cosflow be modeled.. realistically. FTI h .a..s u.Q.sed a realistic model for cross
flow.and has shown that the results vary only .. sIightly.with changes in cross
flow !resistance. Therefore, use of the nominal estimated cross flow
resistance is acceptable.'

3.6 Core Noding Study

In inaddition to the. crossf.::flow.resistance: sensitivity. FTI considered radial
core nodaalization and, i tsteffect on: cross, f low.,,:., An additional .paral l el .:Channel, referred to by FTI as the middl :chann6l:,was .added to repesent :the

.....ei ght f1uel :bundles .: surroundhing the hotbundle. Theradial peaking factohre for
these eight bundlesiwas" .varied too.:determi the ehffectt on calculated fuel ::andclad: temperatures. A wide' range o radi a 1 a ing factors -covering the.

::spectrumf of potssi bitiies was,:considered. T, effect On fuel and clad
temperatures at the e'nd of. blow4down was, shown to b*e .:small.' As with the cross
flow sensitivity study, the various radial peaking factors influenced fuel
temperatures by slightly • changing the. time of DNB. . which is predicted to occur

mop,
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6 '
early. There is no .need to s•eecthacaSe whichpredicts the earl.iest DNB.
since all of the .Cases :predict DNB much earlier than expected.Inresponse I•to
RAI-LB Question 14 .4FFTI: provvided evidence, that the base model .Dpredi~cts•more .. r .e
conservative:temperatures than one using :best estimate cross flow. resistance
and radial peaking• attor. These extensi..ve :sensitivity studies demonstrate
that the FTI model. adequately addresses the effect, of cross flow in the core
region.

::3.7 Pumg DegradatiohnStudy

In add~itionto the base model, two different pump two-phase degradation.models" were"ested in a sensitivity study. A curve referred to :iby FTl as the Ml: i
'curve yielded more conservativeresults .an :was. i ncorporated int6:a' revised
base model. Use of this more conservative model is acceptable.

3.8 Pump Power Study

For ECCS evaluation calculations. a loss of off-site power is assumed.
concurrent with the LOCAI. The main :cool ant pumps will then be unpowOr•ed. and..
will coast down. FTI demonstrated that this assumption is cons e&vative by.
;running the pumps powered case andshowing that it yields lower fuel :and clad
temperatures.

3.9 ECCS BypassStd

Initially. FTI us. Sed a mechanistic ECCS bypass model for the large break. -That
i s. the fl1 ow of EGCS t:ithfe break was calculated using RELAP5/MOD2-B&W. A

:. sensitivity study was.performed using a nonmechanistic model, which removed*.
all ECCS liquid injected prior to the calculated end of bypass. It was
determined that the• .amount of liquid calculated to be resident in the lower
plenum at: end of blowdown was virtual'ly identical for 'the two methods. FTI.

;uTsed the::nonmechani stic model: in its base: methodology and all• subsequent large
break• snsitivi••ty"studies (See RAI--LB Question .4). Therefore, ' only the , ' I
nonmechanistic€model is acceptable for large break calculations.ý.: The'
nonmechanistic :model has the advantage of producing less calculated' 7. .
oscillatory behavior. ..

:In the nonmechanistic model both a parti:al end ofbypass andan end of :byp.ass
are calculated. Appendix K, Section I.C.i.c.• :'does not prescribe how end ::of ' -
bypass is to be calculated. It l ists two acceptable methods, ibut does :n:•ot
limit the definitions to these methods. The-'partial end of bypass model :has
been developed based upon relevant Upper Plenum Test Facility:(ULPTF):data. It

"''satisfies Appendi'x"K 'requirements"for 'modeling :end 'of bypass.

The transition methodology.uses a mechanistic model for predicting bypass
:flo.iSince App~endix IK requirements for bypass :flow modeling apply only.for;,cold leg breaks, this• aiprach iS acceptable :for ht leg breaks. F::Forco.d leg
breaks less than 2.0 0ftz.:. (that is. those analyzed'with the :transtion "

::..:..:methodology)• the mechanistic model is :alsoused. FTI showed that"for"the
2:.0 ft cold leg br'eak, the mechanistic model -underpredictS the :low:er: ')enuminventory at the time of PCT. compared to the large :break model whi h usesthe
nonmechanistic bypass model. On the basis of this comparison and the.-,sma:ll

(LA- 14 8)
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break LOCA benchmarking of the RELAP5/MoD2-B&W code against LOFT Experiment
L3-5 reported in Reference 5,. the mechanistic model is acceptable for
transition breaks.

3.10 REFLOD38-L~op NodinQ Sensitivity Study

As part of the sensitivity studies performed for REFLOD3B.:a loop nodi ng study
was performed by doubling.the number of nodes in the loops in the REFL.D3B
model :and comparing the result to the base model results::.FTI compa res key
results for the core inlet flooding rate, core and downcomer water levels, and
carryout rate fraftion-and found little difference, indicating convergence of
the base model.

3.11 .REFLOD3B Pump Resistance Sensitivity Study

A locked rotor is.-assumed in. the base REFLOD3B model. To demonstrate that
this -assumption is conservative FTI :computed : form loss coefficients for the -

. . pmmp Iwhich correspond to the :ffree- spi nn:ing ..impell e .r con'dition. The pump
pressure drop,. formulation In 'RELAP5iMOD2 -&W was: used to determine a losls
coefficient for the free-spi nning rotor condition. The res'ul ts show that the
free-spinning impel.mp.! ler case results in a :higher core flooding rate because of
a reduction of steambinding inh the up'per'plen'um. Thus the locked rotor
assumption is conservative and appropriate for the base model.

I ..3.12 BEACH Axial Fuel Segmentation Study
FT•. performed a study to determine-the sensitivity of the PCT to a change in

the maximum number of :axial rezoning segments used In the BEACH analysis. The
fine mesh rezoning feature in BEACH adjusts the number• of axial mesh points to
be .used in each heat structure based on user input and criteria programmed
i : nto:.::thet code. The-base case utili zes eight f!ine: mesh rezoning increments.
Sensit i vity... cases •With. .16 ::and :32 fine mesh zoning i ncr~ements:were run.: ::'The
" IBEACHresults for peak clad temperature and average oxidation increase in the
: tiand average channels:: are .sAimilar, indicating that the base model -isconverged.
3.13 Axial Versus Radial Core Peaking Factor Study

Section i.A of Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50 :requires :that "a range of power
distribution shapes and peaking factors representing power distributions that
may occur over the. core lifetime shall be: studied and :the one selected should
be that whi~ch results in the most severe calculated consequences. for the
spectrum of postu Ilated breaks and single failures: analyzed 7 FTI performed
the axial versus r:adial core peaking factor study.::to .determine whether
significant~t .variations..in, peak kcla d telmperature orWhole-core hydrogen
generati on..would resu lt from different combinations of the radial and axial
peaki n'g factors. nthis, sensitivity s.tudy, results for axial peaking factors
of 1.6 anld1.8a•t wre g:enerated andm co I mpared to the base case, which:emp].oys a
factor of :. Ins:: both cases, the radial peaking factor iset adjusted to
conserve the peak .inear heat generation rate. Both cases prod eauced, an
increase in the PCT of less than -50O F.

'I.::::-••: .: •k ~ .acoS•:. I hissnsiiit td .r~ls o :a~ ~l:pa:g•fc~s::: :: :•: .: •:

(LA~- 149)
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in response to RAI-MR1 and RAI-MR4. FTI provided a detailed explanation of how,
.the axial and radial peaking factors for thefLOCA analysi~s:are...determined.
The s set of. power distributions. which can actually be achieved .Jis Iestablis hed.
by a maneuvering analysis which includes non-LOCA imposed limitations. :Over
most of the range of power distributions, 'the limitations :i.mposed by the
:maneuvering analysis are considerably: tighter than those imposed by the LOCA
linear heat generation ra te:(LHGR):ý limit. For certain ranges :of the .power...
distribution,.: in particular core inlet skewed peak's. the margin betweenmthe,
maneuvering.analysis limitations :and the LOCA limitations•'.approaches .a
minimum. For::these power distributionhs the axial and radial peaking factors
are-approximately equal,... Therefore..FTI uses"a 1.7 axial peaking factor, and ...
sets the radial peaking to reachthe'LHGR limit.

For the li miting break, five different axial offsets (axial Ilocation-of the
power : peak) ' aare :then run at both beginning of life.(BOL) and middle of. 1 ife
(MOL) condit i ohs.. in addition to one end of life (EOL) case to: show: that, MOLconditions bounds EOL conditions. These cases establish the LOCA limit. The
cases to be ;considered.are sele ted from among the infinite number of.
poss biliti6es to :t.lower the distribution of power shapes which are .achievabl~e
:based Upon the constraints imposed by .the maneuvering analysis. The cases,
analyzed are those Icovering a range of conditions where.:themargin between the:.
maneuvering analysis limitations and the .LOCA limitations are iat a minimum..
Therefore, use of an ý,axi al, peaking: factor .of 1.7 is appropriate asthe base
.case for sensitivity studies I•n this report. If the maneuvering analys is.:for
a new fuel type or application indicates that the minimum margins occur for
power distributions other than those.analyzed in this topical 'report. :the
axial peaking factor:used should be adjusted so that the cases analyzed remain
in the range of the minimum margin.

3.14 Break Soectrum Study

To 'satisfy the requirements of Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50. a spectrum of 12
l! arg'e: breaks was analyzed, including double-ended breaks located in the hot
::l eg •and :cold leg pump suction .and split breaks at various locations and of

various s izes. The spectrum Of b ea ks consider~ed:by FTI in this demonstration
.is sufficiently inclusive to .be used for specific applications of the
methodology. The LOCA spectrum results are reviewed in the"following.
sections.

3.14.1 CLPD Guillotine Breaks

:.For the cold le pumpdischarge :(CLPD) double-ended guillotine '.break.Sd ischarge coefficients of 1.0. 0.:8: .. 6. 06and 0.4 were anal yzed.: The resul ts:
show1 t hat the maximum temperature i predicted ::for :a discharge coefficient of..-.
1.0 and that. peak clad temperature decreases with decreasing discharge
coefficient (or: break size). FTI attributes this trend to increases in core
upflow during the early phases of blowdown: increased core flooding rate due
to lower pinntemperatures, and decreased :irefill i time due to earlier end :;of:. :
bypass predictions. In::all :cases,-i the temperature :is below the 2200 *F.I..
temperature limit in :10 CFR 50.46. :The results presented by FTI show that ýthe
base case. which is 'a double-ended .guilloti ne :break with a discharge
coefficient of 1..0 will produce the Most limiting results.

(LA-i15O)
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3.14.2 CIPO Spl-it Breaks

In :the large break L0CA (LBLOCA) spectrum study, several .break .scenarios
involvin a -split .break in the pump discharge piping werean.1yzed. A-split.
break with anarea double the discharge pipe cross sectional area w~s analyzed
usin6g the LBLOCA methodology. An analysis was performed for a .2 ft. -.spli t
break: using both the LBLOCA and transitionmethodologies. The transition
break methodolo ýwas used to analyie additona cases i 1nvol vigi spl breaks.
with areas of 1 .5. .0. and 0.75 ft The CLPD double area split break
resulted in lower...cladding temperatures than in the base case,: which is
attributed to pr .edictions of higher core downflow during the l::.ater :,portion of
the blowdown phase.

Analysis of the 2 ft 2 split break using both the base LBLOCA and transition
methodologiesl.shoWed the overlap of the transition LOCA methodology with the
large break methodology., .FTI presented comparative results using, the two
methods and noted that the results from the LBLOCA and transl ti,on LOCA
methodology m1atch wel. 'There issome di ftference in the " cllapsed liquid
level later":in the transient. FTI attributes this to. the higher refill rate.

edicted by the transition methodology than in the LBLOCA::methodology.:,i: In
.oth cases, the peak clad temperature is predicted to be lower than the base
case,.

* The :transition methodology results for the 1.5. 1.0.. a~nd 0.75 ft2 split breaks
show the .expected trends in pressure and break: mass .flow.behavior. The peak

cla~dtemperature decreases with decreasin bra sie F oe hat the
RVVVs. pass all of the .core, steam iproducti on, ito Qthe break for the 1 ft2 and
0.75 ft breaks. Total cre. dryOut was not predi cted in these cases. I n the*.
case'o the 1.5 f2 bra.FTI no Ited tha t ..the RVVVs were unable to handle the
flow to the :break. The lo wer plenum cleared of i.)..qu1d In this case, resulting
in an additional, path for steam venting. Core:,quenching occurred at
approximnate. ly .the :same time .for all three cases.. Inall cases, the peak clad
temperaturels pre:icted to. be lower than in the"base case.

3.14.3 CLPS Break

Analysis of a double-ended guillotine break in the pump suction piping with. a
discharge coefficient of 1.0 resulted in a lower peak clad temperature
prediction than in the base case. FTI attributes this to retention, o:f a
Significant amount of ECC water'during blowdown, which short~ened the:,adiabatic
heatup period. Break flow rate is also lower than in the base.:case :because of
increased pump resistance due to the changed break location...

3.14.4 Hot Leg Break

The double-ended guillotine break in the hot leg with a discharge coefficient
of 1.p resulted i na loer peak :clad temperature than in the base ca se... F.Iattributes this to the most y p:oitive flow through the.core. enhancing core

heat transfer. Also, the lowerýplenum was not predicted to empty during the
*event. resulting in a shortened adiabatic heatup period.

.(LA
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3.15 Time in Life Study

LOCA limits must be determined by a specific application of the methodology
described in this report. The purpose of.the analysis described in' this.
s~ctionris .to provide -a demonstration :of the:methodology tbe used.
Calculations:. were. performed at four times In life using :the full model,. i.e.,.
RELAP5/MOD2-B&W REFLOD-3B and BEACH al ong .with .-TAC03 for fuel ,rod, init i al:
conditio .ons.:: The event selected for analysis was the base case double-ended
CLPD break ::with a center peaked axial power shape.

The demonstration established that BOL conditions should be used' in the
average channel while burnup is advanced. in the hot. channel.. Based upon the
demonstration calculation, it is::expected that the linear:heat rate will be
maintained :outto approximately 45.000 MWD/MTU, after. which it will need to be
decreased. While more than four bUrnup:points will generaly. be needed for,
specific applications, the methodology presented in this section adequately
demonstrates the approach for determini ng: time.-in-life limits.

3.16 Three Operatingi RC PumDs at SeventY-Five Percent Full PowerMStud.

.The purpose of this analysis is to demonstrate that the LOCA limits for four
.pump operation will cover three pump: operaton at the 75 precent.. power. level.
Since LOCA 1 imits can only be"established by. specifi c app ication. it.....
follows that limits. for three pump operation can also only: beestablished by a
speciTfic c application. In such an app ication :the factor .. 02will need to
.be applied .-to....the :power to satisfy the:: requi rements o:f App'endix K': to 10 CFR
Part 50. •.To justify operation at 75 percent power will require that the
analysis be performed at 75 x 1.02 = 76 . 5 percent power. Dependin g upon the
.status of the inoperable pump. it may-also be necessary to consider cases in
,addition to the locked rotor.

3.17 LOCA Limit Demonstration Cases

A demonstration calculation for LOCA. limits determination was performed to.,
illustrate the: FTi approach. The :: base..C LPO break was simulated wilth :varius
axia l powe.r .shapes. In an actual app1i cation of the comp..ete:Methodology.
-cal.culations :.Will be per.formed with: the peak 'power loc ation .,assumed to occur
at five different elevations i n the.core. For this demonstration,......
calculations were performed, with _the;:ax•ial peak:of 1.7 at, thr'ee. different .:.-:
lo 6cati ons, :..and:the radial peaki ng facto r.:wass set to obtain t:hemaximum LHGR..
in A n* actual application, f;ivedifferent:axial :peak locations wi l be :.analyzed
at BOL and MOL conditions, in addition 6 to one6 case at EOL to demonstrate that
MOL is more limiting. The general approach is acceptable for demonstrating
the LOCA limits .:methodology. However. fOr a new fuel ýtype or applicati FTI
should demonstrate that the minimum LOCA margins occur for the range o:f power
distributions analyzed.

3.18:Mini~mum/Maximum ECCS Injiection Study

The base case has minimum pumped ECCS: injection in the REFLOD3B calculati ons
together with a containment bbac k pressure based upon maximum ECCS pump iied
injection. ýPumped ECCS injection: does not occur during the blowdown so

(LA-152)
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RELAP5/0D2 :calculatibons are n•ot affected. d.: To determine whether the base case
I s i conservative, !two. addi ti onal cases were run:with mi nimum ECCS, inject i on and
maximum mECCS 'injection in both : the REFLOD3B and ..containment ca I c :ulations. The
maximum ::ECCS. .case proved to be the most conservative. although by a very small
:amount,: 32 OF increase n PCTi compared .to.thebase. case and 35. :,F greater than
:the mi nimum ECCS case. :These calculati•ns'sh~ ed .that it will be necessary to
perfori :thi sensitivity study'for each specific application to determine the
limiting case: The procedure used to perform the sensitivity study is'......acceptable. :Alsothe diffeernce in'PCT compared to the base.case is small

enough tht sestv ty std'e pefored with. the base case model' are
acceptable.

4 SUMMARY OF THE SMALL BREAK .LOCA ANALYSIS METHODS. BAW-10192P. VOLUME I :

Volume 11 of BAW-1 0192 presents .the generic small ::break: LOCA: me thodology to be
used byý FTI lifo•r eval uating. the :performance of the •emergency core. cooling
systems followiwng asmall break LOCAifor all lcla ssesof B&W-designed plants.
The rep'ort describes the methods used for small break•: LOCA a na lysi s .and
demonstrates the capability"of.the models through. :a seri•s of:benchmarks. The
FTI report alIso ,di scusses compli ance with Appendix K to 1.0 CFRW:Part .50 and
10 CFR 50;46.:

The FTI methbdolo.gy '1f6or sma ll break LOCA ana lysis •:utilizes the RELAP5/MOD2-B&W
computer code. :::.As .noted :in Section2 .the RELAPS./M0D2-B&W computer code...which
is based :on the RELAP5/MOD2 : code df3on.was, approved .:,for use. in the-analysis :of-'::both.:::large break and small break:LOCAs•for both once-thrUgh and recirculating
steam generator I., pl antIts. The 'RELAP5/MOD2 B&W program is used t opredict :system
thermal• hydrauli cs, the .average core and hot channel vo.i d :istr.ibutions, and
the hot and. average core cladding temperature :response for the: entire
transient ...

The benchmarks that have been performed to demonstrate the small break :LOCA .....
methodology are discussed in BAW-10192P. Volume I. 1 which includes -,sen s.i tivity ::.
studies for rel.evant parameters for the RELAP5/MOD2 B&W computer: code. 'An
evalUation of each sensitivity study is presented in Section 5':of thiý ::report.
The base case chosen for small break sensitivity studies was a 0,.1 ft break
at the .bottom of the cold leg pump discharge pipe.

The three classes of B&W designed plants to which the small break LOCA
methodology will be applied are discussed in Section 3. Differences between
'the classes of plants are handled by changing the noding schemes in the
computer' codes used,.

5 EVALUATION OF THE SMALL BREAK LOCA ANALYSIS METHODS: BAW-10192P, VOLUME II

The small break ECCS evaluation methodology described in Volume I of
iBAW-10192P was reviewed to determine' compliance with the requirements'ofAppendix K to 10 CFR Part 50. Based upon this review, the methodology wa's
"determined to be in compl*iance withAppendix K requirements as they apply for
small ..break loss-of cool ant accidents..::

(LA- 153)
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This section discusses the methodology used for the small break and thesensitivity studies performed to support the methodology.
.... s t I .......o ,

*1

* I

5:.: Base Model Selection

A preliminary break spectrum analysis, combined with.the results from
previously approved evaluation models, was used to select the initial base

case for thesensitivity studies. The choice was.confirmed by a final break
spectrum anal ysis. Initially a!. 06.1 ft: break i n the bottom of the'aold dleg
:pump diSCharge leg was. 's'elected asthe base: case., T .he analyses' were all::
performed for t:the 205 FA plant with 17 :x17 fuel and raised loops:. Axial.:
power shape for the base case was .selected a.s .a,17. eaking .factor at the
9.705 ft:.elevation and :.a peak LHGR: of 16.5 kW/ft. :Al of the sensi tivity
studies were performed by varying selected portions of this base model:

To assure that a heatup of the :fuel was.:predicted, it 'was necessary for FTI to
.introduce.more. conservatism.intO thetcalculatio.hs than normally required for adesig gbasis :aalysis. The core flood tank (CFT) pressuru re was: reduced .from
615 psia to 515 psia to artificially delay coolant flow from the CFTs. If
,this conservatism is :.not introduced, no fuel heatup is predicted for: the ,small
break LOCAs. and conve:rgence .effects on the, key fuel. temtperature result ..:cannot
be evaluated. For purposes Of demonstrating sensitivities and convergence.
this approach is acceptable since it is conservative. Following completion of
the sensitivity studies, a final base case was run which incorporated changes
made as a result of the sensitivity studies.

The definition of the base case using 'the 0.1 ft2 break in the bottom .of the
cold leg 'in a 205 FA plant is acceptable for demonstrating model sensitivities
and convergence. In:the RELAP5 code, break flow area (A) and discharge
coefficient :(C ) are ýequival et muItiplicative factors in the break flow
calculaition. :::that is. the calculated mass flux is multiplied by COA to get
the mass :f low rate. Sepa rate values of the discharge coefficient can be input
for subcooled.. two-phase, and superheated conditiions at the break inlet.
During the course of :thesensitivity studies. the ::break Idischarge coefficient
for void fractions greater than 70 percent was changed from 0.7 to 1.0.' This
results in a redefinitioni of ,the: base case so that the break area with therevised discharge.coefficient corresponds to a 0.07 ft2 break. Sensitivity'
studies performed with the discharge; coefficient of 0.7 remain valid since the
characteristicsof the r:esponses.such: as:convergence and the relative.
differences ii.n key parameter :;.::val .ues are not expected to change appreciably
with this small difference in break size.

5.2 Time Step Sensitivity Studies

FTI ran the base case with maximum time stepsof .01. .02 and .025 seconds.As indicated in RAI-SB Question 17 on Volume H. the cases with 1 0.01 and 0.02
'maxim•um me stepsi ze had di fferent: coe mixture level and quench time'.., FTI
correctly points out.:n 6its response :that:there.:is good .agreement in the k:ey
predictions of PCT and minimum core mixture level•.. FTI attributes differences
in core mixture level and quench time to variati ons i n .the predicted break
flow. *after PCT occurs.; For purposes of calculati g PCT.` F•i has 'demonstrated
convergence in this case.
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5.3 Pressurizer Location Study

A sensitivi ty study was performed startiing withi.the base case small1. break
event. but relocating the break to the lOop 'With the pressurizer attached.
The differenices. were small (18 F :lower PCT) for :.the sensitivity run.
Therefore, the base case was not modified and the pressurizer remains
connected to the intact loop..

5.4 Core Cross Flow Sensitivity Study

Section I. C.7. a of Appendix K •tO 10 CFR Part 50 requiresthat "the hot channel
.shal not be §greater than the :size. of one .fuel assembly." The hotchannel i.n
the smal break RE/AP5 model consists ofV12 fuel bundles .in a 3 x
rectangular array. FTI states:: that: 5to t10 percent •of the fuel: bundles have aradial •:peaking f actOr .simia: to •that of the hot bndle. To sati sfy

pendi x KI.to 10 CFR Pa-rt:50.:!:A it tmust be asSumed that all 12 bundles in the
hot channel have the same radial peaking factor, as ý.the hottest::bundle in the.
cobre::.:Since. the., RELAP5/MOD2 :;B&W.'cal cul ati on al so provides the hot.piin
results, the peakitng factor :is actualy .y.that of the hottest fuel : pin. In this
c:ase:,, the resul.ts: using "the 12 fuel bundle model will be more :,conservativethan those.for a single bundle hot..channel, .since there: will be. less cross
flow. This is ann :acceptable model since it reduces: the hot channel to average
channel cross flow area compar ed to a single bundl e hot channel on a per
bundle,:basis:. the area. for cr'oss jflow is reduced when a larger ,number of
bundles is included in the hot channel.

FTI performed a sensitivity study on the effect of cross flow resistance
between the 3 x4 :hot channel :and the average core. Three different
distributions:of ::resistances were considered in addition to the base case.
These cases covered a range of resistance values greater than would be-
expected to occur'. The bas ae p.roduced the highest value of PCT. n:..In "the
:upper part of the core wherethe PCI will occur, the base case uses ::a,.high
val ue for resistance :to flo from the aveage into the.ahotechanrel, and.lvalue.of resistance'for :flOW out of the hot:and into theaverage.channel.
Hence it is relattvely-difficult for water ,to enter .from the cooler, average
channel into the hot channel:whenthe pressure difference would allow flow"in
this direction. At the .same :time when the pressure grad ent pemi ts it is
easy for steam to leave the hot channel, decreasing in steam :velocity and
becoming cooler. I This is ,the most likely reason why the base: case produced
more Iconservative results than cases with both larger and smaller cross flow
resi~st~ance.

Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that the effect of cross flow in the
..corve..be cons tidered. The.:model used .by ,FTI for cross. flow•resistance gives
imore conservative PCT predi ctions than.models with either larger or smaller
cross flow 'resistances., I Use of the :,base model is acceptable since it produces
results which bound those of a wide :.range of cross flow models.

5.5 Core Nodinq Sensitivity StudIL.

.ii

A :s~ensi tivit stud a efrmdi•eshg enme
channel from 12 to 24. There was no significant change
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indicates that th.te 1:i2 bundle .model is- acceptable.:.Asdiscussed in Section 5.4
above, decreasing the nutmber of fuel bund es included in the hot channel will
increase the' cross 'flow area -per bundle, leadi ng to0increased cross fflow and
less:conservative resul ts. Therefore it was. hot necessary to run a case with
a lesser number of fuel bundles in the hotchannel .I

5.6 CFT LineResistance Sensitivity Study

The base case has the nominal (best estimate) CFT line resistance increased by
a factor of 100. FTI uses this increased CFT. li•ne. resistance for all small

S breaks except the CFT line break, where a nominal value of resistance is Used.,' Increased CFT.line resistance promotes calculational stability by eliminating
.1. predicted wide swings in CFT injection flow.

To demonstrate that. use of this increased resistance is acceptable.- FTI ran
three sensitivity cases. First, the base case ý 0. 1 ft2 CLPD break was-modifi ed
to run.with nominal CFT 1 line resistance.:'. Predi cted PCT was 20 :F' lwer"than
the basecase~i~~ndicating that the use of a' hiAgh gCFT lin resi stance•is

: conse'rvative. This .:is the .ekpected :trend since the higher resistance results:
:in low~er CFT flow:.for ýa: given primary system to CFT pressure drop, and so::
decreases .fl ow from the CFT.as .is further .demonstrated .byy: the second andS thirdsensitivityrun-s," the '1.0ft2 CLPD break with nominal and increased CFT

i line resistance. There was no fuel heatup for these cases so PCT. was .the same
for. both runs. The mi ni mumW otremixture "'level, was similar. but the nomi na
resistance..case recoveredtcore level more quickly. iicating that th:
increased resistance case is more conservative.

Use ý a :CFT line res istance grater than nomnal :was shown to be
:.conser•vati ve.: This practice also leads to increased numerical stabil ity,d o m T raes i ad T n s n f-- - Aesi~rabl e ou~tcome::, Therefore -use of i:•ncreased -CFT,.I iL ne:e anefo.•th - ...

.. . . ... . . ..: .' . '.:. . ', f o r .. . .h e1 ..

spectrum of sml rasis acceptable.

5.7 -Break Dischrge Coefficient Study'
This sensitivity study resulted in a change being made to the small break-.
modeling approach. :In the initial studies, a discharge coefficient of 0 7.was
used for break volume void fractiops greater than 70 percent. Two sensitivity
' cases. were run. one for the 0.1 ft. and one for the 0.3 :ft.2 CLPD break. For
;these runs. the discharge coeffici'ent was not changed a ,sa unction of break
node void fraction. To make the runs comparable, the break size was reduced
by a factor of 0.7. In each case, the PCT increased .for the: revised model

.. ;with constant discharge coefficient. FTI referenced material which indicated
that the Moody model provides .relatively accurate predictions of flow at high
void fractions, suggesting that the discharge.coefficient :of 1.0 is a more
appropriate descr~iption of the actual physical behavior. The constant
dscharge coefficient of'1.0 Was hence adopted for the bas~e model. This is

thi only acceptable model.

¶As a result 'of the change in the break discharge coefficient, the break
spectrum study was performed using a discharge coefficient of 1.0 for break
volume void fractions.greater than 70 percent. 'Previous sensitivity cases
performed with a discharge coefficient of 0.7 remain valid since the....
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chara cteristics of the responses such as convergence and the relative
differences in key parameter values' are not expected to change appreciably
with this small difference in break size.

5.8 Break Soecktrum Study

The purpose of the break spectrum study is to demonstrate. how the limiting ::
break size wi ll be determined in specific applilcations of the methodology.
FTI :per formed .cal culati ons":for 12 cold leg pumpdischarge break sizesbetween
0:.4 ft2 and.: 1.43 .ft2.-. Th. ese. evens were di vided iinto three -categories'based
upon the response characteristics : smll, intermediate, and large.Cl.POsmall
-break LOCAs .(SBLOCAs). FTI also analyzed double- ended CFT 1 i ne and high
prISre ssu r injection (HPI) line:breaks!i:. In a specific application of the
methodology, additional ..cases may need to be run to more accurately predict
the limiting small break::.size. as discussed i n Section 5.8.1 :below. Also.
,smaller break sizes down to.the range: of.O, 0.01 ft2 wi 11 need to be. considered.

5..'CIPD Breaks

To obtain a temperature excursion for small breaks. it was" necessary for FTI
to .artificially. lower the CFT-fi pressure from: 615 psia to 515 psia. [TI
felt: it was necessary to obtain. a temperature excursion in order to
demonstrate .convergence I1-of. !:the clad temperature prediction, even though 'no
excursion is normally: predi.cted for l•censing :appl.ications With :::this
artificial conservati sm, ''there is a, break size •hich yields.',a maximumcalculated PCT. This break.! size can be characte rized as the one which allows
the::,mos.st f lui.d to drani n f rom the reactor vessel before the .pressure drops to
the HP• setpoint'. In this demonstration :application.- [FTI :identified the:
0.1 ftCLPD break as a Ilimiting SBLOCA. PCT for this:.case:was. higher than
Sfor slghtly. sma erand slightly ,l arger breaks. in response. :to RAI-.SB'.
Question 19.FT Istated-that its methodology for a specific appl i catio wo6VoulId
identify the break size .which yields the local maximum PCIT to6:wi thi n::an:::.:
approximately 20 percent -variationi i.n brea6 k si ze. One concern ,with nthis
approach' is that for an'actual application, a broad sweep-thr ugh the spectrum
mayý niot: show any sign :of a peak, possibly because the peak is very, local iZed.,
Because of the different.possible behaviors of.the local maximum. F[TI ...should
justify its choi.ce of 1break sizes in each application to assure that either'
there is no local maximum, or the size yielding the maximum local PCT has been
found.

Four small CLPD breaks in the intermediate category were.: also analyzed: 0.15.
0.175 0.02. and 0.3 ft2 .::.'::q 'None of these break sizes yielded. a. significant fuel
temperature excursion. Ihian actual application' the local PCT maximum at
0.3 ft' would warrant additional attention.

Breaks-analyzedi• n the large category, of ýsmall CLPD': breaks i.i.ncluded 0.4. 0.75.
1.0. and14.f. The PCTs calculated for t'hee 'breks icese with break
size and merge with the transition break::result•s: ::in a reasonable fashion.
This indicates :that the PCT will be more limiting ,:for larger break sizes than
those analyzed using the small break: methods.

(LA-157)
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5.8.2 CFT Line Break

A double-ended rupture of the CFT flood line..at.the reactor vessel nozzle is
the initiator for this event. Break flow area :is 1 i mi-ted to that of the
nozzl e insert, 0..44 ft ,:.,Pl aci ng th'is [event in .the •category of .a. small break..
The break location and ECCS availability are differenti. than for other small:.
breaks, since one CFT and one low pressure injecti on :(LPI) are* unavailable.
before the singl e failure cri terion .is .applied._: As for a number of the: small
CLPD breaks of :simi lar size. no clad temperature excursion was.predicted for...
thi event..FT :has correcty i ncluded this case .i.n the spectrum of .events to
be considered and should continue to do so for specific appli cationf.s:of the:
..methodology.-

5.8.3. HP!Line6 Break
This. event i s initiated by the rupture of: the HPI line at' the:cold leg
Connecti on.. Break area its 0.02463 ft.. which corresponds .to :the nozzle area
without .:a thermal sleeve insert. As with the CFT line break, no clad
Lte.mperatuo.re excursion is predicted for this cas.e. . NeverthelesI.ss, due to the
educed ECCS, 0availability, including this event in the break spectrum analysis

::is appropriate.

6. :APPLICATION

The "Maine Yankee Lessons Learned" team made a number of recommendations: (not
yet issued)r.regarding procedures :::ian.d :.practices in the revie• .and , approval of
li icensee codes.0:to be used for l:icensing actions. One such .recommendation
requires that :proposed .,code ddocumentation should include.anapplh cation for an
actual . plant cl) assi fi cati on ý for whi:ch iit :is intended. Partial (by chapter)
applicationsSh:own.in this : submittal :were based on a 205 fuel assemblytplant
proposed to be built whi ch,.., however.,, does not exist at this.time. The sta ff
requested that the applicant supplenment the submittal with::an •application
section dealing .with an actual plant category, i.e. 177 •fuel i:,ýassembly rai~sed
or .. lowered loopoplant. Reference 13 includes FTIs •s.respo'n•s.e for a lowre:d
iop pant

Important plant parameters and RCS initial conditions are provided along with
the modeling and noding arrangements. The submittal (Reference 13) discusses
the applicability of the evaluation model and :results of plant ispecific
sensitivity studies which identified the. size, l ]ocation and iinput paramete.rs
for.the :most limiting LOCA to show complianhce.With 10 CFR :50.46. This :was.
submitted as a sample of the type .of sensitivi~ty analyses performed for each
plant application.

Plant description covered: ..the reactor vessel, reactor core and fuel
assembly. reactor coolant. pumps, steam generators. the pressurizer and the
emergency core .coo0ling system. The plant parameters specified the plant
operating conditions.

The applicatio n inputs and assumptions included the following:

9 power level at 102% of the plant rated power

(LA-i 58)
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* :steam generator tube plugging was assumed at 20% for the broken loop and
10% for the intact

" total ,RCS flow was estimated for an average tube pluggi. ng of 15% and a
total core bypass fraction o6f 7-.5%

" the steady state' fuel pin parameters were calculated using TACO3, an NRC
approved code.

" the ECCS were for conditions of the minimum flow assuming a single active
failure

* theý core averg lnahet rate was assumed at 102i of the nominal value

• .the. moderator de .nsi •ty r I eactivity coeffii ci ent wa• .:based on :be~i hning:ti of:i !•!
cy le conditions to minimize negative reactivity, 4ýcon'tributions.,.

i a .:zero temperature moderator.coefficient was used for.:: full::poWer runs

*the':cladding rupture model1 is 'based ;on NUREG-0630.

The LOCA evaluation.model consists ofý aý number of codes used in the :analysis
of .•cladding temperature transients, local c!adding oxidation. and. wh:ol e corehydrogen generation.i RELAP5/MOD2, calcul ates the system'thermal hydraulics,

.core ..poer generation and :ht-pin thermal: response duri ng blowd own:. REFLOOD3B
c 6ontinues::thet hermal hydrau i c .transi en,.t to determine •refill.t ti me refloodi ng ..

rates, The BEACH code is used to determi ne 'the ..hot'- pin cladding temperature
response during :refill and reflood. Finally, .the CONTEMPT code i.s used to
provide containment pressure response which-iss provided as input :to the RELAPS
;;ntIi 6P*Lp L/JJh 'UIUI. / '

Generic sensitivity: studies applied in this aplicationincluded time step
ti~.s iip i s i on ` '!:

(RELAPS and BEACH). pressurizer location .. *break nodi ng, ::' core crossfiow, core
noding. pump degradation, bypass, loop :n Ioding, locked vs .spinning rotor, fuel
axial segmentation and axial vsradial :peaking factors.. Plant :specific
application sensitivity studji es$. (Oconee and. TMI,-): confirmed that the cold leg
pumP, p s.uction .loop. Irefill will ,.:no.t occur: for: rai sed loop pl.ants .and::: would not
reform for' lower. loop plvants before core "quench. Five: "active 'core• power peaks
atleleVations from' 2.506 ft .'.t6o 9.536 ft ,of the actiVe ecore were analyzed with
a constant axi al peak of 1•7. All power shapes were analyzed-for the
begi nning. the middle, and the end of tycle conditions The resulting peak'
clad ýtemperatures are lower than 2050_0F.:ý In addition, the application
demonstrated that' the solution is stable and converging.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS

The Framatome Technologies LOCA methodology, as documented in BAW-10192P,
Volumes *I through III. has been reviewed and evaluated..: Both: th.eO ,l arge and
small break methods, documented 'in Volumes:I :addiI respectively, have been
determined to comýply.with the requirements of Appendix K:to1:0:CFR.Part 50.
The appl i cant, Was . iinformed of the fol lowi ng li mi tatIons to, the appli'cation of
BAW-10192P and provided a letter of compliance (Reference 12).

(LA-159)
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Based on the information presented.and the responses provided t RAi s. the :use
of this methodology for referehcejin: licensirngiapplications involving large.
and small break. LOCA analysis for plants.with:.once-through steam generators is
acceptable subject to the. following conditions:

1. The.:LOCA-methodology should include anySindiv iddual. codes used in the evaluation
NRC restrictions: paced :on the
model (EM).

2. .The guidelines, code options, and prescribed in ut specified in
Tables 9:1 and 9-2 in both Volume I and Volume oI f BAW-10192P should
be used in LBLOCA and SBLOCA evaluation :model applications.
respectively..

3. The limiting linear heat rate for LOCA limits: is determined by the: power
level and, the product of the axial and radial peaking factors. An
appropriate axial peaking factor for use in determining LOCA limits is:,
one that is:.representative of the fuel and core design and that may,
Occur:• over. the core li fetime. The -adial peaking factor is then set to
obtain.the limiting I in earr heat 'rate., For :this:demonstrat on.caliculatons were performed with the axial peak of.1.7. The general
approach is acceptable for demonstrating the LOCA limits methodology.
However, Wasfuture fuel or core designs evolve, the basic approaches
that were used to establi sh. these conclusions: may change:.. .FTI must.re•Validate 'the acceptability of 'the'. evaluationn model peakin methodsif:..
(1). significant changes are found inh:the core eleovation atwhich the
minimum core LOCA margin is predi cted .or (2)Ythe :core maneuvering'analyses radial :and axial peaks that approach': the LOCA LHR limits differ
appreciably from those used to demonstrate Appendix K compliance.

4. The mechanist ic ECCS bypass model is acceptable for cold, leg transition:(0. 75 ft .to 2.0 ft.) and hot. leg"reakc2 lculations. .The
nonmechanistic. ECCS bypass m-del im ust be used.in the large 6old leg
break (,- 2. ft') methodology since, the demonstration calculations and
sensitivities were run:with this model.

5. Time-in-life LOCA limits must be determined with, or shown to be bounded
by, a specific application of the NRC-approved.evaluation model.

6. LOCA limits for three .:pump -operation, must, be: establ'ished for each :class
of plants by applicati.on.:Of.:.the methodology described in this report...*..
An acceptable approachi• •:to demonstrate that three pump operation is
bounded by four pump HR :limits. - . .i.

7. The. ...im.itng :ECCScfguration, ncluding minimum versus maximum ECCS.

must be. determined for each plant or class-of plants using this
methodology.

8. For the. small break model, the hot ichannel radial peaking factor to be
,used. should correspond to. that' of..the hottest rod in the core, and' not
to :the.'radial peaking •factor of :the 12 hottest bundles.

(LLA-16O)



9. The constant dischar ge coeffici..ent model (discharge coefficient 1.0)r;eferred to as the "High or:Low Break Voiding: NoalzdVue"sud

be used for.all small break anal'yss Th model which changes the
"Intermediate Break Voiding Normalized Vale hudntb use unesthe transient is analyzed with both discharge moels and theintermediate void method produces the more co .n 1s .e r vative result.

10. :Fo*r. a * specific application of the Ff1 small'break LOCA methodology, thebreak szwhich yils te local: maximum PCT- must:b identified. Inlgt of the differn posil behaviors of th..11"e frn o be, loca maxi mum. FTI
* .. should justif its c,:hoice of break sizes in each application to assurethat :either thI V: e're 1i s no local maximum or the siz yiligthJaiu

:local PCT has been found. Brea6k sizes down t 0.01 ft2 should be.....Considered. ....'..
11. B&W-designed plants have 'internal reactor :vetssel1 vent v Ial1.ves (RVVVs)that provide a pa0th for core. steam v~enti ng dircl to the o.d614 legs.The BWNT OCAevaluation model credits. the RVVV steam flow wit helosteam vent ing ýfor .:LBLOCA analyses. The po .s :s..ibility ex ists ý:for-I a I.coldleg pump suction, seal to cle~ar during blowdown and then reform during.reflood' before the evaluation model ..analyses predict average corequench. Since ,the REFLOOD3B 'ode :ca~nnot ýPreOdict this reformation of theloopsea. FT isrequired to..run the RELAP,5/MOD2-BW system model untilthe holecore, quench, to conirththelo salds not reform.U '** Thi s:demonstrat Ion' should be performed at: least once for each plant type(raised loop~ and..lowered loop).. and be judged ýappl icable for all LBLOCA

b'reak sizes.
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Fi Framatome Technologies, Inc. (formerly BWNT) submitted Volumes I and II ofBAW-10192P
which document the generic large and small break loss-of-coolant accident evaluation models.
:res~pectivelyforUSNRC review. These evaluation models are intended for application to all
classes ofIB&Wdesignedonce-though steam generator plants. Volume II is a licensing
addendum Which will contain licensing data, responses to NRC: questions, SERs, and other
relevant data. The ECCS evaluation models are developed to meet the requirements of Appendix
K to .10 CFR Part 50. The models make use of the RELAP5/MOD2-B&W, BEACH, and
REFLOD3B computer programs, which have previously been accepted for LOCA calculations.

The CONTEMPT code, which has also been accepted bC, is used in the event that
contaiment response calculations ar required. This;Tpical Report documents the methodolog

for bothilarge and small break ECCS analysis of OTSG plants using the computer codes listed
above.

In the subject Topical Report, Frarnatome Technologies, Inc. (FTI) presents information Which\describes 'how the LOCA analyses will be performed for small and large breaks and includes a
break spectrum analysis showing the overlap of results for intermediate break sizes. The large
break methodology is used fr cold leg breaks lirger than 2.0 ft'. For all sizes of hotegkbreaks
sand cold leg breaks between 0.75 ft2and 2.0 ft 2, a transition methodology is used. The small.
lbreak methodology is used for all breaks less than 0.75 ft"2 .

e i :methodology described in the Topical Report is generic in that it covers the application of
computer models and the manner of developing input for* the models. Sensitivity studies are

cumlocented fornodalization and time step size, plus choice of model options. Sample base
"nodel applications are also included. In response to questions in the Request for Additional
.niformation (RAI) and to questions ra ised during NRC management review, ETI has provided
technical responses which adequately address specific issues raised during the review process.

he methodology reviewed complies with the requirements of Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50. It
i therefore recommended that the methodology described in BAW-10192P, be accepted for use
i licensing calculations, subject to the restrictions enumerated in Section 6 of this report'..

. i (LA-166)
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Ii TECHEiCAL EVALUATION REPORT - BWNT .LOCA

* BWNT Loss-of-Coolant Ac'cide~nt Evaluation Model
for Once-Through Steam Generator Plants

BAW- 10 192P, Revision0

I J.0 INRODUCTION

Framatome Technologies Incorporated (P11), previously known as Babcock and Wilcox Nuclear1 Technologies (BWVNT), submitted Volumes I and 11 ofB9AW-10192P which documents generic
large and small break loss-of-coolant accident evaluation models, respectively, for USNRC
review. These reports provide a description of the FTI large and small break LOCA
methodology and present the results of benchmarks to demonstrate the methodology. TheI methodology was reviewed based on the requirements of I O-CFR-50, Appendix K and I O-CFR-
50.46 (Reference 1).

IThe subject Topical Report-describes a methodolg which ues a different complement ofjcomputer codes, than. previou. sly, ap L"proved models for Once-Through Steam Generator (OTSG)
Iplants. Currently approved large (Reference 2) and small break (Reference 3) methods for OTSGIplants are based upon the CRAFT2 code. The currently aproved large break methodology also

uses the. REFLOD3,B and TH.ETAI -B, codes. Only the R.EFLOD3B code is used as a part of the
* Imet~ho~dol~ogy ,descri~bed.i~n this Topical Report, which is based primarily on the RELAP5iMOD2-I i B&W ode (Reference 4).: The BEACH code is also used for the large break analysis. Large and

small break ECCS ev alua'tion models for Recirculating Steam Generator (RSG) plants (Reference
5), which use the same suite of codes as the subject methodology, are in use by ETI, having

Ippreviously received regulatory approval.

This Technical Evaluation Report presents the results of an evaluation of the FT! methodology for
the large and small break LOCA. Other FTI reports w'ere:'extensively used as part -)f the review
for background information. These reports include BAW- 101 68PA (Reference 5), BAW-

10] 04PA (Reference 2), and BAW-10154A (Reference 3).
A Request for Additional Information (RAI) was subm~itted to Framatome Technologies. TheirI responses, which will be included in Volume III of BAW-10192P, were reviewed and evaluated
as an integral part of the Topical Report review process. Many of the questions requested

Iclarification of specific sections in the Topical ..Report. Responses to the more sign~ificazit issues
raised in the RAI are discussed and evaluated in this report. Any RýA.1 question rferenced in theI report has a prefix RAI-LB or RAIkSB preceding the question number, denoting whether the
question pertains to the large break or small break LOCA. P11 also provided written responses to
four questions raised during the NRC management review. Res~pon'ses to these questions are

I referenced with the. Prefix RAI-MR.

(LA- 169)
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M i2.0 SUMM1ARY OF THE LARGE BREAX LOCA ANALYSIS.NMETHODS,.
BAW 10 192P, VOLUME] .

Volume I of BAW-10 192 presents the generic large break LOCA methodology to be used by FTI
for evaluating the performance of the emergency core coo0ing systemsfolloWing alarge break

I LOCA for all classes of: B&W designed plants. The report describes the methods used for large
break LOCA analysis and demonstrates the capability of the models through a series of
benchmarks. The FTI report also discusses compliance vith Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50 and
IOCFR•50.46.

- The FTI mnethodology for large break LOCA analysis utilizes the RELAPS/MOD2-ýB&W,

S REF.OPOD3B,,BEACH and CONTEMPT computer programs. Revision 3 ofteth e .
RELAP5/MOD2-B&W code (Reference4), ýwhich is based on the RELA5IMOD2 code
(Reference 6) developed by the Idaho National Engineering Laboratozy, was approve for use in

I ~the analysis of both large break and small break LOCAs for both oncefthroug and recirculating
st•eam generator plants Th RELAP.S!MOD2 'B&W program is used ti predict system therfal
hydrauilics,, core power generation, and clad temperature response during blowdowni. The" "

FLOD3B (Reference 7) program is used to determine the length of the vessel refill period and
the core flooding rate during reflood. The BEACH (Reference• 8) program is used to determine
the clad temperature responseduring the reflood period using input from REFLOD3B. The
BEACH program has been reviewed and approved for use in LOCA reflood analysis; as has

IREFLOD31B. The CONTEMPT (Reference 9) code is used should containment response3 calculations be required. Since' the computer models used by F•• have been previously reiewed
and. approyved by the USNRC this technical evaluation report (TER) focuses on the techniques
and assumptions used in, developing a model and evaluating ECCS performance during a LOCA.

SI Fi• had previously used the CRAFT2 (Reference 10) computer code for OTSG plant ECCS
evaluation-model calculations.

Theibenchmarks that have been performed to demonstrate the Ilarge break LOCA methodology
are discussed in BAW 10.1 92P, Volume I including sensitivity studies for' the RELAPS/MOD2-,
B&W, REFLOD3B. and BEACH computer codes. An evaluation of each sensitivity study is
presented in Section 3 of this report. The base case for large breaks in the FTI LOCA
methodology is a double ended guillotine rupture of the cold leg pump discharge (CLPD) pipe.

i This is also the peak clad temperature (PCT) limiting case as determined by a break spectrum
stdy.

A transition break methodology has been developed to analyze hot leg breaks and cold leg breaksin the range:0•75 ft' to 2.0 ft2. For small breaks the core flow remains upward, the.lower plenumdoes not void and reflood begins at the end of blowdown, so there is no refill period. Transition

breaks include all hot leg breaks and the range of cold leg break sizes between those exhbiting

I tyic•alsall break:.bchav.ior (:s0.75ft2)"Ladtlhosexbitingtyic large break behavior (2t
2. 0 ft). Because the behavior for small and large breaks, isquite different, the large and small
break methods do not overap for anybreak sizes. FTI developed the transition methiodologyin¶ order to provide an accurate representation of the pphysicalphenomena occurring for• .these breaks.
Results show a continuous variation of PCT as a function of cold leg break size. ....
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The transition break methodology differs from the full large break LOCA methodology in a
number of respects, including the following:.
i .. Bypassflow is cal•ulated using the RELAP5/MOD2-B&W computer code rather than a

non-mechanistic model.

2. .. ....The'REFLOD3 code is not Used, but ratIher the entire transient isanalyzed using the
AELAN5NMOD2 -B&W and BEACH cOdes*... Sinc••n.o adjustment of lower plenum
inventory is necessary a single code: isý used.

3.: The nonhomogeneous flow model is used for core junctions.

*Nding for the transition breaks is the same as for large, breaks.

There are 3 classes of B&W designed plants to which the large break LOCA methodology will be
applied. Most domestic operating plants are of the lowered loop de sign with 15 x 15 fuel bundles
:and 8 Reactor Vessel Vent Valves (RVVV). .A second class of plants hasa raised loop design,
with the same fuel type, and 4 RVVVs. This'class of plants also differs from the others by virtue
of its low head high pressure ifnjetio6n WIJ) system. There is a third design with 17 x 17 fuel,
raised loop and 8 RVVVs. Differences between the classes of plants are handled by changing the
noding schemes in the computer codes used.

(LA 17 1)
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3.0 EVALUATION OF THE LARGE BREAK LOCA ANALYSIS MIETHODS,
BAW-10192P, VOLUME I

This section discusses the review of the FTI Large Break LOCA methodology, including the
modeling features and sensitivity studies performed to select the base case timstep size,
nodali.ation, and other modeling options. The :large break model, including the modificains for* *1 **. transition break sies, was determined to comply vith the requiremnets of Apendix K to 10 CFR

Part 50. The sequence of events for a large break'LOCA is relativelywell known and the OTSG
plant response is simflar to that of other PWRs during blowdown and refill, So there is no need to

"P reiterate this information. The only significant differenc with the OTSG plants is theRVVVs
twhich act to reduce steam binding durng retiood. m'Ihis revw, ephasis was placed on areas

. which differ from the recirculating steam generator plants, for which the 'methodologyhas already
been approved.

U 3.1 Base Case Selection

The double ended guillotine brieak in the cold leg pump discharge was the most limiting break ,£ and was therefore.selected as the base case. The sample analysis was performed for the 205 FA
plant with 17 x: 17 :fuel and raised loops. The base caseselected, namely a double ended guillotine
break in the cold leg on a 205 FA plant, is acceptable for demonstrating model sensitivities andI convergence. Ahailyses must still be performed for each plant type to demonstrate compliance
with 10CFR 50.46 accetance criteria.

For B&W designed plants the R`VVs provide the primary path for the steam to reach the break.
When the loop seal clears, a second path for the steam to reach the breakis opened. FTI has

] demonstrated the ability of the RELAP5IMOD2-B&W code to predict loop seal clearing by
comparing to experimental data ftom the ROSA large scale test an the eni....tetfacility and fr-om h8escale-

MODI !facility. Appendices G and ,j of-Reference 5 contain the benchmarks.: The base case
. models a raised loop plant which ha• the loop seal at a higherelevation than a lowered loop plaht.

'P i : The benchmarks indicate that RELAP5IMOD2-B&W is generally capable of predicting loop seal
,clearing. FTI should include any noding changes which are necessary to adequately model 16op

- !seal clearing: in the lowered loop plant model.

The possibility that a loop seal could clear initially and then refill was addressed in the FTI
: I: response to RAI-MR Question 3. While this is not a likely occurrence, it is difficult to completely
* ' rule out this possibility for all event scenarios. Therefore, for each plant type where credit is

taken for steam flow through the open loop seal, FTI is required to run the RELAP5/MOD2-
B&W system model to the time of whole core quench, to confirm that the loop sea] does not

I 3.2 Time Step Sensitivity Studies

S -Separate time step convergence studies were performed for the blowdown and reflood portions of
U the base case event. FTI refers to the time step sensitivity for the blowdown period as the

RELAP5/MOD2-B&W time step study and to the reflood period study as the BEACH time step
sensitivity. For the RELAP5fMOD2-B&W time step study, the maximum time step size was

U (LA-172)
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I I decreased by a significant amount and there was no significan t change in the calculated response,
indicating convergence. The final BEACH time step convergence study was performed in

'" response to AI-LB' Question 16.i Toachieve acceptable convergence, P•T made changes in the

q I manner of calculati ngcore inlet subrooling, a boundary condition for BEACH determined from
REFLOD3B results. Rather than changing the core inlet temperature from saturation to the
REFLOD3B cal culated lower plenum volume average temperatu re, Which is significantly
subcooled, PT! modified the calculation procedure to ramp .the inlet temperture.. :FTI calculates
a mixed mean temperature at bottomn of core recovery (B OCR) based on a smaller m*ixing volume

II i: ::below theu.ppermoAt°holeein the flow distribution p!ate. The coreiet temperature used'in
BEACH is held at this value fo.r one second follo•ing BOCR and then ramped to th REFLOD3B3
calculated value over a period of up to 5 seconds. The ramp time is calculated to be the time
r required for the temperature interface to travel from the top6of theflow distnibution plate to the
heated core inlet. Experimental data from the Upper Plenum Test Facility (LPTF)and Slab Core

S: " Test Facility (SCTF) test programs were used to guide and justify the0modeling changes. :Since
th ase mode w as changed, PTI reconsidered the time step sestvy stuie run witth

previous-base model. Runs were made with both significantly increased and significantly
decreased maximum time step sizes, and thfe:results were essentially the same, demonstrating that

th soluihonlis converged.

There was very little difference in calculated fuel clad temperatures with the revised inlet
::subcooling model. The PCT was only slightly increased using the revised method, which exhibits

-conervtiv manerand improves calculational stab ilityý. FTI considered the p~otential effect of
.:•:significantly improv'ed time step co:nvergence. :Basically, this revision sm•ooths" a discontinuity in a:

thscagInprvosycmlee estvt studies and determined that the' c.onclusions ofI those studies would not be affected. This 'observation is reasonable, given the insignificant effect
of the change on the values of the key calculational result, namely peak clad temperature.

S3.3 Pressurizer Location Study

The base case assumes that the pressurizer is connected to the intact loop hot leg. A sensitivity
study was performed with the pressurizer surge line connected to the broken loop hot leg. Only

the blowdown portion of the event was simulated, since the pressurizer is emptied and hence does
not play a:significant role later in the event. The peak clad temperature (PCT) at end-of-'I iblowdown was lower and more liquid remained in the lower plenum, i.e. results were less
conservative. Therefore, the base model retains the pressurizer on the intact'loop.

I I 3.4 Break Area Nodi ng Sensitivity Study
IPast experience with RELAPS has indicated that noding detail in the vicinity of the break can

afetresults. Therefore, PT! performed a sensitivity study to demonstrate that the noding used inIth base model is adequate for predicting break flow.' An additional node was used at each end
of the pipe at' the break location. The case was run for the blowdown only, since this is the period
when more detailed modeling of break flow may be important. Only small differences in results
were found with the more detailed nodalization, thus demonstrating convergence of the base
model.

(LA- 173)
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3.5 Core Cross Flow Sensitivity Study

Section.i.C.74a Of Appendix K to 10 CFR Pirt 50 requires that the effect of cross floW iin :the core
be considered. .To determine appropriate values to use for cross flowl, resistance, FTI first
estimated a value based upon the core geometry and then performed a sensitivity stdy to e d
establish the effbct ofvrigtecosfow resistance'on calculated PCT. Only sall effet
were seen for rather lage viations in assumed cross flow resistance. It wasshown to be
conservative to increase cross flow reistance, However, this increased PCT by causing DNB to
.be calculated earli~er.,4 Ealycaclation of DN.B is known to be -one of the more significant
conservatismss in the evaluation model, so additional conservatism in this area is not needed.
Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50 requires ondythat the effects of cross flow be included in a
reatistic manner., FTI has used a realistic model for cross flow and has shown that the results vary
only slightly:with changes incross-flow resistance.. Thereforeuse of the nominal estimated cross
flrw resistarce•• is acceptable.

3.6 Core Noding Study

1

In addition to the cross flow resistance sernsitivity. FTI considered radi a core nodalization and its
effect on cross flow. An additional parallel channel, referred to by FTI as the middle channel, was
added to represent the eight fuel bundles surrounding the hot bundle. The radial peaking factor
.for these eight bundles was varied to determine the-effect on calculated fuel and clad

1teperatures. A wide range of radial peaking factors covering the spectrum ofpossibilitieswas
€considered. The effect on fuel and clad tempeatures at the end-of-blowdown was shown to be

smal.l As with the cross floW sensitivity study, the various radial peaking factors influenced fuel
temperatures by slightly changing 'the time of D Which is eprcte to occur

I early. There is no need to select a case which predicts the earliestDNji since all of the cases
predict DNB much eialier than expected.

Anl response to RAl-LB Question 14, FT! provided evidence that the base model predicts more.conseryafive temperatures than one using best estimate cross-flow resistance and radial peaking
factor. These extensive sensitivity studies demonstrate that the FTI model adequately addresses-
the effect of cross flow in the core region.

3.7 Pump Degradation Study

In addition to the base model, two different pump two-phase degradation models were tested in a
sensitivity study. A curve referred to by FTI as the MI curve yielded more conservative results
I and was incorporated into a revised base model. Use of this more conservative model is
acceptable.

Pump Power Study

0or ECCS evaluation calculations, a loss of off-site power is assumed concurrent with the LOCA,
The main coolant pumps will then be unpowered and will coast down. •Ti demonstrated that this

Sssumptioi is conservative by running the pumps powered case and showing that it yields'lower

ýel and clad temperatures.

(LA-174)
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3.9 ECCS Bypass Stud

Initially, FTI used a mechanistic ECCS bypass model for the large break. That is, the flowof
ECCS to the break was calculated using RELAP5M6OD2-B&W. A sensitivity study was
performed using'a mechanhstic imodel, which removed all ECCSliquid injeted prior to the
• calculated end-of-bypass. '.It was determined that the amount of liqUid calculated to be resident in
the lower plenum av•endof-blowdon wasvirtually identical:for the two methods.

rrI used the 'non mechanistic model in its base methodology and all subsequent large break
sensitivity studies (See RAY-LB Question 4). Therefore, only the non mechanistic model is
acceptable for large break calculations, The non mechanistic model has the advantage of
producing less calculated oscillatory behavior.

in the non mechanistic model both a partial end of bypass and an end of bypass a.re calculated.
Appendix K Section I.C. L .c, does not prescribe how end of byass is to be calculated. It lists
two acceptable methods, but does not limit the definitions to It .hese methods. Thet partial end of
bypass model has been developed based upon relevant Upper Plenum Test Facility (UPTF) data.
It satisfies Appendix K requirements for modeling end of bypass.

The transition methodology uses a mechan~istic' m odel fot predicting bypass flow. Since Appendix
K requirements for bypass flow modeling apply only for cold leg breaks, this approach is.
acceptable for hot leg breaks. For cold leg' breaks less than 2.0 ýft 2,ta is those anIalyzed with the
transition methodology, the mechanistic model is also used. FTI showed that for the2.0 .ft cold
leg break, the mechanistic model underpredicts the lower plenum inventory at the time o f PCT
compared to. the large break model which uses the non mechanistic bypass model. Based upon
this comparison and the small break LOCA benchmarking of the RELAP5/MOD2-B&W code
against LOFT Experiment L3-5 reported in Reference 5, the mechanistic model is acceptable for
transition breaks.

-3.10 REFLOD3B Loop Noding Sensitivity Study

†.:
Ii
Ii
II
Ii
I'
. 1
I

As part of the sensitivity studies performed for REFLOD3B, a loop noding study was performed
by doubling.the number of nodes in the loops in the REFLOD3B model and comparing the results
to the base model results: Key results for the core inlet flooding rate, core and downcomer water
levels, and carryout rate fraction were compared by FTI and little difference was found, indicating
convergence of the base model.

3.11 REFLOD3B Pump Resistance Sensitivity Study

A lock rotor assumption is used in the base REFLODB model. To demonstrate that this is
conservative, FTI computed form loss coefficients for the pump which correspond to the free-
spinrung impeller •condition. The pump pressure drop' foirulation in RELAP5• MOD2-B&W was

i:used:to deteine'a loss coefficient fbr the free-spijnning 1rotor condition. The results show that
the free spinning impeller case results in a higher iore. flooding rate because of a reduction of
Steam binding in the upper plenum. Thus the locked rotor assumption is conservative and
:appropriate for the base model.

(LX-L175)



3.12 BEACH Axial Fuel Segmentation Study

FTI performed a study to :determine the sensitivity of the PCT to a change in the maximum
numberof axial rezoning segments used in the BEACH analysis. The fine mesh rezoring feature

in BEACH adjusts the number of i0f al mesh points tobe used in each heat structure based on user.

!' input and :criteria programmed into the code.: The base case utilizes 8 fine mesh rezoning
" ncrements. Sensitivity cases with 16 and 32 fine mesh zoning increments were run. The BEACH
results for peak clad temperature and average oxidation increase in the hot and average channels
are sIml, indicating that the b•e model is converged.a:. Sim ar n
3.13 Axial Verss RaJdial Core Peak4n Factor Study

Section LA of Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that "A range of power distribution shapes
and peaking factors representing power distributions that may occur over the, core lifetime shall be
studied and the one selected should be that which results in the most'severe calculated
consequences, for the spectrum of postulated breaks and single failures analyzed.." FTi performed:
the axial versusradial core peaking factor study to determine whether significantvariations in

.:Peak clad temperature or whole-scorehydrogen generation: would resultfrom different
combinations of the radial and axial peaking factors. In thiWs sensitivity study, results for axial'.peaking factors of 1.6 rand 1.8 are generated and compared t o the base case which employsa .

factor of 1.7. In both cases, the radial peaking factor is adjusted to conserve the peak linear heat
generation rate. Both cases produced an increase in the PCT of less than 50 :F.

In response t6 RAI-MýRI and RAI-NR4, FTI provided a detailed explanation of how the axial and
radial peaking factors for the LOCA analysis 'are determined. The set of power distributions
-which can actually be achieved is set by a maneuvering analysis which includes non-LOCA
imposed limitations. Over most of the rangei of power distributions, the limitations imposed by
the maneuvering analysis are considerably tighter than those imposed by the LOCA LHGR limit.
For certain ranges of the power distribution, in particular core inilet skewed peaks, the M argin
.bet.ween the maneuvering analysis limitations and the LOCA limitations, approaches.a rmnimum.

-Fo these power distributions the axial and radial peaking factors are approximately equal.
Therefore, ETI uses a 1.7 axial peaking factor and sets the radial peaking toreach the LHGR

Hinhit.

For the-limiting break, five different axial offsets (axial location of the power peak) are then run at
'both BOL and MOL conditions, in addition to one EOL case to show that MOL conditions
boundsEOL conditions. These cases establish the LOCA limit. The manner of selecting the
cases to be considered from among the infinite number of possibilities considers the distribution of

. power shapes wich are achievable based upon the constraints imposed by the maneuvering
analysis. The cases analyzed are those cove g a range of conditions where the margin betweenIthe maneuvering analysis limitations and the LOCA limitations are at a minimum. Therefore, use
of an axial peaking factor of 1.7 is appropriate as the base case for sensitivity studies in this

. report. Shouid the maneuvering analysis for a new fuel type or application indicate that the
mi.nimum margins occur for power distributions other than those analyzed herein, the axial
peaking factor used should be adjusted so that the cases analyzed remain in the range of the
minimum margin.

(LA-176)
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3.14 Break Spectrum Study

To satisfy' the requirements of Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50, a spectrum of twelve large breaks
was analyzed, including double-ended breaks located in the. hot leg and cold leg pump suction,.
and split breaks at various locations and of'ous sizes. : :The spectrum of breaks consi.dered by
FT: in this demonstration is sufficiently incluSive to: be used as a format for specifi applications of

I temethodology. A review of the LOCA spectrumr results is p~r: esented in the following sections.

I 3.14.1 CLPD Guillotine Breaks

For the CLPD double ended guillotine break, discharge coefficients of 1.0, 0.8, 06, and 0.4 were
" analyzed. The results show that the maximum temperature is :predicted for a discharg6 coefficient

of 1.0 and that peak- clad temperature decreases with decreasing discharge djh coefficient (or break
Iii: sie : FTrI attributes this trend to increases in core upflow during theeary phases of blowdown,

increased core flooding rate due to lower pin temperatures and..decreased refill time due to earlier
1 end of bypass predictions. in all cases, the temperature is below the:2200 'F temperature limit in

S 1: 1OCFR 50.46. 'The results presented by FTI show that .the base case, which is a double-ended
.. I: : ,uillotine break with a discharge coefficient of i1.0 will produce the most limiting results.

3.14.2 CLPD Split Breaks

In the LBLOCA spectrumn study, several break scenarios involving a split break in the pump
discharge piping were analyzed. A split break with an area double the discharge pipe cross

i sectional area was analyzed using the LBLOCA methodology. An analysis was performed fora a2
. i f' split break using both the LBLOCA and transition methodologies. The transition break

methodology was usedfto analyze additional cases involvinig split breaks with areas of 1.5, 1.0,
a. d 0:75ft2.ý The CLPD. double area split break resulted in lower cladding temperatures relative
to the base case, which isbattributed to predictions of higher core downflow during the later

i portion of the blowdown phase.

. 1 .Analysis of the 2 9•t split break using both the base LBLOCA and transition methodologies
I ~showed the overlap .of the transition LOCA methodology with the large break methodology. FTI

: presented comparative results using the two' methods and noted that the results from the:
:I . LBLOCA and transition LOCA methodology match well.: There is some difference in the

Icollapsed liquid level later in the transient. YTI attributes this to the higher refill rate predicted by
I the transition methodology relative to the LBLOCA methodology. In both cases, the peak clad

tI emperature is predicted to be lower than the base. case.

IThe transition methodology results for the 1.5, 1.0, and 0.75 fl' split breaks show the expected\trends in pressure and break mass Dlow behavior. The peak clad temperature decreases withI
decreasing break size. FTI notes that the RVVVs pass all of the core steam production to the
break for the 1 ft2 and 0.75 ft2 breaks. Total core dryout was not predicted in these cases. In the
case of the I -. 5 ft2 break, FTI noted that the RVVVs were unable to handle the flow to the break.

* he lower plenum cleared of liquid in this case, resulting in an additional path for steam venting.
i Core quenching occurred at approximately the same time for all three cases. In all cases, the peak,

clad temperature is predicted to be lower than the base case.
(LA- 177)
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• i 3..4.3 LPS Break. ....-.....:Anaoysis ofa double ended gUilOtie break in the pump suqtn piping with a discharge coefficient- . .....

of 1.0 resulted in a lower peak clad temperature prediction 'than.the base ease. •1 atributes thWis
to rtenion f &i~niicht aioufl fECCiwater during blowd 9w: which short~en the

q ::i . adiakati ,heam fio ~•..B~reak fld rateis"lso reduced rative tothe base cas because of
... ! increased .pump resistance 66e to te changed br loc~ation,'.•..... •.. :. " :.:.>.::....

The doubý 1 nded guinlotie break inthe hot leg ' witha discharge coefficient of l0 resulted in a
lower peak clad temperature relative to the base case . FTI attributes thisto mostly posIve flow
thr.ogh the core which'enhunces core heat transfer, Also, th~e lowerIplenum .was not ptrede•e to
empty during thI event,, resulting ih a shortnied adiabatic heatup period:

. . . .. .. C " 9 ..... "C• ' -: r'• ,: i

3.15. Time in Iife.StudV .. . ,..

LOCA liupitsmot E•e. de':fined by,, specfic application of the methodology descobed in this, I .. ,

.repor;i The purpose of the qnalysis described in this section is to provide a demonstrationof the-
methodology to)be used. Calculations were perfo6rriea at fojur times in life using the full model,I i ime. RELAP5/MOD2-B&W. REFLOD-3B and BEACH, along with TACO3 for fuel rod initial
conditions. The evient slected for analysis was the base case double-ended CLPD break with a_
center peaked axial power shape...

The demonstration establish'd that BOL onditions should be used in the average chanel whie :
burnup is advanced in the hot channel. :Based upon the demonstration calculation, it is expected

.:.that the linear heat rate will bemairntaine'd ut to approximately 45,000 .WNAD TU, after which
it Will need to be decreased. While more thanfour burnup points will generally be needed for

4, speefic applications, the methodology presented in this section adequately demonstrates the
approach for deteerining time-i life limits '.

3.16 -Three Operating RC Pumps at 75% Full Power Study

The purpose of this analysis is to dembnstrate that the LUCA limýits for four pump operation will
cover three pump operation at the 7S*,D power level. Siinc 0 LOCA imits can only be established:
by a specific application, it follows that lim~its for three pump operation can also only.be . . . .

established specific application. in .uch an application, the factor of 1.02 will need to be applied
to the.power to satisfy the requirements of Appendix K to 10 CMR Part,50. To justify operation . .... .I
at 75% power will require that the analysis be performed at 75 x 1.02 = 765% :power.

I Depending upon the status of the inoperable pump, it may also be necessary to consider cases inIaddition to the locked rotor." . .

I3.17 LOCA Limit Demnonstrat'ion Cases

A demonstration cafcuJation for LOCA limits determination was performed to illustrate the FTI
approach. The base CLPD break was sirpulated with various axial power shapes. 'In an actual

(LA- 178)
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application of the complete methodology, calculations will be performed with the peak power
locationassumfied to occur at five different elevations in the core. For this demonstration,
calculations were performed with the aidal peak of 1.7at -three different locations, and the radial.
peaking factor was set to obtain' the maximum 'LHGR. In an actual application, five diefferet axial
ýpeak locations willbe analyzed at BOL and MOL] conditions, in addition to one case at EOL to
demonstrate that MOL is more limiting. The general approach is acceptable for demonstrating
the LOCA limits methodology.. However, fora anew fuel type or application FTI. should

ý.demonstrate that the minimum LOCA margins occur. for the range of power distributions . ....
analzed.

3.18 Nimurn/Maximum ECCS Injection Study

The base case has minimum pumped ECCS injection in the REFLOD3B calculations together
with a containment back pressure based upon maximum ECCS pumped injection. Pumped ECCS

.injection does not occur during the blowdown so RELAP5'MOD2 calculations are not affected.
To'determine whether the base case is conservative,. two additional cases weire run with minimum
ECC.S injection and maximum EC-CS injection in both the REFLOD3B.a'nd containment
calculations. The maximum ECCS case proved to be the most conseritive athough by a ver•y
small amount; 32 F increase in PCT compared to the:base case and'35 F greater than'the:
minimum ECCS case.• These calculations showed that it will be necessary to perform this,
sensitivity study 'for each specific application to determine the limiting case. The procedure used
to perform the sensitivity study is acceptable. Also, the difference iin;PCT compared to the base
case is small enough that sensitivity studies performed with the base.case model are acceptable.

. . . . .. .
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4.0, SUMMARY OF TH-E SMALL BREAK LOCA ANALYSIS METHODS,
BAW- 10l 92P, VOLUMEvf 1I..
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Volue IIofBA-1O192 presents the. gneric small break LOCA methodolgb ob sdb
ETI for evaluating the performance. of the emergency core cooling systems folloing a small
break LOCA for all classes of B&W. designed plants. The report describes the methods used for
small break LOCA analysis and demonstrates the capability of the models through a series of

.benchmarks. TheFTI report also discusses compliance with AppendxK to 10 CFR Pa ,50 and
10 CFR 50.46.

The FTI methodology for small break LOCA analysis utiles; the RELAPSiMOD2-B&W ....
computercod.e. The RELAP5/MOD2-B&W computer code, which'is based on the
RELAPS/OD2 code, was approved for use in the analysis of both large break and small break
LOCAs for both once throughard recirculating steam generator plants as noted in Section 2.
The RELAPS/MOD2 B&W program is used to predict system thermal hydraulics, the average
core and hot channel void distributions, and the hot and average core claddingftemperatu.re.
responSe:&or the entire transient.

The benchmar.ks that have been performed to demonstrate the small break LOCA methodology
are discussed in BAW- 101 92P, Volume II including sensitivity studies for relevant parameters for
the RELAP5JMOD2 B&W computer code. An evaluation of each sensitivity study is presented in
Section 5 of this report. I The base case chosen for small break sensitivity studies was a 0.1 ft .

break at the bottom of the: cold* leg pump discharge pipe.'

The three classes of B&W designed plants to whch the small break LOCA methodoloy wiill be
applied are discussed in Section 3. Differences between the classes of plants are handled by
changing the noding schemes in the computer codes used.

. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .
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5.0 EVALUATION OFTI{E SMALL BREAK LOCA ANALYSIS METHODS,
BAW-10192Pi VOLUME U

Review of the small break ECCS evaluation methodology described in Volume 1I of BAW-
.10192P, was performed to determnine compliance with the requirements of Appendix K to 10 CFR
Part 50. Based upon this review, the methodology was determyine~d t~obe in compliance with
Appendix K requirements as they apply for small break loss-of-croolant accidents.

This section discusses the methodology used for the small break and the sensitivity studies which
were performed to support the methodology.

5.1 BaseModel Selection

A preliminary b reak spectrum analysis combined with the results from previously approved
evaluation models were used to select the initial base case for the sensitivity studies. The choice
was confirmed by a final break spectrum analysis. Initially a 0.1 f 2t break in the bottom of the
cold leg pump discharge leg was selected as the.base case. The analyses were all performed for
the 205 FA plant with 17 x 17 flel and raised loops,. iWal power shape for the base case was
selected as a 1.7 peaking factor at the 9,705 ft elevation and a peak LHGR of 16.5 kWft.ý All of
the sensitivity studies wvere perfored by varying selected portions of this base model......'..

To assure that a heatup of the fuel was predicted, it was necessary for FTI to introduce
conservatism into, the calculations beyond those normally required for a design basis analysis. The.
core flood tank (CET) pressure was reduced from 615 psia to:5,15 psia to artificially delay coolant
flow from the CFTs. If this conservatism is not introduced, no.:fuel heatup is predicted for the
small break LOCAs and convergence/effects on the key fuel temperature result cannot be
evaluated. For purposes of demonstrating sensitivities and convergence, this approach is
acceptable since it is conservative. Following completion of the sensitivity studies, a final base
case was run which incorporated changes made as a result of the sensitivity studies.

The definition of the base case using the 0.1 ft' break in the bottom of the cold leg in a 205 FA
plant is acceptable for dermonstrating modelsoensitivities and convergence. In the RELAPS coae,
break flow area (A) and discharge coefficient .(CD)are equivalent multiplicative factors in the
break flow calculation. That is,:the calculated mass flux is multiplied by CDA to get the mass flow
rate. Separate values of the disc.harge coefficient can be input for subcooled, two-phase and
superheated conditions at the break inlet. ::During the course of the sensitivity studies, the break
discharge coefficient for void fractions greater than 70 percent was changed from 0.7 to 1.0. This
results in a redefinition of the base case so that the break area with the revised discharge
coefficient corresponds to a 0.07 Of break. Sensitivity studies performed with the discharge
coefficient of 0.7 remain valid since the characteristics of the responses such as convergence and
the relative differences in key parameter values are not expected to change appreciably with this
small difference in break size.

(LA-lal)
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5.2 .. Time Step Sensitivity Studies

FTI ran the base case with maximum time steps of ;01, .02 and .025 seconds. As indicated inI RAI-SB Question 17 on Volume i1, there were differences in core mixture level and quench time
between the cases with 0.01 and 0.02 maximum time step size. FTI correctly points out in their
response that there is good agreement in the key predictions of PCT and minimum core mixture
level. FTI attributes differences in core mixture level and quench time to variatio:s in the
prediction of breakfloW which occur following the time of PCT. For purposes of calculating
PCT• F• has demonstrated convergence in this case.

.3 Pressurizer Location Study

A sensitivity study was performed starting with the base case small break event, but refocating the
bebfk to the loop with the pressurizer attached. The differences were small (18 F lo:werPCT).

3 1. for the sensitivity run. Therefore, the base case as not modified and the pressurizer remains
connected to the intact loop.

5.4 Core Cross Flow Sensitivity Study

I Section l.C.7.a of Appendix K to 10CFR Pan 50 requires that "the hot channel shall not be
greater than the: size of one0f6el assembly". The hot channel in the small break RELAP5 model
consists of 12 fuel bundles in a 3:x 4 rectangular array. FTJ states that 5 to 10 percent of the fuelI bundles have a radial peaking factor similar to that of the hot bundle. To satisfy Appendix K to 10
CFR Part 50,. it must be* assumed that all tw.telve bundles in the hot channel have the same radial
peaking factor as the hottest bundle in the core. Since the RELAP5/MOD2 B&W calculation also
provides the hot pin results, the peaking factor is actually that of the hottest fuel pin. In this case,

* the results of using the 12 fuel bundle model will be more conservative than:fhose:for a-single
bundle hot channel, since there Willbe less cross fl6w. This is an acceptable model since it

j reduces the hot channel to average channel cross flow area compared to a single bundle hot
-... channel. On a per bundle basis, the area for cross flow is reduced when a larger number of

bundles is included in the hot channel.

FTI performed a sensitivity study on the effect of cross flow resistance between the 3 x 4 hot

additionan tohe average core. Three different distributions of resistances were considered in
addition to the base case. These cases covered a range of resistance values greater than would be
expected to occur. The base case produced the highest value of PCT. In the upper part of the
core., where the PCT will occur, the base case uses a high value for resistance to flow from the3 average into the hot channel, and a low value of resistance for flow out of the hot, and into the
average channel. Hence it is relatively difficult for water to enterfrom the cooler average channel
:ito the hot channel when the pressure difference would allow flow in this direction. Atthe-same

i i time, it is easy for steam to leave the hot channel when the pressure gradient permits, resulting in
a decrease in steam velocity and consequently steam cooling. This is the most likely reason why

f : the base case produced conservative results relative to cases with both larger and smaller cross
• 5 " flow resistance.

i iL

(LA-182)
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Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that the effect of cross flow in the core be considered.
FTI has used a model for cross flow resistance which gives conservative PCT predictions
compared to models with either larger or smaller cross flow resistances. Therefore, use of the
base model is acceptable since it produces results which bound those of a wide range of cross
flow models.

5.5 Core Noding Sensitivity Study

A sensitivity study was performed increasing the number of bundles in the hot channel from 12 to
24. There was no significant change in results. This indicates that the 12 bundle model is
acceptable. As discussed in Section 5.4 above, decreasing the number of fuel bundles included in
he ot channel will increase the cross flow area per bundle leading to increased cross flow. and
ess conservative results. Therefore it was not necessary to :rn a case with a lesser number of fuel
)undies in the hot. channel.'

5.6 CFT Line Resistance Sensitivity Study

[lie base case has theri inoinal (best estimate) CFT line resistance increased by a factor of 100.
TI uses Nths increased CFT line resistance for all:small breaks except the CFT line break where a
ominal value of resistance is used Increased CF.T line resistance promotes calculational stability

)y eliminating piredicted 'wide swings in CFT injection flow.

To demonstrate that use of this increased resistance is acceptable, FTI ran three sensitivity cases.
First, the base case 0.e1 f12 CLPD break was modified to run with nominal CFT line resistance.
Predicted PCT was 20 oF lower than the base case indicating that the use of a high CFT line

:,.resistance is conservative, This is the expected trend since 'the4 higher resistance results in lower
OCT fl.o.w for a given primary system to CFT pressure drop,. and hence decreased flow from the

':;CFT. T.his: is further demonstrated by the second and third sensitivityruns, the 1.0 ft2 CLPD
break w6th nominal and increased CET line resistance. There was no fuel heatup for these cases
:so PCT was the same for both runs. The minimum core mixture level was similar but the nominal
resistance case recovered core level more quickly, indicating that the increased resistance case is
more conservative..

Use of a CFT line resistance greater than nom•ial was shown to be conservative. This practice
also leads to increased numerical stability, a desirable outcome. Therefore, use of increased CFT
line resistance for the spectrum of small breaks is acceptable.

5.7s Break Discharge Coefficient Study

TIhs sensitivity study resulted in a change being made to the small break modeling approach. In
the initial studies, a discharge coefficient of 0.7 was used for break volume void fractions greater
than 70%. Two sensitivity cases were run, one for the 0.1 ft2 and one for the 0.3 ft2 CLPD break. i
For these runs, the discharge coefficient was not chang' ed as a function of break node void
fraction. To make the runs comparable, the break size was reduced by a factor of 0.7. In each
case, the PCT increased for the revised model with constant discharge coefficient. FTI referenced
material which indicated that the Moody model provides relatively accurate predictions of flow at

(LAIj 8 83



high void fractions, suggesting that the discharge coefficient of 1.0 is a more appropriate
description of the actual physical behavior. The constant discharge coefficient of 1.0 was henceu adopted for the base model. This is the only acceptable model.

As a result of the change in the break:discharge coefficient, the break spectrum study was ..
performed using a discharge coefficient of 1.0 for break volume void fractions greater than 70
p'ercent. Previous sensitivity cases perfome6d th a discharge coefficient of 0.7 remain valid
s:ince the characteristics of the responses'such as convergence and the relative differencesmin key
parameter values are not expected to change appreciably with this small difference in break size.

5s :Break Spectrum Study
.I The purpose of the break spectrum study is to dEmonstrate how telimiting break ýse'wi be

determined in specific applications of the methodology. FTI performed calculations for 12 cold
leg:pump discharge break sizes between 0.04 ft2 ad 1.43 f62. These events were divided into
three categories based ýupon the response characteristics; small, intermediate and large CLPD
SBLOCAs. FTI also analyzed double ended CFT line and BPI line, breaks.: In..a specific.Il •applications of the methodology addition cases mayneed to be run to more accurately predict
the limiting small break size, as discussed in Section 5.8.1 below. Also, smaller break sizes down* to the range of 0.01 ft2 will need to be considered.

5.'581 CLPD.Breaks. .

J. To obtain a temperature excursion for small breaks, it was necessary for FTI to artificially lower
the CFT fill pressure from 615 psia to 515 psia. FTI felt it was necessary to obtain a temperature

i I excursion in order to demonstrate convergence oftheclad temperature prediction, even though q
I no excUrsion is normally predicted for licensing applications. With this artificial conservatism,

teeis abra size which yields a maximum calculated PCT. This break size can be
1 i: :characterized as the one which allows the most fluid to drain from the reactor vessel prior to the

pressure:ýdropping to the HPI setpoint. In this .demonsitratioi application, :FTI identified the 0,1
Sft CLPD break as a limiting SBLOCA. PCT for this case was higher than for slightly smaller and
tslightly lariger breaks. In response to RAI-SB Questfion 19, FTI stated that its methodologyf&°ra"
specific application would identify the break size which yields the local maximum PCT to within

i an approximately 20% variation in break size. One co.ncernwith this approach is that for an
S actual application, a broad sweep through the spectrum may not show an• ,sign of a peak, possibly

because the peak• is vet'locaized. auBecse of the different possible behaviorsofte local
Trmaximum. FTi should justify its choic of break sizes in each application to assure that either
there is no local maximum, or the size yielding the maximum local PCT has been found.

Four small CLPD breaks in the intermediate category were also analyzed; 0. 15, 0.175, 0.2 and 0.3
ft'. None of these break sizes yielded a Signficant fuel temperature excursion. In an actual
application, the local PCT maximum at 0.3 ft&:would warrant additional attention.

| I Breaks analyzed in the large category of small CLPD breaks included 0.4, 0.75, 1.0 and 1.43 ft2.
The PCTs calculated for these breaks increase with break size and merge with the transition break

(LA- 184)



4-results in a reasonable faishion. This indicates that the PCT will be more limiting for larger break
sizes than those analyzed using the smal break methods.I ~ ~~~~~ .......... ..............

. 5.8.2 CFT Line Break:,

A double-ended rupture of the CFT flood line at the reactor vessel nozzle is the initiator for this
* event. Break flow area is limited to that of the nozzleinsert, 0.44 ft,. placing this event in the

category of a small break. The break location and ECCS availability differ iompared to other.
small breaks. since one CFT and one LP] are unavailable prior to applying the single failure
criteria. Like a number of the small CLPD breaks of similar size, no clad temperature excursion
.was predicted for this event. FTI has correctly incIdedd this case in the spectrum of events to beU considered and should continue to do so for specific applications of the methodology,.

U 5.8.3 HPI Line Break

" 1 This event is initiated by the rupture of the BPI line at the cold leg connection. Break area is
0.02463 R'2, which corresponds to the nozzle area without a thermal sleeve insert. As with the
CFT line break, no clad temperature excursion is predicted for this case. Nevertheless, due to the

reduced ECCS avail abilitv'.ý including this event in the' break spectrum analysis is appr-opriate.

(L-185)
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND LMTATiONS::"

The Framlaiome Technologies LOCA methodology as documented in BAW-i0192P, Volumes I
through 111, has been reviewed and evaluated. Both the large and small break methods,
documented in Volumes I and II respectively, have been determined to comply with the
requiremnts of Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50. Based on the information presented and the"
responses to'RAI provided, the use of this methodology for reference in licensing applicatio ,ns.
involving large and small break LOCA analysissfor plants with once-through steim gJenrators is
acceptable subject to the following conditions:-

1. The LOCA methodology should include any NRC restrictions placed on the individual
codes used in the EM.

2. The guidelines, code options, and prescribed input specified in Tables 9-1 and 9-2 in both
Volume I and Volume II of BAW-10 1 92P should be used in LBLOCA and SBLOCA
evaluation model applications, respectively.

3. The limiting linear heat rate for LOCA limits is deterrined by the power level and the
product of the axial and radial peaking factors. An appropriate axial peaking factor for
use in determining LOCA limits is one that is representative of the fuel and ýore design,
and which may occur over the core lifetime. The radial peaking factor is then set to obtain
the limiting linear heat rate. For this demonstration, calculations were performed with the
axial peak of 1.7. The general approach is acceptable for demonstrating the LOCA limits
methodology. However, for a new, fuel type or applicationr, TI should demonstrate that
the minimum LOCA margins occur for the range of power distributions analyzed.

I

4. The mechanistic ECCS bypass model is acceptable for cold leg transition (0.75 ft 2 to '2.0
ft') and hot leg break calculations. The non mechanistic ECCS bypass model must be
used in the large cold leg break ( l 2.0 fR2) methodology since the demonstration
calculations and sensitivities were run with this model.

5. "Time in life LOCA limits must be determined with, or shown to be bounded by, a specific.
application of the NRC-approved evaluation model.

6.

7.

LOCA limits for three pump operation must be established for each class of plants by
application of the methodology described in this report. An acceptable approach is to
demonstrate that three-pump operation is bounded by four-pump LHR limits....,.

Determination of the limiting ECCS configuration, including minimum versus maximum
ECCS, must be determin-ed for each plant or class of plants using this methodology.

8. : For the small break model, the hot channel radial peaking factor to be used should
correspond to that of the hottest rod in the core, and not to the radial peaking factor of the
12 hottest bundles

(LAI-82. 86 )
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9. The constant discharge coefficient model (discharge coefficient =, 1.0) referred to as the
"High orLow Break Voiding Normalized Value" should be used for all small break
analyses The model Which changes the discharge coefficient as a function of void
fraction, i.e. the "Intermediate Break Voiding Normalized Value" should not be used,
unlress the transient is analyzed with both discharge models and the intermediate• void
method produces the more conservative result.

10. ...F&r a specific application of the FTI small briek'LOCA methodology, the break size
which&ields the local maximum PCT must be identified.. In light.of the different possible
behaviors of the local maximum, FTI should justify itsirch. ce.of6brea .sizesin each
application to assure that either there is no local maximum, or the size Yidimg the'
maximum local PCT has been found. Break sizes .down to0.01 .ft 2 should be considered.

1.1. FTI should include any noding changes which are necessary to adequately model loop seal
clearing in the lowered loop plant model.

12:. The possibility that a loop sea• could clear initially and then refill. W•ile.'his is not a likely
occurrence, it is difficult to completely rule out this possibility~for all event scenarios.
Therefore, for each plant type where cr:edit is taken:for steam flowthrough the open loop
seal. FTI is required to run the RELA•.5/MOD2-B&W system model to the time of wholeI

core quench, to confirm that the' loopr seal does 'not iefill.

II

.l "" i . . .. . . . .. : ''i, '':" •~ !:::::
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FTI-98-1794
June 10, 1998

Document Control Desk
U.S..& Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Subject:

References:

Response to a Typographica 'rror in BWNT LOCA-BNT Loss-of-Coolant

:.:!• il iRobe~rt C. iJones (US NRC), dated Februr 15, 1i994; Subjecti: ":BWNTiAc:i:LOCA- BW Loss-of-CoolantAccident Evaluation Modei fo nce-::? rtP s
ThouhStamGneatrPlnt,9BW2P19P

2) Letter •rom James E.18) ons (S:H. I C) tao. H.Tayioer T(cramaitome

Technologies), dated February 18. 1997; Subject: Acceptance for
Referencing of Topical Report BAW-10192-P, BWNT Loss-of-Coolant
Accident Evaluation Model for Once-through Steam Generator Plants"

Gentlemen:

Framatome Technologies, Inc. (ETI).::)has discovered a typographical error in the NRC-approved
:version of the Topical Report BAW-l 0192-P, BWNT LOCA (Reference 2). The error was
discovered in the Large Break Loss-Of-Coolant Accident (LBLOCA),tex tdiscussion of the three-
operating Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) study, The purpo Ise of the study was to validate that the
four-reactor coolant pump LOCA linear heat rate (LHR) limits were applicable and bounded the

three-pump limits. FT•[performed the cold leg pump discharge LOCA blowdown•study with all
posssible.orie'ntation differences between the break and the inoperable reactor coolant pump. The
most lifiting blowdown results were continued through the refill and reflood phases of the ýevent
to demonstrate that the calculated three-pump consequences were less severe than the
correspo e.sonding four-pump case consequences. The most severe three pump cse was caculated
when the break was located in the cold leg with the inoperable pump. This orientation is
inconsistent with the text included :in .the topical repo .Therefore, replacement pages for the

original release of Topical Report BAW- 10 192P (Referenc e 1) and BAW-1l 01 92NP are included.

(LA-189)
3315 Old Forest Road, RO. Box 10935, Lynchburg, VA 24506-0935
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Thiis error, discovered byFI i ond in the te~xt (page A-43, Volume 1, BWNT LOCA)
describing the results of the studly.,. The text stated that:

The case with thie locked rotor in the inacet leg of the broken loop produced.
the most severe cladding temperatures at the end of blowdown.

Ths miscomniunication was also found in two other places. :The ffirtuwas in the title Of the:
I.second case identifiedin Table. A-20 (page A-77) of Volume I, Break.h i Unaffcted Cold Leg.

The second was in the response to.Request for Additional Information (letter M/06-33, dated
May 6, 1996); specifically, Question 21 in Volume 1, which pointed the reviewers back to the text
on page A-43 for clarification of the break and inoperable RCP.

Upon review of the calculation files that support the three-pump study. it has been confirmed that
the case with the locked rotor in the broken leg produces the most severe results. (It should be
noted that Table A4d9 cortly identifies that the case with the inactive pump in loop 2A
.prdu themost severe results.) Ft the case identified on Table A-20 has this

I cnfiurtio, nd hetite f te hir clumn should be "Inoperable Pump in Broken ColdLe.

This enslosungcrrection to these text errors. The changes to the text on page A-43 and tale

A-20 of Volume.i of the iWNT LOCA topical are identified by change bars in the right margin.
Further, the response to Question 21, Volume 1, of the Requests for Additional Information
(attachment to letter JHT/96-33, May 6, 1996) is incorrect. The second paragraph of that
response should have read:

The heading in Table A-20 is confl.zsipg. The textpon revised page A-43
(second paragraph) identifies that the most severe results Were calculated
withth a in the broken leg. This representation, as
seen on Figure 4-5 (Page 4-49),'Jmakes reactor coolant ýpump Component 265
inactive.

The errors noted do not alter the conclusions that the consequences of the four-pump LOCA
analyses are more severe than those for the three-pump. The four-pump limits remain bounding
for the three-pump limits. eTJ also reviewed all LOCA analysesgto determine if any three-pump
LOCA analyses had been performed incorrectly. A three-pump.LOCA analysis was completed
'for the lowered-loop, 177-fuel assembly :plant type. That study correctly placed the inoperable
pump in the broken cold leg. Therefore, although the topical text was incorrect, the analyses and
application studies. were performed correctly.
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Eight (8) copies of the two corrected topical report pages are enclosed for replacement in the five ....
(5) Proprietary and three (3) Non-Proprietary copies sent to the NRC with the Reference I letter.
In accordance with the original designation of",the report, these pages should be considered
"Proprietary.'" An affidavit supporting thatuclassification is included. The change pages'wili also

:.be included in the accepted versions of.the Proprietairy and Non-Proprai0• zy. "BWNT LOCA"
topical. report. ... .

If youd have any questions regarding this material, please c6ntact John Klingenfis at, (804) 832-
3294.

Very truly yours,

& .llMana~'

B wners Group Services

J1K/bcc

.- . .

.W4
C: L. Lois/NRC

1. L. Birmingham/NRC
J. A: Klingenfus/FTI-OF53
D. R. Page/FTI-0F53
R. J. Schomaker/FTI-0F57
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AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH J. KELLY

. . . . . . . . . .. ,

A. My name is Joseph J. Kelly. I am Manager of.B&W Owners Group Services for Framnatome

Technologies, Inc. (FTI), and as suchi aI thorized to execute thisAffidavit.

B. I Tam familiar with the criteria applied by FTI to determine whether certain information of FTI

is proprietary and . am familiar with the procedures established within FTI to ensure the

:proper application of these criteria.

C. In determining whether an FTI document is to be classified as proprietary information, an

initial determination is made by the Unit Manager, who is responsible for originating the

document, as to whether it falls within the criteria set forth in Paragraph D hereof. :::If the
information Calls within any one of these criteria, it is classified as proprietary by the

originating Unit Manager. This initial determination is reviewed by the cognizant Section W
Manager. If the document is designated as proprietary, it is reviewed again by me to assure

that the regulatory requirements of 10 CFR Section 2.790 are met.

_D..' The following information is provided to demonstrate that the provisions of 10 CFR Section

2.790 6f the Comnmission's. regulations have been considered: ..

(i) The information has been held in confidence by FTI. Copies of the document are

clearly identified as proprietary. In addition, whenever FTl transmits the

information to a customer, customer's agent, potential customer or regulator '

agency, the transmittal requests the recipient to hold the information as

*.."''proprietary. Also, in order to strictly limit any potential or actual customer'suse. jofproprietary information, the substance of the follo0ing provision is included in

.j.'.all agreements entered into by FTI. and an equivalent version of the proprieta "
, . .. ... ,. .the ...

provision is included in all of FTI's piroposals:
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AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH J. KELLY (Cont'd.)

"Any proprietary inforiation, concerning Company's or its Supplier's

products or manufacturing processes which is so designated by Company

or its Suppliers and disclosed toý'Purchaser incident to the performance of

such contract shall remain the property of Companyqor its Suppliers and is
disclosed in confidence, and Purchaser shall not publish or otherse

disclose it to others without the: written approval of Company, and no

rights, implied or otherwise, are granted to produce or have produced any

products or to practice or cause to be practiced any manufacturing

processes covered thereby.

Notwithstanding the above, Purchaser may provide the NRC or any'other

reguLlatory agency with any such proprietary information as the NRC or

such, other agency may require, provided, however, that Purchaser shall

first give Company written notice of such proposed disclosure and

Company shiall have the right to amend such proprietary information so as

to make it non-proprietary, In the event that Company cannot amend such

proprietary information, Purchaser shall prior to disclosing such

information, use its best efforts to obtain a commitment from NRC or such

other agency to have Isuch information withheld from public inspection.

Company shall be given the right to participate in pursuit of such

confidential treatment."

(A193)
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FF fDAVIT OF JOSEPH J. KELLY (Cont'd,)

(ii) The following criteria are customarily applied by FFI in a rational decision process
:to determine whether the information should be classifiedas proprietary.

Information may be classified as proprhet ay if on or m o0re ofthe following criteria
.... . . .. ... . . . . . . . . .. te n

are Met:

a. Information reveals cost or price: information, commercial strategies,

production capabilities, or budget levels of FTI, its customers or suppliers.

b. The information, reveals data or material concerning FTlI research or

development plans or programs of present or potential competitive

advantage to FTI.

c. The use of the information by a competitor would decrease his

expenditures, in timeor resources, in designing, producing or marketing

a similar product.:

d. The information co*nsists of test data or other "similar data concerning a

process, method or component, the application of which results in a

com-petitive advantage to FTI.

e. The informnation reveals special aspects of a poesmthod, component
or the like. the exclu siveU se of which resuilts in a competitive advantage'

to FTI.

The inforrmation contains ideas for which patent protection may be sought..

(IiA-194).
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AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH I. KELLY (Cont'd.

The document(s) listed on Exhibit "A", which is attached hereto and made a part

hereof: has been evaluated in accordance with normal FT! procedures with respect

to classification and has been found to contain information which falls within one

or more of the criteria enumerated above. Exhibit "B", which is attached hereto

and made a part hereof, specifically identifies the criteria applicable to the

document(s) listed, in Exhibit "A".

(iii) 1..:The document(s) listed in Exhibit "A". which has been madfe available to the United

States Nuclear Regulatory Commission was made available in confidence with a

request that the document(s) and the information contained therein be withheld

from public disclosure.

(iv) * The information is not available in the open literatuIi .r e and to the best of our

knowledge is not known by ABB CE, EXXON, General Electric, Westinghouse

or other current or potential domestic or foreign com.i petitors of FTI.

(v) Specific information with regard to whether public disclosure of the information

is likely to cause harm to the competitive position of FTI, taking into account the

value of the information to IFTI; the amount of effort or money expended by FTI

developing the information-, and the ease or difficulty with which the information,

could be properly duplicated by others is given in Exhibit "B".

E, I have personally reviewed the document(s) listed on Exhibit "A" and have found that it is

considered proprietary by FT I because it contains information which falls-within one or more

of the criteria enumerated in Paragraph D, and it is information which is customarily held in

confidence and protected as -proprietary information by FTI. This report. comprises

(LA- 19 5)
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AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH J, KELLY (Corntd.)

Information utiliZed by FTI in its business which afford FTI an opportunity to obtain a

competitive advantage over those who may wish to know or use the information contained

in the document(s). :-

State of Virginia)

City of Lynchburg)
') `-SS. Lynchburg

Joseph J. Kelly, being duty sworn, on his oath deposes and says that he is the person who subscribed
his name to the foregoing statement, and that the matters and facts set forth in the statement are true.

AR

ISubscribed and sworn before me
this 10"- day of.9 . 1998.

Notary Public in and for the City
of Lynchburg, State of Virginia.

My Commission Expirese(idyS../*Cil

(LA-19 6), 5 ~I
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EXHIBITS A &B

,EXHIBIT A

Two corrected pages from BWNT Proprietay Report BAW-10192P, 'BWNT LOCA - BWNT
Loss-of-Coolant Accident Evaluation Modefl for Once-Through Steam Generator Plants"

- Page A-43 A.8. Three Operating RC Pumps at 75 Percent Full Power Study.

- Page A-77 Table A-20. Parameter Comparison for the 3-Pump, 75 Percent Power
Study.

::::i-ii:!::::.::: :i

JEXHIIT B

f -

I:.:..

The above listed documents contain information which is considered Proprietary in accordance
with Criteria b• c and d of the attached affidavit.

(LA- 197)



BWNT PROPRIETARY

A. 8 Three Oiterating RC Purmps at 7.5-Percent Full Power Stuidy0

A LBLOCA analysis was performed with initial conditions based on

, three operational pumps, with a core, power set to 75 percent: full

power.: This study was performed to provide a basis for selection

o: f the most-limiting input parameters and to determine if the four-

pump cAL limits can apply to the three-pump condition•. :The,: base.,::
:case peak linear heat rate of 16.5 kW/ft.:was used in these three-

pump analyses. The base case radial pea.k was increased from 1..626
'to 2.168 to preserve the peak linear heat :rate.

three blowdown calculations were made with the lckede rotor located
in (1) the broken•leg pump:, (Pump 2A), (2):: the intactý leg pump of
the broken loop (Pump 2B),: or.. (31):: one of the intact :loop pumps

(Pump ••). A comparison of blowdown: results is presented in
Figures A-137 through A-141 and in Table A-19. The three-pump case
EOB times were all 1.9 to 3.2 seconds longer than the:ý four-pump
base case. The case with the locked rotor in the broken leg:

p roduced the most severe cladding temperatures at the end of S
blowdown. This EOB temperature was 15 F below the base case value.

It is expected that this case will have lower 'clad temperatures

4during ref lood due to lower core decay heat and less stored fuel
pin energy.

I To confirm that the base case remains limiting, the REFLOD3B and

!BEACH calculations were ý_performed ::f the worst three-pump

operation case. The results are presented in Figures A-142 through
A-146 and summarized in: Table A-20.. They show that the PCT of 1886

, F was predicted in an unruptured segment. This peak is 97 F lower
than, the peak predicted by the base EM case. The higher flooding

!.rate 9-reduced the peak significantly. Therefore, the LOCA limits

established for four-pump operation at fullopower are bounding

three-pump operation at 75 percent power.

(LA-198) A-43
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...BWNT PROPRIETARY

20. Parameter Comparison f or the 3-Pump*, 75 Percent
Power Study.

:Inoerable
______ ____________________ Pump 'In Brokener ,Base Case C6 d Leca

Table A-

Paramet

ICFT Flow Begins, s
End-of-Bypass S

End-o-Blodown(EOB),s

I Liquid Mass in RV Lower
Plenum at EOB, ibm

Integrated accumulator
injection at EOB, ilbm

integrated mass Removed
at EQE, ibm
i Break

I'. ECCS Bypass

!L :::.Integrated energy out5 the break at EOB, BTU

RV Lower Plenum
Filled, s

LPI Flow.Begins, s

I CFTs Emptys

Clad Ruptiýure. Time, s

IUnrupt~ured! :Segment:

* I Time, 8

Ruptured Segment:

Timne, s

Average Oxidation

Hot Channel
Average Channel

Whole-Core Hydrogen
Generation, :%-

. Average Channel
Quench Time, s

12.8

18.59

21.04.5

15799.8

48956.7

54 9268.
47796.8

3. 5151x106

27 .

40 .060

45.330

21.195

10
1958.8
63.0,

*11.,
1983.4
30.473

0.70
0.066.

0.30

232.2

9 A-77

13.4

.19,.45

22. 645

1133 1. 5

52962.4

549099.
52074.0

3.5260x108

28.998

40.060

46.204

25.095

10
1886.2
58 . 805

11
1752.9
30.6

0.51
0.048

0.22

162.2

(LA-19
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Table A-21. Parami
LOCA.

t Cl Flow Begins, as

Endof-Bypass, s
SEnd-of-Slowdown. 10oB) ,4

.. ... - (L

ILiquid mass in RV Lower
Plenum at EOB, lbm

•Interated accumulator
•!injection at EOB is:bm ..

Ilntegrated Mass RemovedPAt: :• ::: . .........•"
at ýEOB Ibmi Break

I ECCS Bypass

entegrated energy out
,the break ,,at'P: EOB, .BTU

!RV Lower Plenum

Filled, s

I Fl. 1 ow Begins, s

nCs Empty,.

.Clad :Rupture Time, s

In.ruptured Segment:
i PCT, F

ITime, s

ýRuptured segment:
PCT F.

,verage :Oxidation
HOt Channel

.......... l ' " . ... . . ..."
AVeraget :Channel

.oleQ-.Cre'Hydrogen-
Snorat ion,

.,,erage Channel
iuench Time, s:

BWNT PROPRIETARYý

Bter comparison for the 2-, 6-, and 10-ftI
Utiit Demonstration Cases.

12.8 12 8 12.6

18.67 18.59 18.50

21.130 21.045 20.985

1SS29.9

49164.7::

549..139.
48004. 0

3. 5217X18.

27.694

40.*060

44.333

20.:070

7
1959.5
-54.0

166,1 :.": 986, .7 .

30,002

0.68
0.039

0.28

219.8

• .15799.8

48956.7

5 4..9.2. • 8.

47796. 8

.. . . .. . x.

27.666

40.060

45.330

21.195

10
.195.8.8
-63.0

1983.4'
30.473

0...70
00066

0.•30

2 . 2..

15311.8

49053.5

549628.
47687.4

3.5144xI08

27.;588

.40..060

45.213

::. , 16 -

.2020.,7
71.140

:.1888 ;".1
-... '36-', 0

0.67

0.091

0.30

239.1

I

.: ".'.: : . : '.:< :.

(LA- 2 0 0)
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